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INTRODUCTION 
From the time Robert Bridges published Gerard Manley Hopkins' poems in 
1918, nearly thirty years after the poet's death, till the present, the conflict 
about the man, priest, and poet has probably been greater than that within the 
man himself. Accordingly, he has been "praised, overpraised, underpraised for 
a medley of wrong and right reasons," even "his friends are enemies among them¬ 
selves" and, most regrettable, "he has suffered from them all."^ On perhaps the 
most controversial issue, the perpetual debate concerning the influence his Jesuit 
vocation had on his state of mind and productivity, we hear a friend and form¬ 
er classmate state little more than a year after Hopkins' death: 
Humanly speaking he made a grievous mistake in joining the Jesuits for 
on further acquaintance his whole soul must have revolted against a sys¬ 
tem which has killed many and many a noble soul. . . . To get on with 
the Jesuits you must become on many grave points a machine, without 
will, without conscience, and that to his nature was an impossibility. ^ 
And yet a fellow Jesuit just as unequivocally declares: 
The contribution the Society of Jesus made to his poetry is incalculable. . . . 
In wisely guiding and tenderly caring for Hopkins the Jesuit and the priest, 
the Society of Jesus, more than can ever be known, formed Hopkins the poet.^ 
^Editorial, New Verse, I, 14 (April, 1935), 2. 
2Charles Luxmoore, in Further Letters of Gerard Manley Hopkins, ed. Claude 
Colleer Abbott, 2nd ed. (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1970), p. 396. Hereafter 
identified in parentheses in text as FL and page no. 
3Martin C. Carroll, S. J., "Gerard Manley Hopkins and the Society of Jesus," 
in Immortal Diamond, ed. Norman Weyand, S. J. (N. Y.: Octagon Bks.,1969), p.^. 
2 
Did fhe strenuous Jesuit discipline Have in fact a salutary, a stultifying, 
or a neutral effect on Hopkins? Whatever others feel to be the case, Hopkins 
himself had a metamorphic experience. Trying to decide whether to join the 
Benedictine, the Oratorian, or the Jesuit order, Hopkins expressed the opinion, 
in a letter to Dr. (later Cardinal) John Henry Newman, likewise an Anglican 
converted to Catholicism and the Bishop who received Hopkins into the faith, 
that the Jesuit discipline was hard. Newman remonstrated: "Don't call 'the 
Jesuit discipline hard', it will bring you to heaven. The Benedictines would not 
have suited you" (FL, 408). After his first two years as a Jesuit novitiate, Hop¬ 
kins confirmed that "the life here though it is hard is God's will for me as I most 
intimately know" (FL, 235); again when he began his tertianship: "My mind is here 
more at peace than it has ever been";^ and emphatically just a year before his 
death: "I do not waver in my allegiance, I never have since my conversion" (FL, 447). 
Hopkins' conceptionof the rules of the Society of Jesus regarding the writ¬ 
ing of poetry, rather than any actual rules forbidding such, was responsible for 
his decision to burn his early poetry and not to write any more until so instructed. 
The Society in fact did not encourage the pursuit of literature, one of the rules 
being that 
The study which those who are in probation will have in the houses of the 
Society should, it seems, be about what will help them toward what has 
been said on the abnegation of themselves and toward further growth in 
virtue and devotion. To speak in general, literary studies will not take 
place in a house. . . 
^The Correspondence of Gerard Manley Hopkins and Richard Watson Dixon, 
ed. Claude Colleer Abbott (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1955), p. 75. Hereafter 
identified in parentheses in text as RWD and page no. 
^Saint Ignatius Loyola, The Constitutions of the Society of Jesus, trans. George 
E. Gauss, S. J. (St. Louis: The Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1970), Item 289. Here¬ 
after Constitutions. 
I 
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3 
Hopkins confided in a leHer to Richard Watson Dixon, cleric and fellow poet, 
that "Our Society values . . . and has contributed to literature, to culture; 
but only as a means to an end" (RWD, 93). So the verse Hopkins wrote before 
entering the Society he voluntarily destroyed "and meant to write no more; the 
Deutschland I began after a long interval at the chance suggestion of my super¬ 
ior" (RWD, 88). "Surely one vocation cannot destroy another" Dixon wrote in 
one letter, and a short time later stressed that "I have again and again felt the 
same: & am certain that as a means of serving, I will not say your cause but re¬ 
ligion, you cannot have a more powerful instrument than your own verses" (RWD, 
90, 100). Hopkins did not again speak to Dixon on the issue; but five years be¬ 
fore his death, he confided to Bridges: "It always seems to me that poetry is un¬ 
professional, but that is what I have said to myself, not others to me."^ 
There are also other controversies about Hopkins: whether he is a great, a 
gifted, or merely a mediocre poet; whether he belongs in the Victorian period in 
which he was born and to whose codes he was somewhat subjected, or in the Modern 
period into which his works posthumously thrust him, or in the Romantic period, or 
yet is more correctly related to the poets of two or three centuries before him. 
Was Robert Bridges Hopkins' friend for corresponding with him, collecting, and 
finally publishing his poetry; or was he a deterrent to Hopkins' career because he 
discouraged rather than encouraged him, delayed publication so long, and then 
apologized for and denigrated the poet in the Preface to the poems? The value 
and the originality of Hopkins' poetics is another issue that is debated. A relative- 
^The Letters of Gerard Manley Hopkins to Robert Bridges, ed. Claude Col leer 
Abbott (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1955), p. 197. Hereafter identified in paren¬ 
theses in text as RB and page no. 
ly new concern is the possibility of his having had homosexual leanings, evidence 
of which might appear in his poetry. Were his bouts with melancholia, which he 
confessed "I have all my life been subject to" (FL, 256), the result of "profouncj 
emotional dislocation"'7 as one critic has charged or merely the periodic "dark 
night of the soul" episodes which many creative, sensitive artists undergo? 
Hopkins' own recorded antitheses are likewise fuel for controversial fires. 
He admitted that his poetry "errs on the side of oddness" and has a queerness "I 
cannot have escaped" (RB, 66). yet defended and refused to alter his work while 
saying paradoxically that "a perfect style must be of its age" (RWD, 99). He loved 
and respected the judgment of his family and friends but at times utterly disregarded 
g 
their advice or wishes. On one hand he strictly and at times fanatically obeyed 
rules (as a schoolboy, for example, he abstained from drinking liquids for so long 
9 10 he collapsed); practiced extraordinary and sometimes unnecessary ascesis; de¬ 
stroyed some of his own poetry (he called it "the slaughter of the innocents") (JP, 
165) which not even he thought was an evil to begin with; refused to take vaca¬ 
tions or seek medical aid until ordered to. ^ On the other hand, Hopkins some¬ 
times showed adamantine disobedience, as when he challenged his headmaster 
^Basil de Selincourt, review in The Observer (Jan. 25, 1935). 
8a. correspondence of Hopkins' father and the Rev. H. P. Liddon, FL, 
pp. 434-436, also correspondence of Hopkins and his father, FL, p. 91 ff. 
9For differing versions of the story, cf. _FL,p. 395 and G. F. Lahey, 
Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1930), p. 6. 
IQlhe Journals and Papers of Gerard Manley Hopkins, ed. Humphrey House, 
completed by Graham Storey (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1966), pp. 71, 72, 
190. Hereafter identified in parentheses in text as JP and page no. 
11 Express directions as to proper care of health are found in Constitutions, 
Item 292 and note, and Item 300. ' 
J 
in grammar school (FL, 395) or later as a theologate openly espoused the phil¬ 
osophy of Duns Scotus rather than that of Thomas Aquinas or Francisco Suarez, 
as prescribed by the Society. 
All his life Hopkins sought a balance between natural and spiritual beauty; 
the sensual and the sensuous; what he called "affective" will (desire) and "elec¬ 
tive" will (choice); allowing, seeking, encouraging or discouraging publication. 
Concerning the latter problem, for example, in the 1879 letter to Robert Bridges 
quoted from earlier, Hopkins concluded that although he did not and would not 
actively seek to publish his poems and would even be reticent to do so under 
order "if anyone should like, they might be published after my death" (RB, 66). 
Four decades later Bridges fulfilled that prescient suggestion. 
Robert Bridges: friend or adversary? Perhaps both. Although he preserved 
but a single letter of his to Hopkins (presumably he destroyed the other letters 
which were returned to him upon Hopkins' death), "Dearest Bridges" did keep up 
a continuing if sporadic correspondence with "Your affectionate friend, Gerard 
Manley Hopkins, S. J." from 1865 until the poet's death in 1889. Even though 
Bridges disdained the Jesuit religion, he did not renounce Hopkins' friendship be¬ 
cause of it, nor, as many critics have, accuse the discipline of hampering Hop¬ 
kins in the utlization of his full literary potential. He severely criticized Hop¬ 
kins' poetry, charging him with oddness, queerness, oddity and obscurity, and 
yet he was decidedly the spur that projected the poet toward Parnassus. Even then 
this crotchety, recalcitrant, reserved traditionalist admitted at least once to Dixon, 
as Dixon reported to Hopkins, "your poems more carried him out of himself than 
those of any one" (RWD, 100). On one occasion Hopkins began a letter to Bridges: 
"It gave me of course great comfort to read your words of praise" (RB, 52). What- 
6 
ever Bridges' reasons for deferring publication, at least he was the one to present 
Hopkins to the public (the Jesuits retained some of his works, destroyed some, 
sent some to Hopkins' family and Bridges but did nothing toward publishing or 
publicizing them), and over half a century later Robert Bridges is remembered, 
not as the competent physician he was, the excellent poet he was, or the es¬ 
teemed Poet Laureate of England which he also was, but as the editor and publisher 
of the first edition of the collected poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins. 
Bridges' Preface to the poems is curious indeed: there is no biographical 
material, not even a sketch, and it is so critical of the poet's work that readers 
would have to like (and many did) the poems in spite of the Preface. He cen¬ 
sures Hopkins for "faults of taste," "exaggerated Marianism," "naked encounter of 
sensualism and asceticism," and efforts to "force emotion into theological or sec¬ 
tarian channels"; he attacks Hopkins' style of oddity, which he finds ludicrous, 
and obscurity, which he claims precludes understanding. These faults. Bridges 
confides to the reading public, "yet affect my liking and more repel my sympathy 
than do all the rude shocks of his purely artistic wantonness," and he warns the 
reader that he "must have courage to face, and must in some measure condone" 
such flagrant abuses. The editor does concede, however, that one might in 
spite of these flaws "discover the great beauties" of the poems of a man who died, 
he adjudged, "as he was beginning to concentrate the force of all luxuriant exper- 
19 iments in rhythm and diction, and castigate his art into a more reserved style." 
12preface to First Edition, reprinted in Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
ed. W. H. Gardner, 3rd ed. (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1948), pp. 204-209. 
Interestingly, Gardner purposely omitted Bridges' original Preface in the Fourth 
Edition of the Poems, printing only selected passages in the Preface to the Notes 
7 
Since fhis essay is primarily concerned nof with Hopkins' poetics but with 
how his role as priest affected his person and his poetry, a brief critical survey 
of this particular issue follows. 
Critics are divided roughly into secular and religious groups. Generally 
speaking, those who hold the secular view find a serious conflict between Hopkins' 
vocations as priest and poet, charging his dedication as priest with being responsi¬ 
ble for his acute and unusual suffering (the "profound emotional dislocation" men¬ 
tioned earlier) and comparatively slim poetic output. Those who take the religious 
approach contend that the two vocations were allied, and they attribute any suffer- 
13 ings (termed "productive neuroses") to Christian probation or to nonreligious 
causes. 
Early criticism of the first kind concerns Hopkins' poetics (or Bridges' Preface!), 
but in 1919, John Middleton Murry in the Athenaeum made the first Freudian ob¬ 
servation when he relegated any faults or deficiencies of the poetry to "the star¬ 
vation of experience which/Tlopkinsy^ vocation imposed upon him."^ In 1921, 
Edward Sapir suggested that "the real Hopkins is a passionate soul unendingly in 
conflict. The consuming mysticism, the intense religious faith are unreconciled 
15 
with a basic sensuality that leaves the poet no peace." 
I. A. Richards, in a 1926 article in the Dial, found fault with Hopkins for 
attempting to fit religion intellectually rather than emotively and passionately into 
^Robert W. Brinl ee, Jr., "Hopkins' Reconciliation of Religion and Poetry," 
Diss. Univ. of Mo., 1968, p. 108. 
I^Rpt. in Aspects of Modern Poetry by Edith Sitwell (1934; rpt. N. Y.: 
Books for Libraries Press, 1970), p. 60. 
15
"Gerard Hopkins," Poetry, 18 (Sept., 1921), 330-336. 
8 
his poems and concluded fhai the price Hopkins paid for doing so "amounted to 
martyrdom, but Richards was nevertheless the first and most important critic 
to defend successfully Hopkins' (and by extension all poets') experiments with 
obscurity, oddness, paradox and ambiguity as being healthy to the growth of 
poetry and a good preventive of stagnation. 17 The paradoxical fruits of this ul¬ 
timate sacrifice, as Richards views the situation, are the "terrible sonnets" which 
he bel ieves succeed because of this sacrifice. In a similar vein, and contribut¬ 
ing to the body of critics who see positive poetic value coming out of Hopkins' 
negative experiences, Cecil Day Lewis in 1937, stressing the paradox that Hop¬ 
kins' poetry "was raised to its greatest heights by despairing doubts—the very 
18 
negation of religion," in effect praises the sacrifice of the man and the priest 
for the sake of advancing the poet. 
T. S. Eliot, who regarded Hopkins as merely a devotional poet, accused him, 
much as Richards did, of gainsaying emotion by trying to force it into theological 
channels. "People who write devotional verse," he states in his book After Strange 
19 
Gods, "are usually writing as they want to feel, rather than as they do feel ." 
Even the editor of Hopkins' letters, Claude Colleer Abbott, detects "evidence . . . 
of a determined effort to coerce his poetry into narrowly Roman Catholic chan¬ 
nels as if here might be found appeasement and equilibrium for both sides of 
16Dial, 81 (Sept., 1926), 203. 
17Will iam Empson also defends ambiguity in his book Seven Types of Ambi- 
guity (N. Y.: New Directions, 1947), and devotes Chapter 7 to Hopkins' "Wind- 
hover" as illustration. 
1 o 
"Gerard Manley Hopkins: Poet and Jesuit," Left Review, 3 (Apr., 1937), 
174. 
^(N. Y.: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1934), pp. 92, 31. 
9 
his nature'^RB, xxxi). Abbott's opinion is that Hopkins never did find this bal¬ 
ance and that in fact he suffered a self-inflicted martyrdom because he never 
could successfully reconcile his two vocations. Yvor Winters contends that al- 
though Hopkins' "faith and vocation were his chief source of strength" there was 
nevertheless a precarious mental balance late in Hopkins' life with the result that 
"there is in a large portion of his verse an emotional violence which is neither 
understood nor overcome. 
Louis MacNiece, in Modern Poetry, grants that Hopkins' chosen vocation 
may have reduced the amount of poetry he produced but insists that had Hopkins 
not been a Jesuit, "the gain in quantity would have meant a loss in quality. . . . 
21 
^Tor/ Hopkins' Christian belief is structurally essential to his poems." And John 
Gould Fletcher in "Gerard Manley Hopkins: Priest or Poet?" concurs that "the 
choice of the Jesuits was made at the cost of a severe and heavy sacrifice; the 
sacrifice of his own poetic talent," yet concludes that despite such sacrifice Hop¬ 
kins is a gifted artist whose poetry "is more valuable to man than any dogmatic 
22 
orthodoxy whatever." 
"Despite such sacrifice"? In 1942, John Pick wrote the book Priest and Poet 
not only as an obvious answer to Fletcher but also to underscore his own belief that 
the two vocations were not only compatible but presented absolutely no conflict that 
20The_ Function of Criticism (Chicago: The Swallow Press, 1957), p. 136. 
21(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1938), p. 80. 
^American Review, Vol. 6, No. 3 (Jan., 1936), 335. 
10 
23 
Hopkins could not resolve, a defense adopted by many of the religious critics. 
David Daiches surfaced on the wave of psychological criticism, originally 
set in motion by Murry and Sapir, when he adjudged that Hopkins' divided pas- 
24 
sions failed ever to fuse "due to a lack of integration in his own personality." 
Although seeing in Hopkins' earlier works "unity founded on a tension between 
opposites," Vivian de Sola Pinto in Crisis in English Poetry: 1880-1940 similar¬ 
ly detects that in the terrible sonnets "the tension by which 'unity of life' was 
maintained . . . seems to have snapped." Hopkins does. Pinto feels, at last 
achieve such unity, but at the price of "submission to a rigorous discipline which 
involved isolation from his fellow countrymen, enslavement to uncongenial work and 
25 finally the tragic collapse expressed in his last poems, and his premature death." 
Sir Herbert Read, the eminent British writer and critic, publicly emended an 
earlier opinion of his regarding the priest-poet conflict. In a 1933 article he classi¬ 
fied Hopkins' poetry into poems of belief, poems having essentially no connection 
with belief, and poems of doubt, labeling the last two categories superior to the 
26 first. Two years later in a letter to W. H. Gardner (the author of the two-volume 
treatise on Hopkins' work and co-editor of the definitive Fourth Edition of Hopkins' 
poetry). Read wrote: "In so far as I have . . . implied that there was an open con¬ 
flict between the poetic impulse and the theological faith in Hopkins, I confess 
232nd ed. (N. Y.: Oxford Univ. Press, 1966). The book's bias is obviously 
religious but is not so stated so I include it in this section of criticism. 
24poetry in the Modern World (Chicago: Univ. of Chic. Press, 1940), p. 30. 
25(London: Hutchinson's Univ. Lib., 1951), pp. 62, 169, 76. 
26
"Poetry and Belief in Hopkins, " New Verse, l(Jan., 1933), 12. 
1  
, i,27 I was wrong. 
Frederick Page might be called the first religious apologist for Hopkins. 
He opens an article in the Dublin Review in 1920 by likening Bridges' charges 
of "exaggerated Marianism" in Hopkins to complaining of the "exaggerated 
Beatricity of The Divine Comedy" and continues in Hopkins' defense: "he dis¬ 
putes his sorrow like a man, but he also feels it like a man. . . . There could 
28 be nothing nobler than this disavowal of despair." Father Joseph Keating as¬ 
sumes a similar, but more dogmatic and naive stance when he unequivocally de¬ 
crees that the experiences reflected in the sonnets, "so expressive of 'the dark 
night of the soul,' that those close to Christ are at times privileged to pass through, 
cannot have been the result of "a mere sense of failure and frustration, still less 
29 to doubt as to whether he had chosen aright." Father G. F. Lahey, in a bio¬ 
graphy written four years earlier than Pick's, glosses over the terrible sonnets as 
30 
"only terrible in the same way the beauty of Christ is terrible." 
Other religious critics have been neither as generous nor as defensive, 
however. Father D'Arcy in Great Catholics charges that the fact that Hopkins 
was a convert led to his "unresolved tension" and that such converts as these 
"startle the traditional Catholic by their inability to unbend." D'Arcy does not 
01 Z/W. H. Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Vol. 1 of 2 vols. (London: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1961), p. 237 and note. Hereafter Gardner, I or Gardner, 
II. 
2®"Father Gerard Hopkins, His Poetry, His Character, His Prose," 167 
(July, 1920), 40, 44. 
29Quoted in Gardner, I, p. 34. 
^Olahey, p. 143. 
12 
quesfion Hopkins' sincerity of faith; but the "dark eclipse" of despair and doubt, 
31 
he believes, left him "not even faint rays of consolation." Vincent Turner, 
S. J., sternly reminds would-be sympathizers that the Catholic priesthood is "a 
32 
life and not a profession," and Chester Burns, S. J., says that, moreover, 
33 
"religious orders have no crying need of poets." 
William Sale takes the pragmatic attitude that had Hopkins "relieved these 
tensions, he would have ceased writing poetry" and that the result of the poet's 
recording of such stress is that his verses are "a series of re-affirmations, reas- 
sertions.""^ Austin Warren claims furthermore that Hopkins' constant tension, 
"the desire to be an artist and the desire to be a saint, was necessary to his achieve¬ 
ment as a poet. Had he written with the facility and fecundity of most Victor- 
35 
ians (his friends included) he might have been as undistinguished." Although 
Gardner felt that Hopkins "was destined not to achieve a permanent balance be- 
36 
tween his conflicting desires and impulses," his overall position can be summed 
up in the title he assigned Chapter VII of his second volume on Hopkins: "Poems 
of Desolation and Recovery." The title of Father Thomas' article, "Gerard Man- 
37 
ley Hopkins: 'Doomed to Succeed by Failure,'" likewise expresses his judgment. 
3lThe Rev. Martin D'Arcy, S. J., M. A., "Gerard Manley Hopkins," in 
Great Catholics, ed. Father Claude Williamson, O. S. C. (London: The Cath. 
Bk. Club, 1939), pp. 423, 425. 
32"Gerard Manley Hopkins: 1844-1944," Dublin Review, 215 (Oct., 1944), 150. 
^"Gerard Manley Hopkins: Poet of Ascetic and Aesthetic Conflict," in Im¬ 
mortal Diamond, p. 176. 
^"Gerard Manley Hopkins: Poet and Convert," Poetry, 65 (Dec., 1944), 144. 
SS'^Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-1889)" in Gerard Manley Hopkins by the 
Kenyon Critics (N. Y.: New Directions Pub. Corp., 1945), p. 14. 
^Gardner, II, p. 281. RevieW/ 240, 508 (Summer, 1966), 161- 
175. 
IJ 
In his analyfical book Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study of His IgnaHan 
Spirit, David Downes poinfs out that a careful study of The Spiritual Exercises 
of Saint Ignatius and Of the Imitation of Christ by Thomas a Kempis, both of 
which all Jesuit novitiates were required to study, convince one that "spiritual 
desolation is more often the normal state of the soul seeking Christian perfection," 
that desolation rather than human consolation is actually to be preferred. Despite 
this awareness, Downes observes, "even the bitterest moments of the 'terrible 
sonnets' are unmarked by anything like despair," and other poems written at ap- 
38 proximately the same time "are full of consolation and love." 
Charles Glicksburg, in a 1960 study on Literature and Religion: A Studyin 
Conflict, speaks for those who rather than denying the existence of purely personal 
and professional conflicts in Hopkins see them as being universal in scope. He cred¬ 
its Hopkins with the courage to express the doubt every believer feels, "the unavoid¬ 
able dichotomies of existence, the anxieties of the finite soul confronting the enig¬ 
ma of the infinite. /Hopkins/ knows the depths as well as the soaring heights of 
the questing spirit, the abysmal despairs as well as heavenly visitations."^ 
It is significant to me that Glicksburg includes in each of his comparisons 
both the conflict and the resolution, for it is my assessment that both are present 
and must be so considered in Hopkins. To overlook, dismiss, or excuse the conflict 
is to deny the written testimony of Hopkins the man and the poet, but to conclude 
that there was no reconciliation is to ignore what Hopkins the priest taught them both. 
As Sir Herbert Read says, "To ask for a different man is to ask for a different poet."^ 
3®(N. Y.: Bookman Associates, 1959), p. 146. 
39(Dallas: Southern Meth. Univ. Press, 1960), p. 72. 
40A Coat of Many Colors (London: Geo. Routledge & Sons, Ltd., 1945), p.162. 
14 
The thesis of this essay is that conflict characterized Hopkins' entire life; 
therefore, to attribute its source primarily to his priestly profession is to assign 
undue significance to but one of its causes. Furthermore, since reconciling con¬ 
flicts also marked Hopkins' entire life, such a pattern not only continued during 
his periods of extreme cris-de-coeur but in fact enabled him to transcend them, 
as he does, for example, in one of his last poems, one of the terrible sonnets 
"which came like inspirations unbidden and against my will" and may be the one 
"written in blood" (RB, 221, 219). "I can no more," he cries out, yet makes the 
immediate resolve, "I can; / Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose 
not to be. 
Evidence to support the thesis, which I develop chronologically and with a 
biographical approach, consists of Hopkins' poems, including fragments; his diary. 
Journal, sermons and devotional writings; extant correspondence from and to him; 
and critical reactions to the man and his work. 
Chapter I deals with 1844-1866, Hopkins' years from birth to the time of his 
conversion. He wrote the largest number of completed poems during this period 
of his life, though by no account his best poems, even though in 1860 he won a 
prize at Highgate Boarding School for his poem "Escorial" and two years later a 
similar prize for the Keatsian poem he wrote and illustrated, "A Vision of the Mer- 
A r\ 
maids." There exists little personal correspondence from this period. Hop- 
4lThe Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, ed. W. H. Gardner and N. H. Mac- 
Kenzie, 4th ed. (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1967), Poems64. Subsequent refer¬ 
ences will be to this edition and identified in parentheses in text as Poems and no. 
42Gardner disputes that this was a prize poem but others deem that it was. 
15 
kins did not begin his diaries until 1862 (and parts of these were destroyed by 
Hopkins in 1866 or by his sisters per instruction after his death), his spiritual 
notes until 1865, or his Journal until 1865. Nor did he meet or begin corre¬ 
spondence with Robert Bridges or Cardinal Newman until 1865. Therefore, the 
information I rely on includes reminiscenses of fellow students, the correspon¬ 
dence that is available, his Platonic dialogue "On the Origin of Beauty" in 
which he works out his theory that "antithesis is essential to ... . beauty," 
and of course the poems and fragments themselves. 
"Myself Unholy," "My Prayers Must Meet a Brazen Heaven" and "Trees 
by Their Yield" are but three poems of this period which not only ancitipate the 
acute distress uttered in later poems but also contain within themselves the balm 
of reconciliation. In the third poem, a fragment, the penitent who confesses 
Trees by their yield 
Are known; but I — 
My sap is sealed. 
My root is dry 
is granted self-absolution 
Because, although 
Self-sentenced, still 
I keep my trust. (Poems 127) 
I attribute the obvious gradation of emotion in Hopkins' poems to the fact that as 
he matured he felt both despair and elation more keenly, as indeed is true of most 
humans. 
Chapter II covers the years 1866-1875, the period during which Hopkins re¬ 
ceived the bulk of his Jesuit training. He began his training in September of 1868 
as a novitiate, was a philosophy student from 1870-1873, then taught rhetoric a 
year before studying theology from 1874-1877. During these years he corresponded 
with Bridges, Newman, and others; studied the Spiritual Exercises; read regularly 
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from the Imitation; and "discovered" Duns Scotus who confirmed his theories 
of "inscape" and "instress." I examine (in this chapter and succeeding chap¬ 
ters) the influences these activities had on Hopkins' work to point out evidences 
of tension and release. Hopkins burned most of the poems he composed from 1866- 
1868, and being required to devote all of his time as a novitiate solely to study 
and meditation on religious reading matter, and frankly waiting for the "sugges¬ 
tion of my superior" (RWD, 88), he did not resume writing until this came. The 
result, as is well known, led to his writing The Wreck of the Deutschland in 1875. 
This poem, not only Hopkins' longest and most famous but also one of his best poems, 
contains the paradox central to his life as well as to the poem, as illustrated in 
this excerpt: 
Thou art lightning and love, I found it, a winter and warm; 
Father and fondler of heart thou hast wrung; 
Hast thy dark descending and most art merciful then. (Poems 28) 
From 1875-1884, the period with which Chapter III is concerned, Hopkins 
completed his theology training, was ordained a priest, and began his service as 
a pastor. During 1881-1882 he served his tertianship; from 1882-1884 he taught 
classics; and in 1884 he was appointed Professor of Greek at the University College, 
Dublin. He began his correspondence with Richard Watson Dixon in 1878 and with 
Coventry Patmore in 1883, wrote sermons and devotions, and made notes for dis¬ 
courses and composed important commentaries on the Spiritual Exercises. Hopkins 
wrote no significant poems until 1877 when he was in North Wales and spent per¬ 
haps the happiest year of his life. There he composed ten of his most famous son¬ 
nets, including "The Windhover," which he considered his best poem; "Pied Beauty" 
which illustrates his expert handling of the tension between opposites; "Hurrahing 
in Harvest" which is a fusing of all the elements; and "God's Grandeur" in which 
1/ 
God, despite the fact that men "now not reck his rod," still sends the Holy Ghost 
who "broods with warm breast and with ah! bright wings." 
Poems inspired by his experience as a priest during this period include "Fe¬ 
lix Randal" and "The Handsome Heart." Poems treating polarities are also includ¬ 
ed: life and death in "Spring and Fall"; mortal and immortal beauty in "The Lead¬ 
en Echo and the Golden Echo"; and loss and gain in "Peace." In this last poem 
the poet sees peace as elusive or even absent: 
I'll not play hypocrite 
To own my heart: I yield you do come sometimes; but 
That piecemeal peace is poor peace 
and yet, and yet God 
does leave Patience exquisite. 
That plumes to Peace thereafter (Poems 51), 
thereby bringing consolation to a spirit which, were it in total desolation, could 
neither perceive nor be receptive to it. 
Hopkins remained Professor of Greek at University College and Fellow of 
the Royal University until his death from typhoid fever in 1889: Chapter IV covers 
this short but crucial period. The year 1885 is known as the year of the "terrible 
sonnets," referring to those half dozen poems which expose Hopkins' deepest re¬ 
ligious doubt and despair and which are the touchstones used by nearly every critic 
to prove almost any aspect of his view of the priest-poet controversy. 
These sonnets should not be uncritically accepted, however, as the grim 
final word in the controversy. While they undeniably reflect a soul in extremis, 
the fact that four of them were written on the same piece of paper and that this 
same piece of paper contained the jubilant nature poem "Ashboughs" indicates 
the intermittent and inconclusive hold that despair had on Hopkins. In addition. 
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two poems written two years after the sonnets, "Tom's Garland" and "Harry 
Ploughman" address social problems, the first regarding the unemployed and 
the second arguing for a balance between freedom and responsibility, issues 
which are clearly outside the poet's concern with personal problems alone. It 
seems inconceivable, moreover, that one who is undone by despair or tortured 
by unresolved conflict could write: 
I am all at once what Christ is . . . 
. . . poor potsherd, patch, matchwood . . . 
. . . immortal diamond. (Poems 72) 
This line is from Hopkins' "That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire and of the Comfort 
of the Resurrection" written in 1888 and considered by many critics to be the 
greatest of his poems. 
Nor did the poet lay down his Jesuit pen even then: he began work in 1888 
on the poem "Epithalamion" in honor of his brother's marriage, and he composed 
four more sonnets, the final one a month before his death. In that same month, 
he confessed in his last letter to his mother, "I have been in a sort of extremity of 
mind," then added in a note of repose which only a person whose mind and spirit 
are in harmony could utter: "Now I am the placidest soul in the world" (FL, 197). 
In the concluding chapter, I will attempt to categorize Hopkins' areas of 
conflict, the bearing these conflicts had on the whole of his life, the degree of 
reconciliation I feel he achieved, and finally an assessment of Hopkins' poetic 
contribution in light of both conflict and reconciliation. 
CHAPTER I 
1844-1866 
AnHl'hesis is essential to . . . beauty (JP, 110) 
Or try with eyesight to divide 
One star out from the daylight air. 
And find it will not be descried 
Because its place is charted there (JP, 65) 
" Born July 28, 1844, in the English town of Stratford, Essex, and the eldest 
of Manley and Kate Hopkins' nine children, Gerard Manley Hopkins was thrust in¬ 
to a world which was already in flux. The Romantic period, c. 1780-1840, was 
just bowing to the Victorian era, c. 1840-1900. Sandwiched between the two were 
the Pre-Raphaelite group in the arts and the Oxford (or Tractarian) movement in re¬ 
ligion. 
The Romantic period was in dissent with the preceding period and resulted in 
a "more or less complete and conscious inversion of orthodox Christianity and its 
doctrines, with humanity taking the place of deity . . . the forgiveness of sins end¬ 
ing in a denial of sin." ^ Then in the Victorian era two more ruptures to the status 
quo occurred: a view of nature "incompatible with a divine origin and government 
of I iving species . . . and . . . the critical examination of Scripture and Scriptur- 
2 
al history." A. S. P. Woodhouse in The Poet and His Faith observes that although 
lA. S. P. Woodhouse, The Poet and His Faith (Chicago: The Univ. of Chic. 
Press, 1965), p. 161. 
2|bid., p. 164. 
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these restrictions necessarily limited the Victorian poets in thought and expres¬ 
sion, these poets "certainly had not lost the largeness of vision" and close scru- 
3 
tiny reveals the period to be in fact "the seed ground of the twentieth century." 
The influence of the Victorian writers, notably Tennyson and Browning; the Pre- 
Raphaelites, especially Rosetti, Arnold and Burne-Jones; and many of the Ro¬ 
mantics, especially Keats, can be and has been traced in Hopkins' poems, dis¬ 
courses, and letters.^ 
The Oxford movement embraced the years from before Hopkins' birth till 
just before he attended Oxford where the movement had its beginning. John 
Keble, Oriel College don, preached there in 1833 a sermon entitled "National 
Apostasy," a reaction to "the worldliness and apathy within the Church and the 
growth of utilitarian doctrine without."^ "The Church" was of course the Church 
of England, and in the sermon Keble raised the question of authority. His con¬ 
clusion that it derived from the Apostolic Succession of the Holy Catholic Church 
led many other Anglicans who concurred to join forces with him, among them 
powerful, brilliant, outspoken and popular Bishop John Henry Newman. The 
result was the "Oxford movement" whose "case was that the Church of England 
was truly Catholic, preserving the Apostolic succession in a middle way between 
the opposed errors of Roman Catholicism and Protestantism."^1 Out of this belief 
evolved the publication of Tracts for the Times (thus the name "Tractarians") with 
3|bid., pp. 255, 206. 
^Note, for example, the many allusions to some of these in his first poem, 
"Escorial," Poems, notes on p. 245 ff. 
5Gardner, II, p. 13. 
^Bernard Bergonzi, Gerard Manley Hopkins (N. Y.: Macmillan, 1977), p. 10. 
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Newman its chief contributor. The criticism created by Neman's "Tract 
XC," which was his final attempt to interpret the Thirty-nine articles in as 
Catholic a sense as possible, as well as the ban imposed on the continuation 
of the Tracts by the Bishop of Oxford,^ led to his secession from the Church of 
England in 1845 and thence to his joining the Holy Catholic Church. Since 
many others followed him, the movement dissipated and soon ended. 
Here then is the order (or more aptly disorder) of Hopkins' world during 
the time-frame presented in this chapter, a situation hardly conducive to nur¬ 
turing the most balanced of persons and certainly of no help to one who by na¬ 
ture was less than stable. 
When Hopkins was eight years old, his family moved to Oak Hill, Hamp- 
stead; he went to day school there and two years later became a boarder at High- 
gate School where he remained until 1863. 
Always physically frail and "usually so quiet and docile" (FL, 395), Hop¬ 
kins as remembered years later by one who had known him only a few months was 
"a pale young boy . . . with a very meditative & intellectual face" (RWD, 4). 
He was assertive enough, however, to be referred to as "cock of the walk" (FL, 1), 
"keen for the fray" (FL, 395), "tenacious when duty was concerned /and/ unable 
to suffer wrong silently" (FL, 396). Hopkins himself admitted to having a "terrific 
altercation" with the headmaster Mr. Dyne (The Reverend John Bradley Dyne, but 
always referred to as "Mr. Dyne" or "Dyne") in which "I was driven out of patience 
^The "Thirty-nine articles" were "the foundation of Anglican doctrine. . . . 
/which/ all members of the university, from undergraduates to professors, had to 
adhere to." Bergonzi, p. 9. "The Tractarian movement itself attempted a renewal 
of fasting, clerical celibacy, reverence for the saints and 'Catholic usages.'" Wil- 
liston Walker, A History of the Christian Church (N. Y.: Scribner's, 1959), p. 498. 
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and cheeked him wildly." The punishment, Hopkins wrote, was to be flogged with 
a riding whip and threatened with expulsion. In order to make amends, salve his 
always-scrupulous conscience, and avoid further punishment as well, he "had to 
make six apologies" (FL, 2). 
The young Hopkins' pride was such that when a fellow boarder offered to re¬ 
turn a pilfered candle, Hopkins petulantly refused it because the restitution was 
made "in such a way that I could not take it" (FL, 2), yet he was so sensitive to 
the slight of another friend that he grieved because although "we have not spoken 
this quarter . . . it is still my misfortune to be fond of and yet despised by him" 
(FL, 4). Such sensitivity manifested itself once, for instance, to his observing 
that people consumed more liquid than was good for them and that, since sailors 
often did without water for long periods of time, he too would prove that such 
could be done. He went without water for over a week—and collapsed at drill. 
Hopkins exercised strict religious devotion at an early age, too, for he "regular¬ 
ly read to himself a small portion of the New Testament" (FL, 394). 
Hopkins was unimpressive enough to be referred to by one who had known 
him well as "Gerald" instead of "Gerard" (FL, 396), but another friend wrote Hop¬ 
kins' mother soon after his death: "He is the one figure which fills my whole mem¬ 
ory of my Oxford life" (FL, 449). 
While at Oxford, Hopkins won the school poetry prize for his poem "Escor- 
ial" (Poems 1). The occasion for its composition probably came about because, as 
one Oxford student recalls, "the usual holiday task, in the longest holidays was to 
o 
produce an English poem of two hundred lines on a given theme." The poem de¬ 
scribes in fourteen Spenserian stanzas the Spanish royal palace whose ground plan 
^Quoted in Norman H. MacKenzie, Hopkins (London: Oliver & Bo yd, 1968), p.2. 
2J 
is builf as a gridiron to commemorate the martyrdom of St. Lawrence. Although as- 
cetisnri' i obviously appealed to the fifteen and a half year old Hopkins and does 
appear in many of his early poems, I cannot agree with Elizabeth Schneider s 
extreme charge that this poem and others are "marked by an inclination to dwell 
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upon physical torture, cruelty and martyrdom." Nor do I hold with Gardner who 
calls this poem "the only poem in which Hopkins expresses a distaste for asceti¬ 
cism"^ and cites as proof the lines "those who strove God's gospel to confound / 
With barren rigour and a frigid doom." I see, rather, both ascetic and aesthetic 
elements in "Escorial," the ascetic being near the beginning of the poem. 
For that staunch saint still prais'd his Master's name 
While his crack'd flesh lay hissing on the grate; 
Then fail'd the tongue; the poor collapsing frame, 
Hung like a wreck that flames not billows beat 
and progressing toward the aesthetic in a paean to the indestructability of art^ 
which, significantly, concludes the poem: 
More wondrous to have borne such hope before 
It seems; for grandeur barren left and dull 
Than changeful pomp of courts is aye more wonderful. 
In 1862, during the Christmas holidays, Hopkins composed and illustrated an¬ 
other prize poem, "The Vision of the Mermaids" (Poems 2). The poem celebrates 
the senses and sensuousness. The mermaids, who perhaps represent "the eternal and 
^The Dragon in the Gate: Studies in the Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of Ca. Press, 1968), p. 5. ~ 
lOGardner, II, p. 54. 
IIOne is reminded of "Ozymandias" by Shelley, a poet whom Hopkins admired, 
often quoted and some say imitated. 
i4 
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unanswered mysfery in natwe," have "ris'n from the deep to gaze on sun and 
heaven . . ./With coral, shells, thick-pearled cords." Summer's "lusty hands, 
in gusts of scented wind / Swirling out bloom till all the air Is blind . . . and, 
as he lists, / The dainty onyx-coronals deflowers, / A glorious wanton." But as 
though to equilibrate too much rapture, "a sweet sadness dwelt on everyone" and 
the poet's dilemma is to "know the sadness but the cause know not." I see this 
poem as a balance of the sweet-sad type, but again critics disagree: one cites the 
13 
use of "surgical imagery /and/ an., uncomfortably tense drawing out of sensation," 
while another claims that Hopkins "with the eye of a painter, creates a sharp-edged 
pattern of hard, bright color and sinuous movement."^ 
In the same year that he wrote this poem, Hopkins began his diaries, one to 
note his private thoughts and daily activities and the other (since lost or destroyed) 
in which to record his spiritual development. We surmise then that even at this time 
he felt if not a conflict, at least a separateness, between the secular and the reli¬ 
gious aspects of his life. Even a portrait of the young man at this time reveals a meet¬ 
ing place of opposites. Bergonzi describes him: "Delicate features and rather long 
hair carefully brushed back from a high forehead; but the nose is prominent and the 
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mouth, though sensuous, is closed in a firm assertive line." 
Separation of another kind occurred the following year when Hopkins "who had 
^Susan A. Hallgarth, "A Study of Hopkins' Use of Nature," Victorian Poetry, 
5 (1967), 82. 
1 O 
Jim Hunter, Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Evans Bros. Ltd., 1966), p. 43. 
l^Dougl as Bush, Mythology and the Romantic Tradition in English Poetry (N. Y.: 
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1963), p. 277. 
^Gerard Manley Hopkins, p. 26. 
no love for my schooldays and wished fo banish fhe remembrance of fhem" left 
Highgate because he won an Exhibition (scholarship) to Balliol College, Oxford, 
a place of which "on the other hand, I was very fond" (RWD, 12). How announc¬ 
ing the award must have galled Mr. Dyne, who had told Hopkins that "he hoped I 
might not be at the top of the school after the exam!" (FL, 3). 
At age nineteen, Hopkins entered Balliol College, a branch of Oxford which 
was "not only a closed religious corporation, but an exclusively Anglican One" 
prior to the Tractarian upheaval. ^ Hopkins entered a dedicated Anglican and left 
four years later a confirmed Catholic. Here he was to read for his B. A. in Classics 
which comprised the study of Greek and Latin language and literature, philosophy and 
ancient history. After the first two years he took a major examination. Honour Mod¬ 
erations or "Mods," and after two more years he took an examination in "Greats,"^ 
finishing both with a first-class pass even though as a contemporary recalls: "he had 
I Q 
not read more than half the nine books" when he went in for the tests. 
In June, 1864, Hopkins began work on his poem "Pilate" (Poems 80), a con¬ 
centration on the Crucifixion. The theme of the poem is that for one day each year 
Pilate must reconsider his original decision. Usually swayed by the mob who "all 
in one say 'Crucify!'", Pilate decides in this particular year to "break free from 
the Jews' company." Rather than fleeing from them, however, he resolves to 
Make a cross, and in't 
Will add a footrest there to stand 
And with sharp flint will part my feet and dint 
The point fast in, and my left hand 
Lock with my right; then knot a barken band 
16lbid., p. 9. 17lbid., pp. 13-14. 
^Quoted in Lahey, p. 18. 
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To hold me quite fix'd in the selfsame plight 
Thus crucified as I did crucif/. 
Salvation through not only vicarious but actual shared suffering, such as this 
poem shows, is a pervasive theme in Hopkins' work. The struggle with the 
saviour in the earlier portion of this poem has its counterpart in one of the later 
dark sonnets in which the poet wrestles with "(My God!) My God." 
"Spring and Death" (Poems 4), an early undated poem written about this 
time, expresses joy over natural beauty but dismay that death comes to "mark the 
flowers ere the prime . . . / It seem'd so hard and dismal thing." Hopkins treats 
this transience of beauty throughout his poetic life, the culmination of its neces¬ 
sity and greater purpose coming in "The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo." 
Hopkins also began in June, 1864, "A Voice from the World" (Poems 81), 
a fragment like "Pilate." Later titled "Beyond the Cloister," it indicates both 
the distractions of the world 
Once it was perceived Lent 
For orience of the daffodil; 
Once, jostling thick, the bluebell sheaves 
The peacock'd copse were known to fill 
and the difficult task of renouncing them: 
How shall I search, who never sought? 
How turn my passion-pastured thought 
To gentle manna and simple bread? 
"A Soliloquy of One of the Spies Left in the Wilderness" (Poems 5) continues 
this probing of the inner man. In the poem, the spy sickens because he has failed the 
God whom he has professed to serve, even as Hopkins later felt he had when he wrote 
a friend: "I have never wavered in my vocation, but I have not lived up to it" (RWD,88). 
Hopkins is not unremitingly serious, however, as a glance at his diary will re¬ 
veal. Interspersed between the deeply religious poems and weighty matters are no- 
1/ 
taHons concerning walks he has taken, friends he has been with, books he has 
read or intends to read, comments about painters and musicians and writers, pas¬ 
sages from some of his favorite poets. His notebooks contain also many of his own 
sketches (he showed exceptional artistic talent and at one time wanted to be a 
painter) and musical pieces (he returned to his music the last few years of his life, 
even beginning a fugue). Other notations are observations about and descriptions 
of nature, especially weather, clouds and flowers, including his famous "inscapes" 
and many passages reflecting his philological experiments (for example "wade: 
waddle=stride: straddle-swathe; swaddle=ming (mix): mingle etc.") (J^, 25). There 
are practical notes as well, such as debts he owes, going for a haircut, buying 
boots, or having a cold. He included notes of confession, too, but many of these 
he erased and the others (except one or two of specific importance) were deleted 
from the final edition of his journals and papers. 
Occasional light verse, which seems to serve as relief from some of the heav¬ 
ier works, is found throughout the early diary, such as this example which appears 
between "A Voice from the World" and "The Soliloquy": 
She schools the flighty pupils of her eyes. 
With levell'd lashes stilling their disquiet; 
And puts in leash her pair'd lips lest surprise 
Bare the condition of a realm at riot. 
If he suspect that she has ought to sigh at 
His injury she'll avenge with raging shame. 
She kept her love-thoughts on most Lenten diet. 
And learnt her not to startle at his name. (JP, 26) 
In his diary at the end of his first year at Oxford, Hopkins has an entry be¬ 
ginning "Poetry at Oxford" followed by the observation: "It is a happy thing that 
there is no royal road to poetry. The world should know by this time that one can¬ 
not reach Parnassus except by flying thither" (JP, 23). He had already begun his jour¬ 
ney as poet and perhaps realized even at this time that his "royal road" might be by 
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way of Rome. "I have writ-fen three religious poems," he wrote in July to his 
Oxford friend Alexander Baillie; "however, you would not at all enter into," 
he cautioned, "they being of a very Catholic nature" (FL, 213). To another 
friend, E. H. Coleridge (grandson of Samuel Taylor Coleridge), he gave warn¬ 
ing to "beware of doing what I once thought I could do, adopt an enlightened 
Christianity" (FL, 16-17). 
The three poems which Hopkins mentions in the first letter are probably 
"Barnfloor and Winepress," "New Readings," and "He Hath Abolished the Old 
Drouth" (Poems 6, 7, and 8), examples of those early poems of which David 
Downes says "there is not a poem that does not reveal an ascetic attitude,"^ 
a position with which I partially agree. "Barnfloor" does indicate how deeply, 
even as a young man, Hopkins was affected by Christ's passion (an incident on 
which later he would be required to reflect and write commentaries as an assign¬ 
ment from the Spiritual Exercises). Note in the following examples from the poem, 
however, that Hopkins uses each part of the passion to point out a joyous conse¬ 
quence to the Christian. "The upper mill-stone roof'd His head," he writes, 
but "At morn we found the heavenly Bread." "The wine was racked from the 
press," it is true, but "Now in our altar-vessels stores / Is the sweet vintage 
of our Lord." And although Calvary's tree is "leafless, lifeless, dry," yet 
"on Easter morn the Tree was forth, / In forty days reach'd Heaven from earth; / 
Soon the whole world is overspread: / Ye weary, come info the shade." 
John Robinson, in commenting on the poem "New Readings," focuses on 
19"The Hopkins Enigma," Thought, Vol. 36, No. 43 (Winter, 1961), 579. 
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the point that the poet finds Christ's way attractive just because it is a hard way 
and cites as proof the lines "/Tie/ would not have that legion of winged things/ 
Bear him to heaven on easeful wings." Though not denying that Hopkins through 
his poem might have felt such ascetic attraction, I find significance in the fact 
that he reconciled this harsh aspect with the optimistic thought "Yet at all haz¬ 
ards Christ his fruit hath shew'd / Hard ways, rough wanderings/ Made him not 
fruitless." Of even more significance is the fact that he altered this last line 
which appears in the first draft of the poem (JP, 32) to, in the second draft, the 
even more powerful—indeed jubilant—"From wastes of rock He brings / Food for 
five thousand. " 
"He Hath Abolished the Old Drouth" I see as a joyous confession of faith. 
God, in the form of rain, has renewed the poet's faith ("send my roots rain" is 
an outcry in one of the dark sonnets). "He hath abolished the old drouth, / And 
rivers run where all was dry" begins this hymn of hope which then speaks of "mer¬ 
ciful dew, " "a new song, " and the meeting of kindred souls "in harvest and in 
garnering, / When heavenly vales so thick shall stand / With corn that they shall 
laugh and sing." 
Nowhere is Hopkins' attempt to reconcile conflict more obvious than in the 
21 two poems written consecutively at the end of July, 1864, "Heaven-Haven" 
22 (subtitled "A Nun Takes the Veil") and "I Must Hunt Down the Prize" (Poems 
9 and 88). The first expresses the poet's pull toward the spiritual calling: 
20|n Extremity: A Study of Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1978), p. 5. 
2'For the first draft titled "Rest" cf. JP, p. 33. 
22Cf. Poems, pp. 128-129 for two versions of stanza two. 
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I have desired to go 
Where springs not fail. 
To fields where flies no sharp and sided hail 
And a few lilies blow. 
And I have asked to be 
Where no storms come. 
Where the green swell is in the havens dumb. 
And out of the swing of the sea. 
The second poem, in identical metre, represents the poet's gravitation toward 
earth: 
I must hunt down the prize 
Where my heart lists. 
Must see the eagle's bulk, render'd in mists. 
Hang of a treble size. 
Must see the green seas roll 
Where waters set 
Towards those wastes where the ice-blocks tilt and fret. 
Not so far from the pole. 
In August, Hopkins expressed his religious struggle in the fragment "It was 
a hard thing to undo this knot" (Poems 91) in which, after that complaint, he 
notes that nonetheless "many standing round a waterfall / See one bow each, yet 
not the same to all." In his diary he makes the point a few days after writing this 
poem, and at a period not even in the Lenten season, "Fast days I have found slow 
days" (JP, 37). A month later he is feeling "Like a slip of comet / Scarce worth 
discovery" (Poems 103)who, when "her tether calls . . . goes out into the caver¬ 
nous dark." But the poet does not end on this melancholy note (as Robinson would 
have us believe in the chapter titled "The Cavernous Dark" in his book In Extremity) 
because before the dark encloses the comet, "she sights the sun . . . grows and 
sizes / And spins her skirts out. . . . hangs upon the flame-cased sun, / And sucks 
the light as full as Gideon's fleece." Furthermore, the poem concludes with the 
consolatory thought: "My little sweet is done: / I have drawn heat from this conta- 
J I 
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gious sun: / To not ungentle death nov/ forth I run." 
Eighteen sixty-five was a busy and important year for Hopkins: he began 
corresponding with Robert Bridges; he composed over a dozen poems, nine of them 
sonnets; he wrote several essays for his Oxford tutors, including "The Origin of 
Beauty"; he began his daily spiritual notes in March and made his final diary en¬ 
try at the end of that year. 
Hopkins' first complete poem of 1865 is "Easter Communion" (Poems 11), a 
meditation on this holy day composed during Lent between March 2 and 12. Some 
critics cite this particular poem as indicative of Hopkins' approval of, if not ob¬ 
session with, the practice of flaggelation, quoting as proof the dramatic phrases 
"breath-taking whips," "crooked rough-scored chequers . . . pieced to crosses," 
and "the ever-fretting shirt of punishment." Certainly the poem graphically de¬ 
scribes such torture, but in this as in Hopkins' other poems about the crisis of the 
cross, there is positive recompense for such suffering. "God comes all sweetness 
to your Lenten lips" is the promise to those who also suffer. The reward in the first 
draft of the poem, "And since your scarce-sheathed bones grow weary bent / With 
prayer, shall strengthen all the feeble knees," becomes in the second draft, "Your 
scarce-sheathed bones are tired of being bent, / Lo God shall strengthen all the 
feeble k nees, " even more consoling and positive and, to me, indicative of Hop¬ 
kins' faith in ultimate mercy. 
Hopkins' essay "On the Origin of Beauty: A Platonic Dialogue," included 
in his notebook and dated 12 May, 1865, was perhaps written under the guidance 
23|ti s easy to see in this line particularly the influence critics claim Hop¬ 
kins had on the poet Dylan Thomas. Cf. especially Henry Treece's chapter "Ger¬ 
ard Manley Hopkins and Dylan Thomas" in his book How I See Apocalypse (Lon¬ 
don: Lindsay Drummond, 1946). 
of Walter Pater, one of Hopkins' tutors at Balliol College. In the essay, through 
the conversations with an Oxford professor of philosophy and a student named Han- 
bury, Hopkins sets up his theory of antithetical parallelism, which in an earlier 
essay he concludes "all artifice reduces itself to" (JP, 94 ff.). The professor be¬ 
gins the object lesson by having Hanbury examine the seven-leaved chestnut-fan. 
Teacher and student conclude that it is more beautiful in its irregularity than it 
would be if its leaves were arranged in a regular three-plus-three symmetrical pat¬ 
tern. However, they point out that the very irregularity in this object would make 
it seem regular compared with others like it if, for instance, all the leaveson the 
chestnut tree were also seven-leaved. Since there would be no diminution of 
beauty, though, it follows that their beauty "is a mixture of likeness and differ¬ 
ence or agreement or consistency and variety or symmetry and change" and that 
furthermore, "if we did not feel the likeness we should not think them so beauti¬ 
ful, or if we did not feel the difference we should not think them so beautiful" 
(JP, 90). 
The pair also discuss an oak tree, whose boughs jut out in uneven angles 
from each side of the trunk; the variegated sky; paintings which imitate nature 
and therefore purposely include imperfections; and the rhythm of poetry which 
is likeness tempered with difference. The professor uses portions of the Exhorta¬ 
tion in the Prayerbook to emphasize how unsatisfactory "not only parallel but 
equal" things are: "acknowledge and confess," "sins and wickedness," "not 
dissemble nor cloke, " "assemble and meet together," "requisite and necessary," 
"pray and beseech" (JP, 113). The professor quotes one of Shelley's poems as 
the quintessential exemplar of his (and thus Hopkins') thesis "that the antithesis 
is essential to the beauty": 
JJ 
Music, when sweef voices die. 
Vibrates in the memory— 
Odours, when sweet violets sicken. 
Live within the sense they quicken. 
Rose leaves, when the rose is shed 
Are heap'd for the beloved's bed; 
And so thy thought, when thou art gone 
Love itself shall slumber on. 
"Each of these metaphors contains an antithesis within itself," the professor points 
out: "Music, when sweet voices die," "Odours, when sweet violets sicken," 
"Rose-leaves, when the rose is shed," all "answer to the antithesis in 'thy thought, 
when thou art gone'" (JP, 110). Many of Hopkins' early poems and almost all 
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of his mature poems contain just such a judicious blending of thesis and antithesis. 
The theme of the poem "Alchemist in the City" (Poems 15), which Hopkins 
composed just three days after the above essay and which is considered to be auto¬ 
biographical in nature, is the trenchant loneliness of one who has alienated him- 
self from others because of the path he has chosen. Hopkins, too, was in the pro¬ 
cess of choosing a different path. "But what indeed is asked of me?" he demands 
in a poem which he began just days after "The Alchemist" (Poems 118). "Not this," 
he answers hopefully; "Some spirits, it is told, / Have will'd to be disparadised / 
^ All his life Hopkins was intrigued by opposites, polarities,and extremes. 
For example, when he was only twenty-one years old, he wrote to one friend in 
January of this year of his "enthusiasm about Savonarola." He comments: "How 
strangely different is the fate of two reformers, Savonarola and Luther, the one 
martyred in the church, the other successful and the admired author of worldwide 
schism." FL, pp. 17-18. A year later he wrote another friend of "the incredible 
condescension of the Incarnation" that the Lord submitted not only to pain, fasting, 
scourging, and so on, but to the lowliest accidents of humanity as well. "It leads 
one ... to rhetorical antithesis," he adds, to think "that after making the world 
He shd. consent to be taught carpentering." FL, pp. 19-20. 
25,l| would gladly live all my life, if it were so to be, in as great or a great¬ 
er seclusion from the world and be busied only with God's work,"he wrote Dixon in 
1881. RWD, p. 75. 
For love and greater glory of Christ." But the poet feels both too bold and too 
inadequate to suppose that he might be chosen for this honor. "Myself Unholy" 
(Poems 16), he confesses in this sonnet that follows a few weeks later. In it 
he compares his faith to that of others: "My trust . . . / Yields to the sultry 
siege of melancholy . . . This fault in one I found, that in another . . . each 
have one while I have allBut then in the spirit of St. Paul (whose "I am the 
chiefest of sinners" this passage echoes) he exults in the consolatory thought: 
"No better serves me now, save best; no other / Save Christ: to Christ I look, 
on Christ I call." 
As though to stabilize his extreme agitation and to balance his hyper-emo- 
tion, Hopkins notes in his diary now "the opposite sunset .... temper in art" 
(JP, 65) and follows the line with "Or try with eyesight to divide / One star out 
from the daylight air," perhaps recognizing that for Gerard Manley Hopkins a 
"place is charted there" that "will not be descried." 
Although Hopkins (as a result of his association with the Tractarians) was al¬ 
ready disposed toward Catholicism, he probably firmed his convictions when, on 
a walking tour with his friend Addis, he visited a Benedictine monastery and con¬ 
versed with Canon (later Abbot) Raynal. "I think he made a great impression on 
us," Addis recalls, "and I believe that from that time our faith in Anglicanism was 
really gone." He adds: "So far as I knew. Father Raynal was the first priest whom 
26 Hopkins had ever spoken to." 
"Let me be to thee a circling bird . . . of whom a changeless note is heard," 
Hopkins prays to God in a poem which he wrote when he returned to Balliol in 
September (Poems 19). "My Prayers Must Meet a Brazen Heaven" is his complaint 
26Quoted in Lahey, pp. 21-22. 
about- what seems an unanswered plea for help (Poems 18). His "battling with 
God" in this poem seems to be a direct foreshadowing of the darker despair of 
his 1885 sonnet "I Wake and Feel the Fell of Dark." However, both of these 
sonnets are followed immediately by other poems wherein Hopkins resolves the 
conflict. In the fragment which follows "My Prayers Must Meet a Brazen Heav¬ 
en," for example, "Trees by their yield / Are known; but I—my sap is sealed, / 
My root is dry" the poet begins (Poems 127) and then realizes that he is his own 
means for rectifying the situation "because, although / Self-sentenced, still / 
I keep my trust." 
"I Must Yield the Chase" the poet admits in "Half-Way House" (Poems 20) 
and is given the following explicit instructions by One who after all did hear his 
prayers: "Enter these walls .... He is with you in the breaking of the bread." 
The surrender, "Nov. 6 On this day by God's grace I resolved to give up all 
beauty until I had his leave for it" (JP, 71), comes all at once, but not without 
a paradox. Critics often cite the next to last passage in Hopkins' diary as an 
example of his extreme asceticism: 
For Lent. No pudding on Sundays. No tea except if to keep me awake and 
then without sugar. Meat only once a day. No verses in Passion Week or 
on Fridays. No lunch or meat on Fridays. Not to sit in armchair except can 
work in no other way. Ash Wednesday and Good Friday bread and water. (JP, 72) 
No one till now, however, has noted that the final entry, which immediately fol¬ 
lows, balances the ascetic passage with ebullient aestheticism: 
Drops of rain hanging on rails etc seen with only the lower rim lighted like 
nails (of fingers). Screws of brooks and twines. Soft chalky look with more 
shadowy middles of the gloves of cloud on a night with a moon faint or con¬ 
cealed. Mealy clouds with a not brilliant moon. Blunt buds of the ash. Pen¬ 
cil of eyelashes. Juices of the eyeball. Eyelids like leaves, petals, caps, 
tufted hats, handkerchiefs, sleeves, gloves. Also of the bones sleeved in 
flesh. Juices of the sunrise. Joins and veins of the same. Vermilion look 
of the hand held against a candle with the darker parts as the middle of the 
fingers and especially the knuckles covered with ash. (JP, 72) 
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Similarly, the final poem of surrender to asceticism, "The Habit of Per¬ 
fection" (Poems 22), with every stanza a grand renunciation of the world in 
favor of the three vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience, contains such sen¬ 
suous terms that I quote it in full as evidence that even on the eve of Hopkins' 
"elected silence" both of his natures emerge, merge, and though unbidden, 
speak: 
Elected Silence, sing to me 
And beat upon my whorled ear. 
Pipe me to pastures still and be 
The music that I care to hear. 
Shape nothing, lips; be lovely-dumb: 
It is the shut, the curfew sent 
From there where all surrenders come 
Which only makes you eloquent. 
Be shelled, eyes, with double dark 
And find the uncreated light: 
This ruck and reel which you remark 
Coils, keeps, and teases simple sight. 
Palate, the hutch of tasty lust. 
Desire not to be rinsed with wine: 
The can must be so sweet, the crust 
So fresh that come in fasts divine! 
Nostrils, your careless breath that spend 
Upon the stir and keep of pride. 
What relish shall the censers send 
Along the sanctuary side! 
O feel-of-primrose hands, O feet 
That want the yield of plushy sward. 
But you shall walk the golden street 
And you unhouse and house the Lord. 
And, Poverty, be thou the bride 
And now the marriage feast begun. 
And lily-coloured clothes provide 
Your spouse not laboured-at nor spun. 
CHAPTER II 
1866-1875 
Though it is painful coming to, when reached 
gives a great and real sense of freedom. (FL, 232) 
Thou art lightning and love, I found it, a winter and warm; 
Father and fondler of heart thou hast wrung; 
Hast thy dark descending and most art merciful then. (Poems 28) 
"Reverend Sir," Hopkins begins his letter of August 28, 1866, to the Rev¬ 
erend Dr. John Henry Nev/man, "I am anxious to become a Catholic, and I thought 
that you might possibly be able to see me for a short time." 
The impact Newman made on Hopkins was substantial: Hopkins had read his 
books (and as their later correspondence suggests had plans for translating Newman's 
Grammar of Assent) (FL, 412); and he would have heard of and probably read New¬ 
man's series of lectures on "The Present Position of Catholics in England" delivered 
in 1851 to the Oratory School Newman founded and the first place Hopkins, at 
Newman's invitation, was to teach. In his early diary, Hopkins copied in full a 
well-known poem (subsequently set to music and still a popular Christian hymn) 
which Newman wrote during his own time of religious indecision: 
Lead, kindly Light! Amid th'encircling gloom. 
Lead Thou me on; 
The night is dark, and I am far from home. 
Lead Thou me on; 
Keep Thou my feet; I do not ask to see 
S6 
The disfanf scene; 
One step enough for me. ^ 
In Hopkins' poem "Nondum" (Poems 23), composed shortly after he copied down 
Newman's poem, I see a strikingly similar expresion of stress and plea for guidance. 
The title, translated "Not yet," bears a subscription from Isaiah 45: 15, "Verily 
thou art a God that hidest Thyself"; and the eighth stanza of the nine stanzas of 
"Nondum" is, like Newman's poem, a prayer for guidance: 
Oh! till Thou givestthat sense beyond. 
To show Thee that Thou art, and near. 
Let patience with her chastening wand 
Dispel the doubt and dry the tear; 
And lead me child-like by the hand 
If still in darkness not in fear. 
The influence Newman may have had on Hopkins' actual decision to leave 
the Church of England and to join the Holy Catholic Church, however, is minimal 
and certainly not the determining factor. The fact is that Hopkins had not even 
met Dr. Newman when he made his initial decision, and furthermore he assures 
Newman, in this same letter of August 28, "I do not want to be helped to any 
conclusion of belief, for I am thankful to say my mind is made up. ... I am 
clear as to the sole authority of the Church of Rome" (FL, 22). This statement 
is not to imply that Hopkins had no doubts; on the contrary, many issues caused 
him great conflict, among them the one he admits in the same letter: "the necessity 
1 Lead, Kindly Light, illus. George T. Andrew (Boston: Roberts Bros., 
1884), n.p. For the account of Newman's decision to join the Catholic Church, 
which in many ways parallels Hopkins', cf. Gertrude Donald's chapter on New¬ 
man in her book Men Who Left the Movement (Freeport, N. Y.: Books for Li¬ 
braries Press, Inc., 1967). 
of becoming a Cafholic (although I had long foreseen where the only consistent 
position would lie) coming upon me suddenly has put me into painful confusion 
of mind about my immediate duty in my circumstances" (FL, 22). 
Hopkins' decision to shift to the Catholic Church "coming upon me sudden¬ 
ly" and his statement to his friend the Reverend E. W. Urquhart that "my conver- 
seion when it came was all in a minute" (FL, 27) would seem to indicate a hasty 
and emotional reaction. Neither is entirely true, for although Hopkins' decision 
may have come in a moment, the deciding was not only a long time in coming 
but was actually resisted. In an earlier letter to Urquhart, Hopkins indicated 
that "the silent conviction that I was to become a Catholic has been present to 
me for a year perhaps ... in spite of my resistence to it" (FL, 27). "The subject 
has had years to bring its points before me," he wrote his mother; "in fact, I had 
long had the premises and had at arm's length kept off the plain conclusion" (FL, 
99). To his Oxford confessor, the Reverend H. P. Liddon, who charged Hopkins 
with being hasty and questioned the wisdom and motive of his decision, Hopkins re¬ 
plies that although "I certainly said my conversion was sudden when it came . . . 
the conviction . . . was not sudden but old and always present," and the ultimate 
and inevitable decision resulted "because at last I consented to answer simple ques¬ 
tions which I had refused to answer before" (FL, 31-32). With his typical scrupu¬ 
losity, he adds: "I had thought it my duty to resist the doubts of the English church. 
In great distress, Hopkins' father wrote Liddon on learning of his son's impend 
ing conversion: "We had observed a growing love for asceticism and high ritual," h 
says, but believes the boy "is following impulses, even fancies," and implores the 
gentleman to "save him from throwing a pure life and a somewhat unusual intellect 
away in the cold limbo which Rome assigns to her English converts" (FL, 434-435). 
Liddon's equal concern resulted in a flurry of letters to the son charging various¬ 
ly that he was "likely to be influenced by the example of friends," that he should 
"consider moral bearings" and "a moral duty of delay," and that he "ought to rest 
on something more solid than the precarious hypothesis of a personal illumination" 
(FL, 401, 402, 403). Disavowing the charges implying that emotion alone pre¬ 
dicated his decision, Hopkins replied simply: "I can hardly believe anyone ever 
became a Catholic because two and two make four more fully than I have" (FL, 31) 
The distress he knew his parents felt, however, grieved Hopkins. Their an¬ 
swers to his letters announcing his conversion "are terrible. I cannot read them 
twice," he wrote to Newman (FL, 29). "Every new letter I get breaks me down 
afresh," he writes his mother and confesses that if he was wrong not to have dis¬ 
cussed his decision with his parents or to have given earlier warning to them, "I 
of course thought only of the way which I believed would give you the least pain, " 
adding, "Your letters, which show the utmost fondness, suppose none on my part 
.... You might believe that I suffer too" (FL, 100). 
Hopkins' father, accusing him of dealing "unfairly by us," not seeking coun¬ 
sel within his own church but that of Newman, being guilty of rashness and using ab 
surd rationalizations, ends with the distressed "O Gerard my darling boy are you 
indeed gone from me?" (FL, 95-97). The son's letter which prompted this response 
from the father is so indicative of that synthesis of reason and emotion Hopkins 
strove always to achieve and contains further the strong statement of faith from 
which he never wavered, that significant excerpts from the letter seem appropriate 
here: 
The following is the position of things with me. You ask me to suspend 
my judgment for a long time, or at the very least more than half a year. 
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in other words to stand still for a time. Now to stand still is not possible, 
thus: I must either obey the Church or disobey. If I disobey, I am not 
suspending judgment but deciding, namely to take backward steps from the 
grounds I have already come to. To stand still if it were possible might be 
justifiable, but to go back nothing can justify. I must therefore obey the 
Church by ceasing to attend any service of the Church of England. . . . 
Only one thing remains to be done: I cannot fight against God Who calls 
me to His Church: If I were to delay and die in the meantime I should have 
no plea why my soul was not forfeit. I have no power in fact to stir a fin¬ 
ger: it is God Who makes the decision and not I. . . . The Tractarian 
ground I have seen broken to pieces under my feet. ... I am surprised 
you should say fancy and aesthetic tastes have led me to my present state 
of mind: these would be better satisifed in the Church of England, for bad 
taste is always meeting one in the accessories of Catholicism. My conver¬ 
sion is due to the following reasons mainly. . . . (i) simple and strictly 
drawn argument partly my own, partly others', (ii) common sense, (iii) 
reading the Bible . . . (iv) an increasing knowledge of the Catholic sys¬ 
tem . . .its consolations. ... I am most anxious that you should not 
think of my future. It is likely that the positions you would like to see me 
in would have no attraction for me, and surely the happiness of my pros¬ 
pects depends on the happiness to me and not on intrinsic advantages. It 
is possible even to be very sad and very happy at once. . . . My only 
strong wish is to be independent. (FL, 91-95). 
Thus in the classic tradition of the young, Hopkins asserted his independence 
and selfhood. 
The young man did move hastily in some respects, though. For instance, 
according to his Journal entry of July 17, 1866, after recording that he felt 
that to remain in the Church of England was impossible, he "resolved to say 
nothing to anyone till three months are over" (JP, 146) and pledged his friend 
Urquhart not to reveal the news "till I am received" (FL, 24). Yet on July 24 
on a walking tour, as his Journal reveals, he "spoke foolishly to Macfarlane" 
(JP, 147), really only a casual acquaintance but one who was impressed enough 
to note in his own diary that Hopkins "confided to me his fixed intention of go¬ 
ing over to Rome," although, he adds, "I did not attempt to argue with him as 
his grounds did not admit of argument" (FL, 397). 
The July entry further indicates that Hopkins would "of course take no step 
fill after my Degree" (JP, 146); and according to Hopkins' father, he "volun¬ 
tarily promised me—if I desired it—not to commit himself finally till after 
Christmas" (FL, 435). "Of course if is impossible," Hopkins wrote Newman 
in October, "and since if is impossible to waif as long as they wish it seems to 
me useless to wait at all. . . . If you should bid me be received at once will 
you kindly name the day?" (FL, 29-30). Accordingly, Gerard Manley Hopkins 
was received into the Holy Catholic Church on October 21, 1866. 
Hopkins returned to Oxford for his final year; and following Newman's ad¬ 
monition that "your first duty is to make a good class" and "show your friends at 
home that your becoming a Catholic has not unsettled you in the plain duty that 
lies before you" (FL, 405), he was awarded his B. A. degree in Paris in July, 1867 
with a first in Greats. Bridges recalls that "my tutor. Professor Wilson, who was 
one of the examiners, told me that for 'form' he was by far the best man in the 
2 first class." Benjamin Joweft, one of the masters at Balliol and headmaster a 
few years later, reportedly referred to Hopkins as "The Star of Balliol and . . . 
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one of the finest Greek scholars he had ever seen at that college." 
Concerning the time Hopkins was studying for these examinations, he wrote 
to Urguhart that "in that preoccupied time of reading for the schools ... I had 
made a rule ... to have nothing to do with versemaking" (FL, 38). Quite 
apart from any school or religious ordinance in his life then, or later, is Hop¬ 
kins' resolution to concentrate his time and energy on what he considered top 
priority. Such discipline, as well as "the growing love for asceticism" Manley 
2|n "Memoir," foreword to The Poems of Mackworth Digby Dolben (London: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1915), ci. 
^Pick, p. 12. "The Star of Balliol" is also the title of Pick's first chapter. 
Hopkins had observed in his son, was always present with Hopkins and may have 
helped propel him towards Rome, but the Jesuit discipline—still two years away-- 
only nurtured the trait which was already there.1 
The year 1867, exactly the mid-point of Hopkins' life, is the critical year 
of his vocational decision. At the invitation of Newman, he began a year of 
teaching at the Oratory School in Birmingham. In the fall he expressed the need 
to decide soon what course his life was to take. Newman, who had urged him 
the year before "not to hurry decision on your vocation" (FL, 405), suggests now 
that he go on an Easter retreat "and bring the matter before the Priest" (FL, 408). 
Hopkins stated to Bridges in January 1868 his intention of doing so and at that 
time to decide "whether I have a vocation to the priesthood" (RB, 22), although 
a letter to Baillie in February indicates a firmer stance: "I am expecting to take 
orders and soon" he writes (FL, 231). Sensing Hopkins' imminent decision but 
aware of his need for a structured yet protected life, Newman cautiously sug¬ 
gests now that "you will find it much better for you to be in a religious house" 
(FL, 406). 
The retreat was held at the Jesuit novitiate, Manresa House, Roehampton, 
from April 27 till May 7. On May 5, Hopkins' Journal reads: "Resolved to be 
a religious"; on May 7, he writes that he is "Home, after having decided to be 
a priest and religious. . . . but still doubtful between St. Benedict and St. Ig¬ 
natius" (JP, 65). This conflict he resolved within a week in favor of the Jesuits 
even though, or perhaps even because, he felt the discipline to be a hard one. 
"I am both surprised and glad at your news," Newman wrote; "I think it is the 
very thing for you." "Don't call 'the Jesuit discipline hard,'" he added; "it 
will bring you to heaven" (FL, 408). Once Hopkins makes the great decision. 
however, "though it is painful coming to, when reached gives a great and real 
sense of freedom," he writes Baillie with a conviction he never reversed (FL, 232). 
Reconciliation of a very special kind occurred just now, for after Hopkins 
announced his firm intention to become a priest he wrote to Urguhart in June: 
"I am quite surprised—not that on reflection it is surprising—at the kind and con¬ 
tented way my parents have come to take the prospect" (FL, 51). 
Closely paralleling Hopkins' vocational decision in time is the other major 
one regarding writing poetry. He indicates in the February letter to Baillie that 
"I want to write still and as a priest I very likely can do that too, not so freely 
as I should have liked . . . but no doubt what would best serve the cause of my 
religion." Hopkins' "slaughter of the innocents"^ on May 11, all of the poetry 
he had written between 1866-1868 and some earlier poems as well, was the outer 
expression of his inner resolve to serve his cause to the fullest by sacrificing what 
was most dear in all the world to him. 
On September 7, 1868, at Manresa House, Roehampton, Gerard Manley 
Hopkins entered the ranks of the Jesuits, a move he never renounced, regretted, 
or even wavered from. The Society of Jesus did not demand that Hopkins destroy 
his poetry or discontinue writing poetry; his decision to destroy it himself con¬ 
stituted a singular act of total dedication to his chosen life. It also foreshadowed 
the strife between the priest and artist which was to last the rest of his life. How¬ 
ever, both sacred and secular natures, which we have already observed merging 
in "The Habit of Perfection," continue to surface in virtually all of his remaining 
^All that remains from this period are later versions of "Heaven-Haven," 
the parts of "Summa" not burned, "Easter," "St. Dorothea," "Nondum," and such 
poems which his family and friends kept. 
poems. The religious element is always present and so is the sensuous, one being 
at times more intense than the other and always in tension, but in finality mutual¬ 
ly tempered. Further, the entries in his Journal, begun just before he joined the 
Society in 1866 and kept till 1875 when he resumed writing poems, are in fact 
scarcely distinguishable from those in the diary of his pre-Jesuit days. For in¬ 
stance, compare the final "Drops of rain" passage quoted earlier from his diary 
with this one from his Journal recorded the month before the end of his two-year 
novitiate at Roehampton: 
After much rain, some thunder, and no summer as yet, the river swollen 
and golden and, where charged with air, like ropes and hills of melting 
candy, there was this day a thunderstorm on a greater scale—huge, rocky 
clouds lit with livid light, hail and rain that flooded the garden, and thun¬ 
der ringing and echoing round like brass, so that there is in a manner 
earwitness. . . . The lightning seemed to me white like a flash from a 
lookingglass. ... I noticed two kinds of flash . . . one a straight stroke, 
broad like a stroke with chalk and liquid, as if the blade of an oar just 
stripped open a ribbon scar in smooth water and it caught the light; the 
other narrow and wire-like, like the splitting of a rock and danced down- 
along in a thousand jags. ... a perceptible interval between the blaze 
and first inset of the flash and its score in the sky and that seemed to be 
first of all laid in a bright confusion and then uttered by a tongue of bright¬ 
ness (what is strange) running up from the ground to the cloud. . . .(JP, 212) 
Hopkins would have been unaware that the essence of most of these observations 
was in a unique way actually fulfilling both the Ignatian law and its spirit, which 
we shall presently discuss. 
The Society of Jesus was established by Saint Ignatius Loyola in 1540. After 
drafting its constitutions, which cover every subject from the weightiest spiritual 
matter (including descriptions of the various orders and the steps in scholastic 
training) to the most menial physical tasks (as for instance the duties of the garden- 
C 
er, cook and so on), St. Ignatius composed the Spiritual Exercises, a series of 
^Constitutions. Cf. particularly Items 10-15, 30, 32, 292 and note, 304. 
meditative exercises divided into four parts and spanning a period of four weeks. 
Fr. R. F. Clarke, a novice who came to Roehampton just three years after Hop¬ 
kins, describes the rigorous month-long regimen, which exercitants are expect¬ 
ed to repeat periodically in what is known as a "Long Retreat" throughout their 
Jesuit training: 
It consists of thirty days occupied exclusively in prayer, meditation, 
and similar employments. Five times a day the master of novices gives 
points of meditation to the assembled novices, and they have subsequently 
to spend the following hour in a careful pondering over the points pro¬ 
posed to them. ... A regular system is followed; during the first few 
days the subjects proposed are the end for which man is created, the means 
by which he is to attain that end, the evils of sin and its consequences, 
and the four last things, death, judgment, heaven, and hell. During the 
second portion of the retreat the Kingdom of Christ, His Incarnation, Na¬ 
tivity, and His life on each occupy the thoughts of the novices for a space 
of ten or twelve days, with separate meditations on the two standards of 
Christ and Satan, under one of which everyone is fighting, on the tactics 
of the evil one, the choice that has to be bravely made of a life of hard¬ 
ship under the standard of the Cross, and other subjects akin to these. Dur¬ 
ing a third period of four or five days the Passions of Christ is dwelt upon 
in detail, and finally some two or three days of the joyful subjects of the 
Resurrection, the appearances of our Lord to his disciples, the Ascension, 
with one or two concluding meditations on the love of God and the means 
of attaining it, bring the retreat to an end. Three recreation days are in¬ 
terposed between the various portions of the retreat, which are spent in 
long walks, and in recovering from the fatigue which is caused by the con¬ 
stant mental strain involved in the long time of meditation and prayer. Ex¬ 
cept during these three days, there is no time of recreation, and silence has 
to be strictly kept throughout.^1 
That Hopkins believed he would have time to write during the recreation days is 
indicated in a letter to his mother before his first Long Retreat began (less than 
two weeks after he entered Roehampton); that the rigorous and exhausting sched¬ 
ule just described precluded any writing of any kind is obvious. 
6"The Training of a Jesuit," Nineteenth Century, 40 (London: Aug., 
1896), 218. 
To have now a brief overview of these Spiritual Exercises and their prin¬ 
ciples is essential since they are so crucially a part of Hopkins' professional and 
personal life. Application of more specific points of the exercises as they per¬ 
tain to individual poems, as well as the commentaries Hopkins composed on the 
Exercises, will occur at appropriate times in succeeding chapters. 
Essentially, the first week of the Exercises is given to a consideration of 
the exercitant's personal sins; the second week the exercitant concentrates on 
the life of Christ, the third week on the passion of Christ, and the fourth week 
on the resurrection of Christ. "The Contemplation to Gain Love," the final, uni- 
tive way which man, through total sacrifice to Christ, gains highest love, follows 
the fourth week. The entire Exercises are so firmly based on the "Principle and 
Foundation," which precedes the first week, that I quote its opening in full: 
Man was created to praise, reverence, and serve God our Lord, and by 
this means to save his soul; and the other things on the face of the earth 
were created for man's sake, and in order to aid him in the prosecution of 
the end for which he was created. Whence it follows, that man must make 
use of them in so far as they help him to attain his end, and in the same way 
he ought to withdraw himself from them in so far as they hinder him from it. 
It is therefore necessary that we should make ourselves indifferent to all 
created things, in so far as it is left to the liberty of our free-will to do 
so, and is not forbidden; in such sort that we do not for our part wish for 
health rather than sickness, for wealth rather than poverty, for honour 
rather than dishonour, for a long life rather than a short one; and so in 
all other things, desiring and choosing only those which most lead us to 
the end for which we were created.^ 
The two key points of the "Principle and Foundation" and those of the Exercises 
themselves are that man was created to praise and that the proper use of creatures 
should lead back to God; hence the Jesuit motto: Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam. 
^Saint Ignatius Loyola, The Text of the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius, 
trans. John Morris, 4th ed. rev. (Westminster, Md.: The Newman Bookshop, 
1943), p. 12. 
^0 
Saint Ignatius recommends asceticism, it is true, as for example in one 
of the additions to the exercise for the first week in which the exercitant is 
instructed "not to desire to think on pleasant and joyful subjects . . . be¬ 
cause any consideration of joy and delight hinders the feeling of pain, grief, 
and tears for our sins." But he explains that this practice is "in order that sen¬ 
suality may be obedient to reason"; then at the end of the four weeks at which 
time the exercitant is free of self and ready to "elect" (a peculiarly Jesuit term) 
Christ only, the exercitant is instructed to "think of things that cause pleasure, 
cheerfulness, and joy. ... of light, the beauties of the season, as in spring 
and summer of refreshing coolness, and in winter of the sun or of a fire, in pro¬ 
portion as the soul thinks or conjectures that they can help it to rejoice in its 
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Creator and Lord. " 
Likewise, although Saint Ignatius prescribed certain penances, he wisely 
cautioned that "each must consider well what is good for him, that he may allow 
himself to take it, and what is hurtful, that he may renounce it."' Further, St. 
Ignatius stressed the fact that every act of obedience, every penance, be looked 
at and acted upon only as the means to an end: praise to God. Many critics, 
in attacking what they see as undue asceticism in the order, overlook St. Ig¬ 
natius' explicit dictum that "temperance and moderation is everything,"^ that 
beauty is not to be eschewed but pursued and dedicated to God, and that the 
senses are not to be repressed but purified and controlled. Hopkins, in his de¬ 
cision to surrender all, had difficulty preventing his zeal from outstripping his 
8|bid., pp. 29, 31, 73. 
9|bid., p. 68. ^Ibid., p. 73. 
prudence. For example, he records in his Journal that "a penance which I 
was doing from Jan. 25/18687 July 25/1868/ prevented my seeing much 
that half-year" (JP, 190), an act of self-abnegation not only unnecessary but 
directly contradictory to Ignatian principles. 
Hopkins' superiors fortunately restrained his over-zealousness; "I am not 
allowed to fast in Lent" he wrote his mother in February of 1969 (FL, 106).^ 
Since, as Fr. Clarke observes, "the perfection of the Jesuit obedience includes 
not only the obedience of the will . . . but also an obedience of the judgment, 
12 
so that he regards what is commanded as the best thing possible for him," we 
can regard Hopkins' acquiescence as an act of obedience. 
Hopkins' daily regimen, like that of other novices, consisted of some five 
hours a day in mental and vocal prayer, spiritual reading, and other pious prac¬ 
tices. His duties consisted of doing menial tasks, such as gardening and light 
cleaning, and at one time being keeper of the water closets which he, ever alive 
to beauty in any guise, describes in winter: "The slate slabs of the urinals even 
are frosted in graceful sprays" (JP, 196). From December of 1869 to the follow¬ 
ing February, Hopkins was Porter, or chief novice and door-keeper, a duty 
which consisted of chronicling daily events of the Society. 
As austere as the daily routine may sound, still there were moments of lev¬ 
ity. One of the novices under Fr. Peter Gallwey, the superior at Manresa House 
during Hopkins' stay, recalls that the superior had a "shrewd and original mind 
. . . deeply spiritual heart . . . versatile and humorous imagination" and that 
Upor the next three years also his superiors curtailed his fasting during Lent. 
Cf. FL, 121, 138, 144. 
^Clarke, p. 219. 
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wUhal the "ludicrous and humorous mingled with the most serious." "We used 
to roar with laughter if anything happened," Hopkins recalled years later of his 
own impressions while he was there (FL, 161). 
Hopkins composed no poems from 1868-1870, his spiritual diary is lost, 
and he wrote few letters. One particular letter in this period, however, stands 
out because it illustrates Hopkins' devotion both to his earthly family and to his 
spiritual family and because it is also marked by poetic grace. In March of 1870 
he wrote a birthday letter to his mother and enclosed a duck feather as a gift of 
love, explaining: 
I practise at present the evangelical poverty which I soon hope to vow, 
but no one is ever so poor that he is not . . . owner of the skies and stars 
and everything wild that is to be found on the earth, and out of this im¬ 
mense stock I make over to you my right to one in particular. (FL, 111) ^ 
Despite the absence of evidence of Hopkins' emotional and spiritual state 
which the spiritual diary might give us, we may nevertheless ascertain his gen¬ 
eral condition from some of his Journal entries. For instance, the weather al¬ 
ways affected Hopkins' spirits and, because he had chronic respiratory problems, 
his body as well; accordingly, his Journal is replete with comments on the weath¬ 
er, from a few words to whole pages. The weather on the first day of his noviti¬ 
ate in the fall was "Dull, thick, and with East wind"; the first winter had "the 
most violent gale I ever heard"; the first spring was "misty and sultry"; there was 
"a cold May"; "cold, rain, and gloom" occurred in June. The next fall, there 
l^Michael Gavin, from Memoirs of Fr. Gallwey, S. J., quoted in Alfred 
Thomas, S. J., Hopkins the Jesuit: The Years of Training (London: Oxford Univ. 
Press, 1969), p. 42. 
l^The duck feather is still preserved in the letter, as are the three primroses 
sent in Hopkins' 1872 birthday letter to his mother. Cf. FL, p. 118, n .3; p. 111, n. 1. 
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was a "very damp fog . . . the trees being drenched with wet"; the winter was 
"severe"; there was a "heavy fall of snow" in early March and a snowstorm two 
weeks later; and the spring and summer brought the usual English rain. None of 
this inclemency, however, affected his disposition at this time. Rather, he jux¬ 
taposed optimistic, even cheerful, thoughts to some of the most dismal passages, 
accompanying many of the entries with his delightful sketches and illustrations. 
In September 1868 he writes: "Blighty ... a solar halo. Remember the solar 
halo as an illustration"; in January 1869 he notes: "The first frost . . . the air 
shining. . . . tender clouding with rain"; and in April he writes: "Beginning 
with fog or blight. On the 13th, the cuckoo." After the severe winter of 1869, 
he is so jubilant that he twice records that "spring began" the first week of Ap¬ 
ril; and this statement is followed by his famous inscape of the bluebell (JP, 
189 ff.) 
The notation on the hard winter of 1870 is followed by his observations on 
freezing: using the crystals in mud as illustration, he composes a passage so poet¬ 
ic it wants quoting: 
The winter was long and hard. I made many observations on freezing. For 
instance the crystals in mud. —Hailstones are shaped like the cut of diamonds 
called brilliants. —I found one morning the ground in one corner of the gar¬ 
den full of small pieces of potsherd from which there rose up (and not dropped 
off) long icicles carried on in some way each like a forepitch of the shape of 
the piece of potsherd it grew on, like a tooth to its root for instance, and 
most of them bended over and curled like so many tusks or horns or / best 
of all and what they looked likest when they first caught my eye / the first 
soft root-spurs thrown out from a sprouting chestnut. This bending of the 
icicle seemed so far as I could see not merely a resultant, where the small¬ 
er spars of which it was made were still straight, but to have flushed them 
too. —The same day and others the garden mould very crisp and meshed over 
with a lace-work of needles leaving (they seemed) three-cornered openings: 
it looked greyish and like a coat of gum on wood. Also the smaller crumbs 
and clods were lifted fairly up from the ground on upright ice-pillars, wheth¬ 
er they had dropped these from themselves or drawn them from the soil: it 
was like a little Stonehenge—Looking down into the thick ice of our pond 
I found fhe imprisoned air-bubbles nothing at random but starting from 
centres and in particular one most beautifully regular white brush of 
them, each spur of it a curving string of beaded and diminishing bub¬ 
bles— The pond; I suppose from over pressure when it was less firm, 
was mapped with a puzzle of very slight clefts branched with little 
sprigs: the pieces were odd-shaped and sized—though a square angular 
scaping could be just made out in the outline but the cracks randeep 
through the ice markedly in planes and always the planes of the cleft 
on the surface. They remained and in the end the ice broke up in just 
these pieces. (JP, 201-202) 
Clearly the poetry Hopkins was not formally engaged in writing now springs 
forth in his prose, and the beauty he gave up is mute only technically. Every 
sense is explored and heightened: the sight, as he inscapes and instresses chest¬ 
nuts, elms, oaks, primroses, scarving clouds, or a pied and damasked sky; the 
hearing, as he marks the cuckoo's notes or analyzes a street evangelist's speech 
or experiments with more new words; the touch, as he gathers daffodils or tanta¬ 
lizes a duck; the speech, so controlled by day but committed to paper at night; 
and the taste, as he pauses over his Lenten chocolate to contemplate and re¬ 
cord his impressions of the intriguing principles of evaporation. 
The Spiritual Exercises stress, in fact command, applications of all the 
senses, as for example in the fifth exercise of the first week, which is a medita¬ 
tion on hell: 
The first point will be to see with the eyes of the imagination those great 
fires, and the souls as it were in bodies of fire. 
The second will be to hear with the ears of the imagination the wailings, 
the bowlings, the cries, the blasphemies against Christ our Lord and against 
all His saints. 
The third will be to smell the smoke, the sulphur, the filth, and the putrid 
matter. 
The fourth will be to taste with the taste of the imagination bitter things, 
such as tears, sadness, and the worm of conscience. 
The fifth will be to feel with the touch of the imagination how those fires 
touch and bum the souls. ^ 
15$e iritual Exercises, p. 27. 
Thus Hopkins' utilization of the senses not only fulfills the Ignatian law 
but the first of two qualities David Downes terms "Ignatian spirituality," i.e., 
that the Ignatian man is a sensuous man. "He does not withdraw from the world," 
Downes says, "but rather plunges into it. He is overwhelmed by the beauty of 
things, not only because they are beautiful in themselves, but also because they 
are manifestations of God. His is a sacramental view of the world."'^ The sec¬ 
ond quality—that the Ignatian man uses all things in so far as they lead back to 
God and does not use those which do not and, because of his sacramental view, 
"sees all creation as a sign of, a message from, a beckoning to, the Divine"^— 
pervades all of Hopkins' work. This bluebell inscape, written in May, 1870, is 
but one example: 
I do not think I have ever seen anything more beautiful than the bluebell 
I have been looking at. I know the beauty of our Lord by it. Its inscape 
is mixed of strength and grace, like an ash tree. The head is strongly 
drawn over backwards and arched down like a cutwater drawing itself back 
from the line of the keel. The lines of the bells strike and overlie this, 
rayed but not symmetrically, some lie parallel. They look steely against 
the paper, the shades lying between the bells and behind the cockled pet¬ 
al-ends themselves being delicately lit. Then there is the straightness of 
the trumpets in the bells softened by the slight entasis and by the square 
splay of the mouth. One bell, the lowest, some way detached and car¬ 
ried on a longer footstalk, touched out with the tips of the petals an oval 
not like the rest in a plane perpendicular of the axis of the bell but a lit¬ 
tle atilt, and so with the square-in-rounding turns of the petals . . . There 
is a little drawing of this detached bel I. . . . (JP, 199) 
Again a few passages in the Journal reflect his spiritual state: once he re¬ 
cords how, being extremely tired during an evening meditation, he closed his 
eyes and began to dream; another time, during a Long Retreat, he writes that 
l^David A. Downes, Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study of His Ignatian Spirit 
(N. Y.: Bookman Associates, 1959), p. 74. 
17|bid., p. 75. 
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upon hearing an account' of the Agony in the Garden, he began inexplicably to 
sob, and in his writing he attempts to analyze the source of such unexpected emo¬ 
tion. In a city far removed from his family, allowed few visitors and only mail . 
which had been previously monitored, and immersed in an exhausting schedule, 
Hopkins yet seemed an integrated man at this point. 
On the last day of August 1870, Hopkins, with the other novices, went on 
an eight-day retreat, the culmination of which was the taking of first vows. Then 
on September 9, he noted in his Journal that he would be going "to Stonyhurst and 
the Seminary" (JP, 200) to be a philosophy student for the next three years. 
The weather at Stonyhurst, Lancashire, was poor indeed, a place upon which, 
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as Hopkins wrote Baillie at the end of 1871, "perpetual winter smiles" (FL, 234). 
His time was "short both for writing and reading"; he was going through a "hard 
course of scholastic logic . . . which takes all the fair part of the day and leaves 
one fagged at the end/and/ makes the life painful to nature"; and yet the regimen, 
"though it is hard," Hopkins admits, "is God's will for me as I most intimately know, 
which is more than violets knee deep" (FL, 234-235). 
The rooms of St. Mary's Hall at Stonyhurst were austere, their furnishings con¬ 
sisting of a small iron bedstead, a piece of grey carpet, one chest of drawers with 
a small mirror, a plain wooden chair, washstand, kneeling stool, a few clothes 
hooks and, despite the perpetual cold and rain of Lancashire, no heat. ^What 
ISThat h is time was almost totally taken up with his study and duties is 
indicated in the post script to Hopkins' next letter to Baillie. "This has been 
two years in the writing," he said. FL, p. 237. 
l^Fr. Denis Meadows in Obedient Men, quoted in Thomas, p. 89. 
Hopkins noticed, though, was that "the window of the room I am in commands 
a beautiful range of moors dappled with light and shade." He was contented 
at Stonyhurst, enjoyed "robustious" health, and was delighted with "the broth¬ 
erly charity of every one here" (FL, 112, 117). 
Somehow in the midst of his studies, Hopkins found time to compose a humor¬ 
ous letter to a friend then in India, urging him to write back: 
Now what is it you do? I dread that you torture zemindars or ryots, I 
am desperate that you have your fingers in Assam tea. There is no doubt 
that you have time to spare, so please spend a good deal of it in writing 
me a long and full letter about your adventures. ... I have a yearning 
toward Hindoos. . . . Write about Brahmins, write about Rajpoots, write 
about Vaisyas, write about Sudras. Be detailed about Benares, be minute 
about Allahbad. Dwell on Vishnu, enlarge on Juggernaut. Develop caste, 
describe shuggee. ... If you tell me that you know Sanscrit I go April- 
green with envy, if you say the Mahabharata is your toast-crumb ordinary 
breakfast book I am jaundiced all marigold under the eyes. Without more 
Thompfoolery, as Baillie and I used to say, the Vedas and Hindoo phil¬ 
osophy are what I should hugely like to go in for. (FL, 55-56) 
A year later he wrote to his mother to persuade her to read "Edward Lear's 
new Book of Nonsense. ... It contains nonsense cookery (How to make Gosky 
Patties) and nonsense botany, which is illustrated: especially look at the Many- 
peeplia Upsidownia" (FL, 121). Yet at the time that he wrote each of these 
letters he was in such poor physical condition that his superiors forbade his fast¬ 
ing (FL, 106, 121); he was suffering from his usual colds; his eyes were bother¬ 
ing him (as they did for the rest of his life); and in December of 1872 he was 
forced to have an operation for hemorrhoids, from which in the previous October 
he wrote he had "lost so much blood that I hardly saw how I was to recover" (JP, 
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227, 229). Still he was contented, he went about his duties as usual, and his 
20Seven years later he still suffered from an irritation which resulted from 
the operation. RB, p. 84. 
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Journal is as redolent as ever with brilliantly descriptive observations. 
One August day in 1872, Hopkins chanced upon a copy of a book by the 
thirteenth-century scholastic philosopher Johannes Duns Scotus, "and was flush _ 
with a new stroke of enthusiasm /Tor/ when I took in any inscape of the sky or 
sea I thought of Scotus" (JP, 221). Suarez was the philosopher whom the Jesu¬ 
its espoused, but Hopkins thought him "without originality or brilliance" (RWD, 
95), and Scotus intrigued Hopkins with his theory of "haecceitas"; i.e., the 
thisness, the selfhood, or individuality of every living thing, which correspond¬ 
ed to Hopkins' theories of inscape and instress. W. A. M. Peters defines the 
terms best: 
Placing 'instress1 by the side of 'inscape' we note that the instress will 
strike the poet as the force that holds the inscape together; it is for him 
the power that ever actualizes the inscape. Further, we observe that in 
the act of perception the inscape is known first and in this grasp of the 
inscape is felt the stress of being behind it, is felt its instress. . . . In¬ 
scape, being a sensitive manifestation of a being's individuality, is per¬ 
ceived by the senses; but instress, though given in the perception of in¬ 
scape, is not directly perceived by the senseS/ because it is not a pri¬ 
mary sensible quality of the thing. Hence it follows that, while inscape 
can be described, however imperfectly, in terms of sense-impressions, 
instress cannot, but must be interpreted in terms of its impression on the 
soul. . . . 'Instress' in Hopkins's writings stands for two distinct and 
separate things, related to each other as cause and effect.^ 
Thus, when Hopkins writes of his anguish over the felling of an ash tree, that 
"seeing it maimed, there came at that moment a great pang and I wished to die 
and not see the inscapes of the world destroyed anymore" (JP, 230), he is mourn¬ 
ing the felling not of a mere tree but of its uniqueness, its inimitability, that 
quality which testifies to its oneness with its Creator. "All the world," Hopkins 
2lGerard Manley Hopkins: A Critical Essay Towards An Understanding of 
His Poetry (1948; rpt. Basil Blackwell & Johnson Reprint Corp., 1970), pp. 14- 
declared, "is full of inscape" (JP, 230). Insfress (the prefix of which like that 
of inscape suggests insight) is the energy which upholds any particular thing 
from within, its source being God himself. "All things . . . are meaningless 
without it," Hopkins wrote (JP, 127). 
Hopkins did not want a world of abstract ideas, "'pinetressness', 'blue- 
bellness1, and so on to intervene between himself and God" as J. Hillis Miller 
points out. Therefore, by perceiving the "thisness" of each individual thing, 
the poet could know (or "instress" ) God directly. Hopkins writes: 
But such a lovely damasking in the sky as today I never felt before. The 
blue was charged with simple instress, the higher, zenith sky earnest and 
frowning, lower more light and sweet. High up again, breathing through 
woolly coats of cloud or on the quains and branches of the flying pieces 
it was the true exchange of crimson, nearer the earth / against the sun / 
it was turquoise, and in the opposite south-western bay below the sun it 
was like clear oil but just as full of colour, shaken over with slanted flash¬ 
ing 'travellers', all in flight, stepping one behind the other, their edges 
tossed with bright ravelling, as if white napkins were thrown up in the sun 
but not quite at the same moment so that they were all in a scale down the 
air falling one after the other to the ground. . . . (JP, 207) 
"In this doctrine, " claims Pinto, "he found a means of reconciling his in¬ 
tense delight in the beauty and 'inscape' of material things and his equally in¬ 
tense religious experience. Thus he achieves a unity founded on a tension be- 
23 tween opposites." Once again, Hopkins' affirming beauty and directing it 
toward its Creator confirms in a very pragmatic and positive way Ignatian spirit 
and law and at the same time asserts his own seity! 
Even though Hopkins was at this time working with poetry translations. 
22"The Creation of the Self in Gerard Manley Hopkins," ELH, 22 (Dec 
1955), 303. 
23Cr isis in English Poetry, p. 62. 
"bidden fo write Greek and shed twenty-four iambics with much ago," and was 
glad to do so as he wrote his friend Baillie, for "it raised a blister in my dry and 
shrunken Greek" (FL, 238-239); and though he often wrote about poetry and 
poetics to friends, he nevertheless wrote none himself, although between many 
of his Journal entries he divided words or phrases with the slash mark used to 
denote line divisions in poetry. The key word in Hopkins' letter to Baillie is 
"bidden," for this dedicated, obedient Jesuit would not resume writing until 
God speaking through his Vicar on earth so bade. 
Now, as before, Hopkins' Journal is full of poetic prose. His inscape of 
a peacock in May of 1871 is but one of many such passages: 
I have several times seen the peacock with train spread lately. It has 
a very regular warp, like a shell, in which the bird embays himself, the 
bulge being inwards below but the hollow inwards above, cooping him in 
and only opening towards the brim, where the feathers are beginning to 
rive apart. The eyes, which lie alternately when the train is shut, like 
scales or gadroons, fall into irregular rows when it is opened, and then it 
thins and darkens against the light, it loses the moistness and satin it has 
when in the pack but takes another / grace and expressive splendour, and 
the outermost eyes, detached and singled, give with their corner fringes 
the suggestion of that inscape of the flowing cusped trefoil which is often 
effective in art. He shivers it when he first rears it and then again at in¬ 
tervals and when this happens the rest blurs and the eyes start forward. — 
I have thought it looks like a tray or green basket or fresh-cut willow hur¬ 
dle set all over with Paradise fruits cut through—first through a beard of 
golden fibre and then through wet flesh greener than greengages or purpler 
than grapes—or say that the knife had caught a tatter or flag of the skin 
and laid it flat across the flesh—and then within all a sluggish corner 
drop of black or purple oil. . . . (JP, 209-210) 
Before returning for his final year and a half of study at Stonyhurst where 
as he expressed it, "they are having at me with ethics and mechanics" (FL, 238), 
Hopkins visited his family "and found things pleasanter than they have ever been 
since my conversion, which is a great comfort" (FL, 56). In February of 1873, 
Hopkins and the other novitiates began their tridium, three days of prayer and 
recollection in preparation for the renewal of the vows Jesuits make every six 
monfhs between their first and final vows (J^, 421). In June, after renewing 
his vows, he was examined de universe philosophia. In August, he went with 
friends on a walking tour of the mountains and the sea. Toward the close of the 
tour, Hopkins became ill. His Journal entry at that time indicates how his physi¬ 
cal condition affected him emotionally, a clue to guide us later when we will note 
his health in relation to his emotional state when he composed the terrible sonnets. 
"Being unwell I was quite downcast," he wrote: "nature in all her parcels and 
faculties gaped and fell apart, fatiscebat, like a clod cleaving and holding only 
by strings of root. But this must often be" (JP, 236). By nature and training he 
knew that the very acceptance of desolation is a consolation in itself. 
When the group returned to Stonyhurst from the tour, Hopkins received 
orders to report immediately to Roehampton, where he would be professor of 
Rhetoric for the coming year. The year of teaching was first preceded by the 
usual Long Retreat, taxing enough for a strong person but doubly so for Hopkins 
in his weakened condition. 
His teaching was undistinguished; "I taught so badly and painfully" he con¬ 
fessed to Bridges the next year (RB, 30). His year was not entirely dolorous, how¬ 
ever: he was near Kensington Museum and Kew Gardens and often visited both, 
recording in his Journal observations on paintings and painters, flora and fauna, 
adding sketches to his words, and as always experitnenb'ng with words and sounds 
and rhythms. He was saddened by deaths in his family and amongst his Jesuit 
family that year and by the defection to Anglicanism of some of his Catholic 
friends. He analyzes a nightmare he had which was so violent that it left him 
24cf. also JP, p. 230, (421, n. 3). 
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momentarily paralyzed, and he weeps in words over the story of the death of 
St. Winefred, a martyred virgin about whose life he wrote several poems and 
began a drama. The malevolent weather kept him suffering from chilblains all 
year, even in summer; the superior, too, was extremely strict, imposing a pen¬ 
ance on him, for example, for talking "too freely" and exhuberantly during a 
walk (JP, 249). 
The end of July marked the end of that term which culminated in two days 
of preparing students for and grading examinations that, because Hopkins was as 
always overly-conscientious in his duties, fatigued him utterly. Aware of this 
fatigue, his rector Fr. Johnson, whose concern for Hopkins' welfare seemed to 
exceed Hopkins' concern for himself, "kindly sent me to town . . . for change," 
he wrote (JP, 244). It provided only temporary relief, however, because in Au¬ 
gust he records: "Altogether perhaps my heart has never been so burdened and 
cast down as this year. ... I feel myself weak and can do little." Then he 
adds the consolation" "In all this our Lord goes his own way" (JP, 249-250), a 
sentiment strikingly echoed later in one of his anguished sonnets: "Thou Art In¬ 
deed Just, Lord." 
Holidays always revived Hopkins, however temporarily, and a walking tour 
that month seemed to ease his melancholia, as the cheerful entries in his Journal 
indicate. Page after page describes the view of the valley of the Thames, a charm¬ 
ing farmhouse on the way to Bishopsteignton, the hills of Torquay, the seascape which 
he viewed from the seawall to the Kennaway Tunnel, the beautiful cathedral at Ex¬ 
eter, and other places, all enjoyed in the company of friends (JP, 250 ff.) 
The end of the tour brought the news that Hopkins was "to go to St. Beuno's 
to make my theology (JP, 257). Arriving two days later (Jesuit orders were swift- 
G I 
ly made, swifHy obeyed), Hopkins was royally received in fhis college town 
at St. Asaph. A brother met him along the way and ushered him to his room 
which was brightened by scarlet geraniums. Hopkins was impressed because 
"everyone was so kind and hospitable" (JP, 257). 
Buoyed by the "instress and charm of Wales," Hopkins was overcome with 
"the desire to do something for the conversion of Wales" and began to learn the 
language with this aim in mind. His superior discouraged the endeavor, though, 
"unless it were purely for the sake of labouring among the Welsh," which Hop- 
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kins, weighing his intentions by St. Ignatius' rules of Election, determined "it 
was not and so I saw I must give it up." He admitted that this judgment "disap¬ 
pointed me and took an interest away ... I was very bitterly feeling the weari¬ 
ness of life" (JP, 258). 
Disappointment, bitterness and weariness vanished, however, and interest 
revived when, on that memorable day in the winter of 1875 "after a long inter¬ 
val at the chance suggestion of my superior" (RWD, 88), Hopkins began compos¬ 
ing The Wreck of the Deutschland (Poems 28). The experience is best told in his 
own words: 
What I had written I burnt before I became a Jesuit and resolved to write 
no more, as not belonging to my profession, unless it were by the wish of 
my superiors; so for seven years I wrote nothing but two or three little 
presentation pieces which occasion called for. But when in the winter of 
25,,The Election" climaxes the second week of the Spiritual Exercises and 
says in part: "In every good Election, as far as regards ourselves, the eye of our 
intention ought to be single, looking only to the end for which I was created, 
which is, for the praise of God our Lord, and for the salvation of my soul. And 
thus whatever I choose ought to be for this, that it should help me to the end for 
which I was created; not ordering and drawing the end to the means, but the means 
to the end." Spiritual Exercieses,p. 54. 
bZ 
'75 the Deutschland was wrecked in the mouth of the Thames and five 
Franciscan nuns, exiles from Germany by the Falck Laws, aboard her 
were drowned, I was affected by the account and happening to say so 
to my rector he said that he wished someone would write a poem on the 
subject. On this hint I set to work and, though my hand was out at first, 
produced one. I had long had hauting my ear the echo of a new rhythm 
which-now I realised on paper. (RWD, 14)^ 
Thus exactly ten years after faithfully keeping his resolve "to give up all beauty 
until I had His leave for it," Hopkins felt the leave granted, it being no coinci¬ 
dence, I believe, that his return to writing poetry marked the cessation of his 
Journal. 
Even as the prose in his Journal is poetic, the poem, the Deutschland con- 
27 tains almost verbatim portions of the newspaper account of the wreck. The first 
eleven of the thirty-five stanzas are accounts of "wrecked" lives which are forced 
to make an election regarding Christ. Salvation comes to each protagonist only af¬ 
ter suffering, submission to God's will, and acceptance of His mastery. The Ignatian 
principles of praise to God and commitment of all His creation to Him through prop- 
28 
er Election appear throughout. "What refers to myself in the poem," Hop- 
26The "new rhythm" was of course Hopkins' sprung rhythm, which he de¬ 
fines in a letter to Bridges as: "the nearest to the rhythm of prose, that is the 
native and natural rhythm of speech, the least forced, the most rhetorical and 
emphatic of all possible rhythms, combining, as it seems to me, opposite and, 
one would have thought, incompatible excellences, markedness of rhythm — 
that is rhythm's self. . . ." RB, p. 46. 
27Downes, Ignatian, pp. 63, 64. Cf. "Additional Notes" in FL, pp. 439- 
443 for the entire account of the shipwreck. 
oo 
Cf. Downes, ibid., pp. 52-72 for a step-by-step application of the 
Spiritual Exercises to the poem. 
kins wrote Bridges, "is all strictly and literally true and did all occur" (RB, 47). 
The ode opens with the poet's acknowledgement of and awe of God's 
mastery and power: 
Thou mastering me 
God ! giver of breath and bread; 
World's strand, sway of the sea; 
Lord of living and dead; 
Thou has bound bones and veins in me, fastened me flesh. 
And after it almost unmade, what with dread. 
Thy doing: and dost thou touch me afresh? 
Over again I feel thy finger and find thee. (st. 1) 
However, man must not contend with God's will, but acquiesce to it: 
I did say yes 
O at lightning and lashed rod; 
Thou heardst me truer than tongue confess 
Thy terror, O Christ, O God; 
Thou knowest the walls, altar and hour and night: 
The swoon of a heart that the sweep and the hurl of thee trod 
Hard down with a horror of height: 
And the midriff astrain with leaning of, laced with fire of stress, (st. 2) 
Bold to surrender, to die in order to live, the poet "whirled out wings that 
spell / And flesh with a fling of the heart to the heart of the Host" (st. 3). Hum¬ 
bled, he confesses "I am soft sift / In an hourglass" and begs for "Christ's gift" 
(st. 4), a gift proffered only to those who have "instressed, stressed" God's 
mystery (st. 5). 
But redemptive grace will not come easily for man as it did not come thus 
for Christ "out of his bliss" or heavenly life (st. 6). Rather, man, like Christ, 
called to the experience of Calvary, "the dense and the driven Passion, and 
frightful sweat" (st. 7), is never to questi on the sacrifice: "Never ask if mean¬ 
ing it, wanting it, warned of it--men go" (st. 8). 
The reward then is the gift not of understanding or comprehension, but of 
grace and mercy. Stanza nine acknowledges the poet's awareness of the reality 
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in the paradoxes of divine love and also his acceptance of it. It contains the 
quintessential Christian message that joy comes through suffering, that out of 
desolation comes consolation, that every Easter Sunday must be preceded by 
a Good Friday. The stanza is a prayer, a confession, and a paean: 
Be adored among men, 
God, three-numbered form; 
Wring thy rebel, dogged in den. 
Men's malice, with wrecking and storm. 
Beyond saying sweet, past telling of tongue. 
Thou art lightning and love, I found it, a winter and warm; 
Father and fondler of heart thou hast wrung: 
Hast thy dark descending and most art merciful then. 
Stanza ten concludes the personal section of the poem with a world prayer 
that God will "make mercy in all of us, out of us all / Mastery, but be adored, 
but be adored King." 
The remainder of the poem deals with the story of the Deutschland, its run¬ 
ning aground and the drowning of many of its passengers, and the bravery of the 
five nuns aboard, particularly the one called "the tall nun": 
Sister, a siter calling 
A master, her master and mine! — 
And the inboard seas run swirling and bawling; 
The rash smart sloggering brine 
Blinds her; but she that weather sees one thing, one; 
Has one fetch in her; she rears herself to divine 
Ears, and the call of the tall nun 
To the men in the tops and the tackle rode over the storm's brawling (st. 19). 
"Thy unchancelling poising palms were weighing the worth," the nun says to her 
"martyr-master"; and knowing that to Him suffering for the sake of mankind con¬ 
stitutes beauty, she exclaims: "In thy sight / Storm flakes were scroll-leaved flow¬ 
ers, lily showers—sweet / Heaven was astrew in them" (st. 21). 
The Nun then welcomes the Cross, even as Christ did, (st. 22) and as St. 
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Francis and other martyrs did (st. 23); then she calls, "O Christ, Christ, come 
quickly" (st. 24). Rapidly the questions "is it that she cried for the crown then? 
. . . . the treasure never eyesight got?" (st. 25, 26) are answered: "No . . .• 
it was not these" (st. 27). That which she sought, coming in the last moment 
as a gift of God's divine grace, is, in the words of the Nun's ecstatic utterance 
of recognition and praise: 
There then ! the Master, 
Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Head (st. 28). 
The conclusion of the poem is the poet's return to his original hymn of adora¬ 
tion of God for his mastery, mystery, and inscrutable wisdom: 
I admire thee, master of the tides 
Of the Yore-flood, of the year's fall; 
The recurb and the recovery of the gulf's sides. 
The girth of it and the wharf of it and the wall 
Staunching, quenching ocean of a motionable mind; 
Ground of being, and granite of it: past all 
Grasp God, throned behind 
Death with a sovereignty that heeds but hides, bodes but abides; (st. 32) 
V/ith a mercy that outrides 
The all of water, an ark 
For the listener; for the lingerer with a love glides 
Lower than death and the dark; 
A vein for the visiting of the past-prayer, pent in prison, 
The-last-breath penitent spirits—uttermost mark 
Our passion-plunged giant risen. 
The Christ of the Father compassionate, fetched in the storm of his strides; (st. 
Our hearts' charity's hearth fire, our thoughts' chivalry's throng's Lord (st. 35). 
Through all the conflicts and paradoxes of his life, Hopkins' consolation was 
that he, like the Nun, had elected the great Reconciler: Ipse, the only one. 
CHAPTER III 
1875-1884 
GLORY be to God for dappled things . . . 
All things counter, original, spare, strange 
(Poems 37) 
O surely, reaving Peace, my Lord should leave in lieu 
Some good! And so he does leave Patience exquisite. 
That plumes to Peace thereafter. . . . (Poems 51) 
Composing the Deutschland took Hopkins nearly half a year, and he was 
sufficiently satisfied with it to try to get it published in the Jesuit publication 
Month. Hopkins wrote to his mother that he had warned E. H. Coleridge (now 
Fr. Coleridge), its editor and "my oldest friend in the Society, " that he might 
not like it because the poem was different in metre and rhyme, but Fr. Coleridge 
replied that there was "in America a new sort of poetry which did not rhyme or 
scan or construe; if mine rhymed and scanned and construed and did not make non¬ 
sense or bad morality he did not see why it should not do" (FL, 138). Neverthe¬ 
less, Fr. Coleridge declined to publish the poem, a decision which seemed at the 
time not to distress the poet unduly. He wrote to his mother, "I am glad now it 
has not appeared" (FL, 141) and explained to Bridges that "the close pressure of 
my theological studies leaves me time for hardly anything" (RB, 31). 
Perhaps the pressure of work, the subconscious disappointment of not being 
published, or the depletion a writer feels after creating a major work limited Hop¬ 
kins' writing to four rather pedestrian poems in 1876: "Moonrise," "The Woodlark,1 
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"Penmaen Pool," and "The Silver Jubilee." Of these, the first two were and 
remain fragments; "Penmaen Pool" (subtitled "For the Visitors' Book at the Inn") 
is in traditional rhymed quatrains; and "Silver Jubilee," also in traditional form., 
is undistinguished poetry, even though Hopkins wrote it in honor of a noted bish¬ 
op's twenty-fifth year as Episcopate, and it was published as part of Fr. John 
Morris' sermon on the occasion. 
Hopkins continued to endure poor health, too: in addition to his usual colds 
and coughs, he suffered from indigestion, had lost weight, and was allowed to fast 
but one day in Lent; yet on a walking tour in March he and a companion were the 
only couple (Jesuits always travel in pairs) to reach the top of a high hill (FL, 141, 
138, 136). And despite his protestations about lack of writing time, Hopkins com¬ 
posed ten of his most exquisite sonnets (in none of which the theme is despair) be¬ 
tween February and September of 1877. In addition, he kept up his correspondence 
with friends and family and actively participated in the St. Beuno's debating club 
from October 1874 to May 1877. In this club, an integral part of the Jesuit life 
there, some of the positions Hopkins took on the topics reveal much about the man's 
thinking. For instance, he took the affirmative side on such issues as these: "the 
practice of keeping a diary is exceedingly useful and worthy the adoption of all," 
"a theological student should eschew all literature not bearing on his studies," 
"under proper arrangements women may claim to be admitted to degrees in liter¬ 
ature and science (medicine included)," "every scholastic of the Society should 
have assigned to him from the end of his noviceship some branch of study in which 
he could labour to excel," and "there is no harm in making April Fools." Hopkins 
took the negative side on the following issues: "it is desirable that the clergy (secu¬ 
lar and regular) should mix in the society of their flocks," "the sooner the Welsh 
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language dies out the better," "this community shall agree to speak French for 
half an hour daily during time of recreation," and "men make circumstances and 
not circumstances men."^ 
How are we, in view of Hopkins' work-pressure and poor health, to account 
for his poetic productivity? Three particular factors pertain, I believe. Foremost 
is the leave he feels he now has to compose verse, for having satisifed his soul as 
to its proper election (though he was always to confront this issue in every deci¬ 
sion of his life) and having singularly devoted his effort thus far to those "solid 
and perfect virtues and to spiritual pursuits" which the Jesuit Constitution instructs 
are of highest priority and having "attach/ed/ greater importance to them than to 
learning and other natural human gifts," he could honestly feel that his poetic 
impulses were "the interior gifts which make those exterior means effective toward 
the end which is sought" ; viz., ad majorem dei gloriam. A second factor con¬ 
cerns Hopkins' Jesuit training at this point, for these particular years are not given 
as much to religious as to intellectual pursuits, a departure which may have released 
Hopkins, consciously or unconsciously, to pursue his literary interests. Finally, 
having previously observed how environment in particular affected Hopkins' spirits, 
we may consider ambience a determining factor in his artistic output. As we noted 
I 
earlier, Hopkins loved North Wales as soon as he arrived there. Now he describes 
the country to his mother after he has returned from a tour: 
In its way there can Itardly be in the world anything to beat the Vale of Clwyd. 
The day was then threatening and clouded, the sea and distant hills brimmed 
with purple, clouds trailing low, the landscape clear but sober, the valley 
1 Thomas, Appendix III, pp. 246-255. 
^Constitutions, Item 813. 
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though too verdant appeared of a pale blush-colour from the many red 
sandstone fresh-ploughed fields. . . . Looking up along a white church- 
tower I caught a lovely sight—a flock of seagulls wheeling and sailing 
high up in the air, sparkles of white as bright as snowballs in the vivid 
blue. (FJL, 137) 
In this exquisite setting, under circumstances conducive to creativity, Hop¬ 
kins composed in rapid succession ten of his most important sonnets: "God's Gran¬ 
deur," "The Starlight Night," "Spring," "In the Valley of the Elwy," "The Sea 
and the Skylark," "The Windhover," "Pied Beauty," "Hurrahing in Harvest," "The 
Caged Skylark," and "The Lantern Out of Doors." 
Sometime between 1877 and 1882, Hopkins composed some notes based on the 
"Principle and Foundation" of the Spiritual Exercises which, as Pick points out, 
so closely follow in meaning and often exact words these 1877 sonnets that I will 
3 juxtapose notes with poems where applicable, here and later. 
The "Principle and Foundation" and the exercises which follow begin by re¬ 
questing the exercitant to consider the Creator, then to meditate on the created 
in relation to the Creator, then to apply the senses in specific contemplations, then 
to imagine a coloquy with Christ, and finally to make a "Contemplation for Ob¬ 
taining Love." In answer to the question "Why did God create?" Hopkins re¬ 
plied: 
He meant the world to give him praise, reverence, and service; to give him 
glory. It is like a garden, a field he sows: what should it bear him? . . . 
glory. It is an estate he farms: what should it bring him in? . . . glory. . . . 
It is a bird he teaches to sing, a pipe, a harp he plays on. . . . It is a book 
he has written, of the riches of his knowledge, teaching endless truths, full 
lessons of wisdom, a poem of beauty. ... It is an altar and a victim on it 
lying in his sight: why is it offered? To his praise, honour, and service: it 
is a sacrifice to his glory. (SDW, 238-239) 
3Pick, p. 60 ff. 
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Relating creation to Creator, Hopkins reflected: 
The sun and the stars shining glorify God. They stand where he placed them, 
they move where he bid them. . . . They glorify God, but they do not know 
it. The birds sing to him, the thunder speaks of his terror, the lion is like his 
strength, the sea is like his greatness, the honey like his sweetness; they are 
something like him, they make him known, they tell of him, they give him 
glory, but they do not know they do. . . . Nevertheless what they can they 
always do. 
But amidst them all is man. . . . Man was created. Like the rest then to 
praise, reverence, and serve God; to give him glory. He does so, even by 
his being, beyond all visible creatures. . . . But man can know God, can 
mean to give him glory. This then was why he was made, to give God glory 
and to mean to give it; to praise God freely, willingly to reverence him glad¬ 
ly to serve him. (SDW, 239) 
On the "Contemplation for Obtaining Love" Hopkins discerned that 
all God gives us or does for us He gives and does in loveand therefore . . .all 
we do towards God we should do in love. ... It is by communication of his 
power that God operates the likeness of himself in things. . . . the Holy Ghost 
is called Love. ... He is the bond and mutual love of Father and Son, so of 
God and man. . . . All things therefore are charged with love, are charged 
with God and if we know how to touch them give off sparks and take fire, 
yield drops and flow, ring and tell of him. (SDW, 194-195). 
"God's Grandeur" (Poems 31) opens with a consideration of the effulgence of the 
Creator's creation: "The world is charged with the grandeur of God. / It will flame 
out, like shining from shook foil; / It gathers to a greatness, like the ooze of oil / 
Crushed." Man the created, however, is recalcitrant in offering praise, reverence, 
and service. "Why do men then now not reck his rod?" the poet wonders and ex¬ 
plains in sensory detail: 
Generations have trod, have trod, have trod; 
And all is seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil 
And wears man's smudge and shares man's smell: the soil 
Is bare now, nor can foot feel, being shod. 
"And for all this, nature is never spent" begins the colloquy: "There lives the dear¬ 
est freshness deep down things; / And though the last lights off the black West went / 
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Oh, morning, at the brown brink eastward springs. ..." And how can such anti 
theses be synthesized? The Holy Ghost, that "bond of mutual love, mediator 
and reconciler, who like Christ would gather his children as a hen gathers her • 
young, "over the bent / world broods with / warm breast and with ah! bright 
wings." 
Hopkins sent "God's Grandeur" and "The Starlight Night" to his mother 
for her birthday (FL, 144)5 "The Starlight Night" (Poems 32) is not merely an 
approbation of God's creation but an affirmation that "it is all a purchase, all 
is a prize" and a confirmation that obtaining ultimate Beauty is worth the price 
of disciplined and directed senses. The sestet of the poem establishes the price: 
"Buy then!, bid then!—What? — Prayer, patience, alms, vows,"—and the prize: 
"Look, look: a Maymess, like on orchard boughs! / Look! March-bloom, like 
on mealed-with-yellow sallows! / These are indeed the barn; withindoors house / 
The shocks. This piece-bright paling sheets the spouse / Christ home, Christ and 
his mother and all his hallows." 
This sacramental view of nature, which dominates Hopkins' 1877-1879 
poems,continues in the sonnet "Spring" (Poems 33). Spring is the symbol of inno¬ 
cent youth; the speaker enjoins sinful adults, purged by the lightning notes of 
the thrush, to return to their primal Edenic innocence and a renewed relation 
with their Creator: 
Nothing is so beautiful as Spring — 
When weeds, in wheels, shoot long and lovely and lush; 
Thrush's eggs look little low heavens, and thrush 
Through the echoing timber does so rinse and wring 
The ear, it strikes like lightnings to hear him sing; 
^The latter poem hung, illuminated on parchment, in her house till her 
death in 1920. JP, p. 305. 
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The glassy peartree leaves and blooms, they brush 
The descending blue; that blue is all in a rush 
With richness; the racing lambs too have fair their fling. 
What is all this juice and all this joy? 
A strain of the earth's sweet being in the beginning 
In Eden garden. —Have, get, before it cloy. 
Before it cloud, Christ, Lord, and sour with sinning. 
Innocent mind and Mayday in girl and boy. 
Most, O maid's child, thy choice and worthy the winning. 
"In the Valley of the Elwy" (Poems 34) instresses the beauty of Wales, which 
Hopkins referred to years later as "always to me the mother of Muses" (RB, 227). 
The octave posits the ideal relationship between man and nature, then bemoans the 
fact that "only the inmate does not correspond," and concludes with this prayer to 
God (reminiscent of a similar prayer in Deutschland): "God, lover of souls, sway¬ 
ing considerate scales / Complete thy creature dear O where it fails, / Being mighty 
a master, being a father and fond." 
In "The Sea and the Skylark" (Poems 35), Hopkins paints a picture of sinful 
man, "life's pride and cared-for-crown," returning to dust, draining "fast toward 
man's first slime." The scene is one of dismay but not of despair, certainly not of 
personal despair, and not finally for mankind who seems mainly to have "lost that 
cheer and charm of earth's past prime." 
Hopkins claimed that "the best thing I ever wrote was 'The Windhover'" (RB, 
85), an assessment with which not even his correspondent Robert Bridges disagreed. 
Most later critics confirm the evaluation; and even I. A. Richards, who felt that 
the poet Hopkins was consistently stifled by the priest, considers that in this poem 
the conflict is "temporarily resolved through a stoic acceptance of sacrifice."^ 
^Dial, p. 199. 
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To be sure, this poem contains antithetical impulses—dappled dawn and full 
daylight, kingdom and plough, fire and ember, life and the "gash" of death 
and the pivot on which the poem turns is the word (or command) "Buckle!", but' 
the surrender to this "morning's minion, king / dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple- 
dawn-drawn Falcon" is a willing one. "The achieve of, the mastery of the thing!" 
is the equilibrator, I believe; and although the poet admits "My heart in hiding 
stirred for a bird" and although he is on fire with admiration of the Windhover's 
beauty, yet "the fire that breaks from thee," he says, is a "billion / Times told 
lovelier, more dangerous." "The achieve of" the Windhover is the quality he 
admires, but "the mastery of the thing" is the elected goal, two qualities which 
Gardner feels result in a resolution of the poet's spiritual conflict because these 
two acts may be "sublimated—assimilated by the character and revealed with great¬ 
er merit in the supreme act of sacrifice, which is derived from, due to, and re¬ 
warded by, Christ."^ The acceptance of sacrifice, far from being merely stoical, 
is entirely Ignatian and inherently Hopkins in spirit; that is to say, because of 
proper election, it melds choice with desire, merges the affective will with the 
elect ive will. Since the ashes left from the "blue-bleak embers" of sacrifice 
merely "fall, gall themselves," such a trifling sacrifice would be a valueless, 
negative offering, a "proud but helpless suffering" as Empson says.^ In this case, 
however, the embers "gash gold-vermilion "—brighter than fire, turning beyond 
ashes to something indestructible and eternal. 
"Pied Beauty" (Poems 37) is one of Hopkins' curtal sonnets; this one con- 
^W. H. Gardner, "Gerard Manley Hopkins" in Reading Modern Poetry, 
ed. Paul Engle and Warren Carrier (Chicago: Scott, Foresman & Co., 1955), p.339. 
7Ambiguity, p. 226. 
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denses in the ten and one-half lines the theme of his 1864 essay On the Origin 
of Beauty" that antithesis is essential to beauty. In no other poem does Hopkins 
establish and resolve tensions more articulately and successfully than in "Pied • 
Beauty" whose very title indicates approbation of distinctness. In the sestet, 
the poet applauds irregularities in nature; summoning the first words of the Apos¬ 
tle's Creed, he recognizes the value of men's diverse occupations. In the qua¬ 
train following, he pairs unusual opposites, then concludes with a laudatory two- 
word Do xo logy: 
GLORY be to God for dappled things— 
For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow; 
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim; 
Fresh firecoal chestnut-falls; finches' wings; 
Landscape plotted and pieced—fold, fallow, and plough; 
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim. 
All things counter, original, spare, strange; 
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?) 
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim; 
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change: 
Praise him. 
Hopkins composed these seven sonnets between the end of February, 1877 
and the middle of the summer even though in early April he had complained to 
Bridges that he had little time and "now I am very very tired, yes a thousand times 
and yet a thousand times and scarce can go or creep" (RB, 33). In July, Hopkins 
left St. Beuno's to visit his parents for about a month. On returning, he wistfully 
remarked in a letter to his father that "No sooner were we among the Welsh hills 
than I saw the hawks flying and other pleasant sights soon to be seen no more" (FL, 
146) and to Bridges the regret that "much against my inclination I shall have to 
leave Wales" (RB, 43). His love of Wales is explicit in all his letters; his content¬ 
ment bears fruit in both the quantity and quality of his poems of this period. His 
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regret at leaving, however, is his first expression of discontent concerning 
anything about the Society and is one to bear in mind. 
Bridges' personal rejection of Deutschland, which Hopkins had just sent 
him, also wounded him at this time. In his August 21 letter to Bridges, Hopkins 
argues that "there is no conceivable licence I should not be able to justify, that 
with all my licences, or rather laws, I am stricter than you I might say than any¬ 
body I know." Then he defends and defines his sprung rhythm: "My verse is less 
to be read than heard," he explains, then states categorically that if Bridges will 
study it he "will be much more pleased with it and may I say? converted to it." 
Hopkins refuses to alter anything (although he altered and revised later poems 
either because of volition or upon advice), asks for "serviceable critcisms" instead 
of "a protest memorializing me against my whole policy and proceedings, " and 
g 
begs him to read it again (RB, 44-47). 
Before his departure from St. Beuno's, Hopkins composed three more sonnets. 
"Hurrahing in Harvest" (Poems 38), dated September 1, is a joyful poem which "was 
the outcome of half an hour of extreme enthusiasm as I walked homealoneone day 
from fishing in the Elwy" (RB, 56) and which he tried to set to music three years 
later. Hopkins not only composed the poem in its entirety in this brief space of 
time but never altered it, and critics unanimously confirm its excellence. Gardner 
sees in it the fusion of "the senses, aspiration, the Incarnation, and Beatitude. . . . 
^Nor had Bridges read it by the following May. One wonders what feelings 
Hopkins might have had had he read the note Bridges appended to the Deutschland 
in the 1918 edition of the poems calling this Hopkins' "great metrical experiment" 
but warning that its placement at the front of the book was "like a great dragon at 
the gate" and advising the reader to "circumvent him and attack him later in the 
rear; for he ^/Bridges/ was himself shamefully worsted in a brave frontal assault, 
the more easily perhaps because both subject and treatment were distasteful to 
him. ..." Quoted in RB, p. 42, n. 1. 
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The catalyst that brings about this combination /being/ ... the immanence of 
9 
the transcendent God." Downes sees in the first quatrain Hopkins exulting in 
the discovery of the beauty of Christ in the beauty of nature; in the next quatrain 
his invocation of the senses "to see, hear, and feel the divine Christ in natural 
reality" in the pattern of the famous Ignatian application of the senses; and con¬ 
cluding with epiphanies to the love of God as he perceives them in nature. 
Summer ends now; now, barbarous in beauty, the stocks rise 
Around; up above, what wind-walks! what lovely behaviour 
Of silk-sack clouds! has wilder, wiIful-wavier 
Meal-drift moulded ever and melted across skies? 
I walk, I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes, 
Down all that glory in the heavens to glean our Saviour; 
And eyes, heart, what looks, what lips yet gave you a 
Rapturous love's greeting of realer, of rounder replies? 
And the azurous hung hills are his world-wielding shoulder 
Majestic—as a stallion stalwart, very-violet-sweet! — 
These things, these things were here and but the beholder 
Wanting; which two when they once meet. 
The heart rears wings bold and bolder 
And hurls for him, O half hurls earth for him off under his feet. 
There is assuredly only equilibrium of heart and mind and spirit in the poet who wrote 
this poem. 
Hopkins wrote "The Caged Skylark" and "The Lantern Out of Doors" also in 
1877. Although the exact dates are not known, most critics ascribe the poems to 
that fall. They are of dramatically different mood from "Hurrahing" and perhaps re¬ 
flect Hopkins' sudden distress at this time. He had expected to stay at St. Beuno's 
for four years, but at some time toward the end of three years there he was told he 
would be leaving. Various hypotheses for the move are offered: deteriorating 
9Gardner, II, p. 253. 
IQlgnatian, pp. 160, 111. 
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health, obvious mental fatigue, a superior's displeasure at Hopkins penchant for 
Scotus, or a combination of these. No firm evidence for any theory exists, how¬ 
ever, not even an inkling from Hopkins. On September 15, he went with sixteen 
others into the retreat which precedes the ordination of priesthood; on September 
23, he was raised to the priesthood; on September 29, he went to bed ill and 
stayed so for a week, during which time he received orders that he was to be as¬ 
signed to Mount St. Mary's College, near Sheffield. He described to his mother 
what his work was to be ("nondescript—examining, teaching, probably with occa¬ 
sional mission work and preaching or giving retreats attached" (FL, 148)^ but neither 
to her or anyone else did he mention his approaching ordination or record its signifi¬ 
cance to him afterwards, though presumably this ordination was the culmination of 
nine years' training. It is to this period of sudden inexplicable distress then that we 
ascribe the poems "The Caged Skylark" and "The Lantern Out of Doors," whose mood, 
as MacKenzie suggests "corresponds closely with the sense of impending loss, amount¬ 
ing almost to bereavement, with which Hopkins had to contend that autumn, after 
learning that he would not be able to spend a fourth year with his friends."^ 
The first quatrain of "The Caged Skylark" (Poems 39) suggests that as the bird 
is confined by its cage, so is man's spirit in bondage to his flesh: 
As a dare-gale skylark scanted in a dull cage 
Man's mounting spirit in his bone-house, mean house, dwells— 
That bird beyond the remembering his free fells; 
This in drudgery, day-labouring-out life's age. 
The second quatrain presents both man and bird as being resigned, yet frustrated: 
Though aloft on turf or perch or poor low stage. 
Both sing sometimes the sweetest, sweetest spells. 
Yet both droop deadly sometimes in their cells 
Or wring their barriers in bursts of fear or rage. 
11"Gerard and Grace Hopkins," The Month, 33 (June, 1965), 348. 
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The sestet begins by comparing the free bird, that "dare-gale skylark," with the 
freedom-seeking human spirit and concludes with the soundly Catholic doctrine 
(a comfort Hopkins would stress again and again, especially in his terrible son-' 
nets) that ultimately flesh and spirit will be reunited: 
Not that the sweet-fowl, song-fowl, needs no rest— 
Why, hear him, hear him babble and drop down to his nest. 
But his own nest, wild nest, no prison. 
Man's spirit will be flesh-bound when found at best. 
But uncumbered: meadow-down is not distressed 
For a rainbow footing it nor he for his bones risen. 
The lantern in the first stanza of "The Lantern Out of Doors" (Poems 40) 
may belong to Diogenes, to a watchman who calls out "who goes there," or it may 
be Christ casting light. The poet, after asking the question "Where from and bound, 
I wonder, where, / With, all down darkness wide, his wading light?", then turns 
to the men of brilliance he has known, "either beauty bright / In mould or mind" 
and concludes darkly that "death or distance soon consumes them" even as it does 
all men. But "Christ minds," he says, for "Christ's interest, what to avow or amend / 
There, eyes them, heart wants, care haunts, foot follows kind, / Their ransom, their 
rescue, and first, fast, last friend." The poet is not himself present in this poem, 
we note, nor is the hope he utters in its last lines either the confident hope of his 
youth or the agonized expression of faith which he worked out in his maturity. 
On January 27, 1878, in what must have been his first opportunity to write 
home, Hopkins complained that "I am so fallen into a mess of employments that I 
have given up doing everything whatever but what is immediately before me to do" 
(FL, 148-149). One of the masters had fallen ill, and Hopkins had his duties to 
perform in addition to his own. A month later he wrote this unusually sour note 
to Bridges: "Write me an interesting letter. I cannot do so. Life here is as dank 
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as ditch-water and has some of the other qualities of ditch-water: at least I know 
that I am reduced to great weakness by diarrhoea, which lasts too, as if I were 
poisoned" (RB, 47). The variety and uncongeniality of his work load and his poor 
state of health perhaps explain why he wrote only three poems in 1878, two minor 
Marian poems and "The Loss of the Eurydice." Hopkins composed this last poem 
in spite of his muse's having "turned utterly sullen in the Sheffield smoke-ridden 
air" and his weary complaint that "I shall never have leisure or desire to write 
much" (RB, 48, 54). The poem concerns another shipwreck, actually more tragic 
than that of the Deutschland; but the Month rejected it, nor has it since been 
accounted a successful poem. 
Soon., however, Hopkins seems to have recovered his good spirits. He is 
once again on good terms with Bridges who had even offered to come to St. Mary's 
to minister to his ailing friend, a trip of hundreds of miles, which Hopkins "under 
any circumstances" would not allow, though the gesture touched him (RB, 47-48). 
He preached a sermon on Easter Day and for the first time in years kept Lent al¬ 
though, as he wrote his mother, this "has left me no worse, but thinner than I ever 
saw myself in the face, with my cheeks like two harp-frames." He also coached 
a pupil of his who won an inter-collegiate prize (FL, 150). 
At the end of April, just as he had gotten adjusted to the work and surround¬ 
ings of St. Mary's, "when its neighborhood is gayest and prettiest, as vermilion tiles 
and orchard blossoms make it" (FL, 151), he received his next assignment to go as 
vicar of St. Aloysius, St. Giles, Oxford, in December. In June, despite his pro¬ 
tests of lack of time and inclination to write, he initiated correspondence with Rich¬ 
ard Watson Dixon, former assistant master at Highgate, now an Anglican pastor, 
church historian, and poet whose poems Hopkins so admired that he copied down 
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several in his notebook. 
Before we examine further poems and correspondence of Hopkins, some words 
on him as priest and preacher are in order. During the four years Hopkins was d 
priest, he served variously as bursar ("sub-minister") at Mount St. Mary's College 
in Chesterfield; preacher for a few months at Farm Street Church in London; preacher 
at St. Aloysius and other places in Oxford;^ preacher at St. Francis Xavier's 
Church in Liverpool; was on the temporary staff at St. Joseph's, Glasgow, Bedford 
Leigh; and was supply pastor at other churches, sometimes preaching with only half 
an hour's notice (SDW, 81). It is easy to understand the mild regret he expressed to 
Bridges that "permanence with us is ginger-bread permanence; cobweb, soapsud, 
and frost-feather permanence" (RB, 55). 
As a preacher Hopkins was less than impressive; standing just over five feet and 
possessing a rather thin, shrill voice (SDW, 5), he was physically unprepossessing. 
He was often nervous and flustered (RB, 57), sometimes forgot what he intended to 
say if he spoke from notes, but bored his listeners if he read from sermons that he had 
written out. Once when he preached a Dominical (an after-dinner practice sermon 
delivered to fellow seminarians), his audience laughed. Hopkins writes: "This made 
me lose the thread, so that I did not deliver the last two paragraphs right but mixed 
things up. The last paragraph, in which Make the men sit down is often repeated, 
far from having a good effect, made them roll more than ever" (SDW, 233). In an¬ 
other sermon, he noticed people wiping tears from their eyes and assumed they were 
touched by his message, "but when the same thing happened next week," he records, 
"I perceived that it was hot and that it was sweat they were wiping away" (SDW, 81). 
12Baron de Paravicini, an undergraduate friend and later Fellow of Balliol, 
dedicated a holy water font at St. Aloysius to Hopkins' memory. Pick, p. 73. 
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Once he used a whole page of heart imagery to impress his audience with "Christ, 
the Sacred Heart" (SDW, 100-104), and in another sermon he compared the Church 
and its abundant grace to a cow with full udders (JP, 229.n. 1). On one occasron 
he was suspended from preaching unreviewed sermons for having used the word 
"sweetheart" in a sermon describing how "God heeds all things at once/and/ takes 
more interest ... in a lover's sweetheart than the lover" (SDW, 89). He was em¬ 
barrassed by his deficiencies, yet admitted them and asked for constructive criti¬ 
cism (RB, 57). 
Some of Hopkins' sermons in manuscript, however, have excellent content. 
An intriguing example of his unique descriptive powers is this picture of the ser¬ 
pent, replete with sensory imagery, from his sermon on "The Fall of God's Kingdom": 
Now, brethren, fancy, as you may, that rich tree all laden with its shining 
fragrant fruit and swaying down from one of its boughs, as the pythons and 
great snakes of the East do now, waiting for their prey to pass and then to 
crush it, swaying like a long spray of vine or the bine of a great creeper, 
not terrible but beauteous, lissome, marked with quaint streaks and eyes or 
flushed with rainbow colours, the Old Serpent. We must suppose he offered 
her the fruit, as though it were the homage and the tribute of the brute to 
man, of the subject to his queen, presented it with his mouth or swept it 
from the boughs down before her feet; and she declined it. Then came those 
studied words of double meaning the Scripture tells us of: What! and has God 
forbidden you to eat of the fruit of Paradise? (SDW, 65) 
A portion preceding this description, in addition to being theologically sound, 
seems auto-sermonic: 
. . . when a man says / I do this because I like it and God allows me / he 
submits himself to God as truly as if it were a duty and he said / I do this be¬ 
cause God wills it and commands me. But though all are good they are not 
equally good; far from that. In the things God sanctions and we do for our 
own pleasure the whole good, the only good, comes from God's sanction and 
our submission to his sovereign will; for that he may reward us, but not for any¬ 
thing else: for the rest, we are doing our own pleasure and our own pleasure is 
our work's reward. But when we do what God commands or what God specially 
approves, then he is ready to reward us not only for our submission of ourselves 
to his sovereign will but also for the work done, for the pains taken; for we were 
doing his pleasure, not our own. (SDW, 64) 
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Hopkins' poetic prose, so obvious in his diary and Journal, also appears in 
his sermons, as for example this excerpt from his sermon on "Divine Providence and 
the Guardian Angels": 
Search the whole world and you will find it a million-million fold contri¬ 
vance of providence planned for our use and patterned for our admiration. 
But yet this providence is imperfect, plainly imperfect. The sun shines too 
long and withers the harvest, the rain is too heavy and rots it or in floods 
spreading washes it away; the air and water carry in their currents the poi¬ 
son of disease; there are poison plants, venomous snakes and scorpions; the 
beasts our subjects rebel, not only the bloodthirsty tiger that slaughters year¬ 
ly its thousands, but even the bull will gore and the stallion bite or strike; 
at night the moon sometimes has no light to give, at others the clouds darken 
her; she measures time most strangely and gives us reckonings most difficult 
to make and never exact enough; the coalpits and oilwells are full of explo¬ 
sions, fires, and outbreaks of sudden death, and often we fight a losing bat¬ 
tle, never a triumphant one; everything is full of fault, flaw, imperfection, 
shortcoming; as many marks as there are of God's wisdom in providing for us 
so many marks there may be set against them of more being needed still, of 
something having made of this very providence a shattered frame and a bro¬ 
ken web. (SDW, 90) 
In addition to displaying Hopkins' poetic powers, the preceding passage also re¬ 
marks Hopkins' priestly concern and compassion for his parishoners. The squalid 
conditions under which they lived not only affected Hopkins' aesthetically deli¬ 
cate nature but caused him anguish because he felt powerless to ease their situa¬ 
tions. A friend who believed that Hopkins' "mind was of too delicate a texture 
to grapple with the rough elements of human life," also points out that despite 
this frailty, "his kindness of heart and unselfishness showed themselves in a thou- 
1 q 
sand different ways." Another contemporary recalls pastor Hopkins' "child-like 
guilelessnes and simplicity, his gentleness, tender-heartedness, and his loving 
compassion for the young, the weak, the poor, and all who were in any trouble 
or distress"; but with perspicacity he adds, "he was also most sensitive and this 
l^Lahey, p. 133. 
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caused him to suffer much."^ 
These were the qualities, however, which most endeared him to his parish- 
oners and were most lovingly recalled by his peers. One who served with him re¬ 
flects: 
I think the characteristics in him that most struck and edified all of us who 
knew him were, first, what I should call his priestly spirit; this showed it¬ 
self not only in the reverential way he performed his sacred duties, and 
spoke on sacred subjects, but his whole conduct and conversation; and sec¬ 
ondly, his devotion and loyalty to the Society of Jesus. ^ 
Hopkins' suffering was the result of not only mere overwork but work under 
conditions which were trying and repulsive to his delicate nature. We note that 
in addition to these problems, Hopkins is once more in conflict as to whether or 
not to publish. "When I say I do not mean to publish I speak the truth," he writes 
Bridges, yet admits "if someone in authority knew of myhaving some poems print¬ 
able and suggested my doing it I should not refuse" (RB, 66). Clearly this obedi¬ 
ent servant is waiting for leave to publish even as he had waited leave to resume 
writing. Would he consent even if so instructed, though? "I should not refuse," 
he tells Bridges but adds the ambivalent remark "I should be partly, though not 
altogether, glad" (RB, 66). To Dixon, who not only urges Hopkins to seek publi¬ 
cation but also offers to initiate public interest by mentioning Hopkins' poems in 
a footnote in his forthcoming volume on church history, Hopkins very strongly de¬ 
clines for "several reasons": first, because "I have no thought of publishing until 
all circumstances favor. . . one of them y^Eeincj/ that the suggestion to publish 
should come from one of our own people," and second because "to allow such a 
14lbid., p. 142. 15lbid., p. 145. 
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notice would be on my port a sort of insubordination to or double dealing with 
my superiors." Hopkins concludes this letter, too, with evidence of his absolute 
devotion to the Ignatian principle of proper election, that melding of the affec¬ 
tive will of desire with the elective will of choice: "the life I lead is liable to 
many mortifications," he admits, "but the want of fame as a poet is the least of 
them" (RWD, 28). This surrender was to be Hopkins' ultimate decision as well, 
but not before he wrestled with the problem several more times. 
After the near-barren poetic output of 1878, and nothing in the winter of 
1879, Hopkins produced from March to October "Binsey Poplars," "Duns Scotus's 
Oxford," "Henry Purcell," "The Bugler's First Communion," "Andromeda," "Morn¬ 
ing, Midday, and Evening Sacrifice," "The Handsome Heart," "Peace," and "The 
Candle Indoors." The theme of many of these poems and the ones he composed 
through 1881, the year his tertianship began, shifts from the sacramental view of 
nature and God to the sacerdotal focus on God and man. 
"Binsey Poplars" (Poems 43) opens with a description of the beautiful-leaved 
trees being felled. The second section expresses the poet's chagrin: "O if we but knew 
what we do / When we delve or hew— / Hack and rack the growing green!" and 
voices the regret that "After-comers cannot guess the beauty been" but ends with the 
innervisionary and thus non-destructible return to that "sweet especial rural scene." 
"Duns Scotus's Oxford" (Poems 44) likewise contemplates indestructible beau¬ 
ty, for after painting a picture of this university town, and passing judgment on man's 
misuse of God's creation, the poet praises "this air I gather and I release. . . . 
These weeds and waters, these walls" and credits his own ability for reconciling the 
harsh realities of destruction by inscaping beauty to Scotus, "who of all men most 
sways my spirits to peace." 
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Henry Purcetl's musical individuaHon is celebrated in the sonnet bearing 
his name (Poems 45): "It is the forged feature finds me; it is the rehearsal / of 
own, of abrupt self there so thrusts on, so throngs the ear." Hopkins' insistence' 
on the importance of the individuation, the "thisness" of every thing and every 
body, dominates his mature poetry; its zenith is yet to come. 
"The Candle Indoors" (Poems 46) is a companion piece to "The Lantern Out 
of Doors," although the poet did not originally intend it to be (RB, 84). The speak¬ 
er in the poem observes some source of light^ with two people in its beams; he 
calls upon the couple, intent on ordinary occupation, "God to aggrandise; God 
to glorify." Then in a stern sermon to self as well, acutely conscious of his own 
imperfection, he shows how the candle, symbol of sanctifying grace, will lead to 
authentic light: 
Come you indoors, come home; your fading fire 
Mend first and vital candle in close heart's vault: 
You there are master, do your own desire; 
What hinders? Are you beam-blind, yet to a fault 
In a neighbour deft-handed? are you that liar 
And, cast by conscience out, spendsavour salt? 
Many of Hopkins' poems germinate in sermons, or vice versa, and his rumin¬ 
ations on the themes can be traced in his letters or private notes. A quatrain from 
"The Loss of the Eurydice," for example, evolved into his sermon on Christ as Hero 
which in turn became the central theme of his poem "The Handsome Heart." In the 
quatrain of the Eurydice poem are the words 
Gardner, Poems, p. 274 and F. R. Leavis, New Bearings in English Poetry 
(1932; Ann Arbor, Mich: Univ. of Mich. Press, 1960), pp. 190-191, say the lines 
of light are caused by the eyelashes. 
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Buf to Christ lord of thunder 
Crouch; lay knee by earth low under: 
'Holiest, loveliest, bravest. 
Save my hero, O Hero savest. . . 
In the later developed sermon, Hopkins presents Christ as the hero "all the world 
wants," beautiful not only in body and in mind but, most importantly, in "the 
beauty of his character" (SDW, 37). Hopkins deals with this hierarchy of beau¬ 
ty in the poem "The Handsome Heart," addressed to one of his converts who later 
became a priest: 
Beauty's bearing or muse of mountain vein. 
All, in this case, bathed in high hallowing grace. . . . (Poems 47) 
Just four months after Hopkins wrote this poem he discoursed on the same subject 
in a letter to Bridges: 
I think then no one can admire beauty of the body more than I do, and it is 
of course a comfort to find beauty in a friend or a friend in beauty. But this 
kind of beauty is dangerous. Then comes the beauty of the mind, such as ge¬ 
nius, and this is greater than the beauty of the body and not to call danger¬ 
ous. And more beautiful than the beauty of the mind is beauty of character, 
the 'handsome heart'. Now every beauty is not a wit or genius nor has every 
wit or genius character. For though even bodily beauty, even the beauty of 
blooming health, is from the soul, in the sense, as we Aristotelian Catho¬ 
lics say, that the soul is the form of the body, yet the soul may have no other 
beauty, so to speak, than that which it expresses in the symmetry of the body 
.... But what is more to be remarked is that in like manner the soul may 
have no further beauty than that which is seen in the mind, that there may be 
genius uninformed by character. (RB, 95) 
Hopkins' sermon on Christ as Hero followed this letter by one month. Acknowledged 
by many critics as his best sermon, it is so central to his personal theology that the 
meditation amounts almost to a colloquy: 
Our Lord Jesus Christ, my brethren, is our hero, a hero all the world 
wants. . . . He ... is the hero of a book. ... a warrior and a con¬ 
queror. ... a king. ... a statesman. ... a thinker. ... an orator 
17cf. alsoJ^B, p. 175. 
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and poet. ... He is all the world's hero. . . . There met in Jesus 
Christ all things that can make man lovely and loveable. In his body he 
was most beautiful. This is known first by the tradition in the Church that 
it was so and by holy writers agreeing to suit those words to him / Thou art 
beautiful in mould above the sons of men. ... I come to his mind. He • 
was the greatest genius that ever lived. . . . for /as/ perfection in the bod¬ 
ily frame distinguishes a man among other men his fellows, so may the mind 
be distinguished for its beauty above other minds and that is genius. . . . 
Far higher than beauty of the body, higher than genius and wisdom the beau¬ 
ty of the mind, comes the beauty of his character. . . . No heart as his 
was ever so tender, but tenderness was not all: this heart so tender was as 
brave, it could be stern. He found the thought of his Passion past bearing, 
yet he went through with it. . . . But, brethren, from all that might be 
said of his character I single out one point and beg you to notice that. He 
loved to praise, he loved to reward. Hfe knew what was in man, he best 
knew men's faults and yet he was the warmest in their praise. When he worked 
a miracle he would grace it with / Thy faith hath saved thee, that it might 
almost seem the receiver's work not his. . . . And though he bids us say we 
are unprofitable servants, yet he himself will say to each of us / Good and 
faithful servant, well done. And this man whose picture I have tried to draw 
for you, brethren, is your God. He was your maker in time past; hereafter 
he will be your judge. Make him your hero now. (SDW, 34-38) 
One of Hopkins' parishoners, "a bugler boy from barrack" requested that Hop¬ 
kins officiate at his first communion. This rite, of singular importance to every Cath¬ 
olic, so impressed the priest that he composed "The Bugler's First Communion" (Poems 
48). Hopkins sometimes felt himself a failure; but with this lad, as with the one of 
"The Handsome Heart," he felt successful in his priestly mission: 
How it does my heart good, visiting at that bleak hill. 
When limber liquid youth, that to all I teach 
Yields tender as a pushed peach. 
Hies headstrong to its wellbeing of a self-wise self-will ! 
Then though I should tread tufts of consolation 
Days after, so I in a sort deserve to 
And do serve God to serve to 
Just such slips of soldiery Christ's royal ration. 
Nothing else is like it, no, not all so strains 
Us: fresh youth fretted in a bloomfall all portending 
That sweet's sweeter ending; 
Realm both Christ is heir to and there reigns. 
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The value of sacrifice permeates Hopkins' early as well as mature poems, 
but the emphasis is increasingly on willing self-sacrifice. In "Morning, Mid¬ 
day and Evening Sacrifice" (Poems 49) he urges such ascesis first in youth, 
"all this freshness fuming/ Give God while worth consuming"; then in matur¬ 
ity, "this pride of prime's enjoyment . . . hold at Christ"; and finally at the 
close of one's day of life. 
The vault and scope and schooling 
And mastery In the mind, 
In silk-ash kept from cooling. 
And ripest under rind-- 
What death half lifts the latch of. 
What hell hopes soon the snatch of. 
Your offering, with despatch, of! 
"Peace" (Poems 51), the last poem Hopkins wrote in the fall of 1879 before 
he assumed his next, and last, parish assignment, is one of personal distress, the 
first truly personal poem since Deutschland and the first also to voice distress since 
that poem. This curtal sonnet opens with a prayer, amounting almost to a demand, 
for peace: 
When will you ever. Peace, wild wooddove, shy wings shut. 
Your round me roaming end, and under be my boughs? 
When, when, Peace, will you. Peace? I'll not play hypocrite 
To own my heart: I yield you do come sometimes; but 
That piecemeal peace is poor peace. What pure peace allows 
Alarms of wars, the daunting wars, the death of it? 
The poem then closes with a conditional consolation in which the nestling Peace 
becomes the dove of Peace: 
O surely, reaving Peace, my Lord should leave in lieu 
Some good! And so he does leave Patience exquisite, 
That plumes to Peace thereafter. And when Peace here does house 
He comes with work to do, he does not come to coo. 
He comes to brood and sit. 
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The patience which peace leaves Hopkins, however, he seeks again and again, as 
his letters and 1885 sonnet "Patience, Hard Thing" prove. 
In late October, Hopkins moved to his new assignment as priest of St. Fran¬ 
cis Xavier's Church in Liverpool, preceded by a brief stay on the temporary staff 
of St. Joseph's Church in early October in the mill town of Bedford Leigh where 
"the stench of sulpharetted hydrogen rolls in the air and films of the same gas form 
on railing and pavement." The air, too, was "charged with smoke as well as damp"; 
however, Hopkins' spirits were up because "the people are hearty" (RB, 90). The 
conditions at Liverpool were so unpleasant, however, that even Bridges noted later 
that "when sent to Liverpool to do parish work among the Irish, the vice and horrors 
Ip 
nearly killed him." Sequential excerpts from Hopkins' letters between April of 1880 
and January of 1881 best show how such oppression affected him. On April 30, he 
wrote to his mother, "The work of Easter week . . . was so hard, and I had happened 
to catch a bad cold, which led to earache and deafness: I felt wretched for some time. 
Neither am I very strong now and as long as I am in Liverpool I do not see how I can 
be. ... I do not know how/the Italians here/ can bear such an air and sky. No, 
I see nothing of the Spring but some leaves in streets and squares" (FL, 157). On 
May 14 he told Dixon, "The parish work of Liverpool is very wearying to mind and 
body and leaves me nothing but odds and ends of time" (RWD, 33). On May 22 and 
June 9 he complained to Baillie that "My Liverpool work is very harassing and makes 
it hard to write. ... I had written a great deal more about this place . . . but 
have suppressed it all after keeping it by me and reading it with my head first on 
one side, then on the other, at various distances and in various lights, many times 
ISprom a short memoir of Hopkins in The Poets and Poetry of the 19th Century, 
quoted in RB, p. 99, n. 1. 
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over. ... I am broughf face k> face whh the deepest poverty and misery in 
my district" (FL, 244, 245). Then on September 5 and October 26 he wrote to 
Bridges: "I take up a languid pen to write to you, being down with diarrhoea and 
vomiting, brought on by yesterday's heat and the long hours in the confessional. 
Yesterday was in Liverpool the hottest day of the year. ... I never could write; 
time and spirits were wanting; one is so fagged, so harried and gal lied up and down. 
And the drunkards go on drinking, the filthy, as the scripture says, are filthy still: 
human nature is so inveterate. Would that I had seen the last of it" (RB, 104, 110). 
And on January 14 in the new year, he wrote to Dixon: "Liverpool is of all places 
the most museless. It is indeed a most unhappy and miserable spot" (RWD, 42). 
These external circumstances daunted him but briefly, and soon he channeled 
his energies and enthusiasm into composing long and often humorous letters to his 
19 friends and family; delving into politics and even participating in a political 
fracas; actively writing music; doing further research into Scotus1 work; and tend¬ 
ing to the needs of his flock (FL, 157, 156, 420-421). Dramatic evidence of his 
ability to reconcile himself to uncongenial surroundings and to see beauty even in 
squalor occurs in a letter which he wrote to Bridges in mid-winter, during a heavy 
schedule, when he did not even have time to write poetry. On January 26, 1881, 
he writes Bridges that "The weather we are undergoing in Liverpool is not remark¬ 
able except for its severity, or so at least I wrote at first, but since then I have 
been into the country a little way and seen deep frozen snowdrifts . . . and I am 
^These include a humorous account to his mother concerning a church ba¬ 
zaar, FL, pp. 159-160; a play on the word "wean" and the term "weany bit" to 
Baillie, _FL, p. 246; and the statement to Bridges that "I have broken out into 
humorous or comic verse: it sounds shocking, but you shall see," RB, p. 114. 
y) 
shortly going down to see the ice in the Mersey and the infinite flocks of sea¬ 
gulls of which I hear" (RB, 116). His account of the trip the next day shows 
both his natural poetic instinct and his natural resiliency: 
Well, I went. The river was coated with dirty yellow ice from shore to 
shore; where the edges could be seen it seemed very thick; it was not 
smooth but many broken pieces framed or pasted together agd n; it was 
floating down stream with the ebb tide; it everywhere covered the water, 
but was not of a piece, being continually broken, ploughed up, by the 
plying of the steam ferryboats, which I believe sometimes can scarcely 
make their way across. The gulls were pampered: throngs of people were 
chucking them bread; they were not at all quick to sight it and when they 
did they dipped towards it with infinite lightness, touched the ice, and 
rose again, but generally missed the bread: they seem to fancy they can¬ 
not or ought not to rest on ground. . . . Today there is a thaw, and the 
frostings, which have been a lovely fairyland on the publicans' windows, 
are vanished from the panes. (RB, 116-124) 
The poetic products of his Liverpool tenure include such pieces as "At the Wed¬ 
ding March" (Poems 52), a celebration of this sacrament which "deals triumph 
and immortal years"; the "Cheery Beggar" (Poems 142), in admiration of one 
whom circumstances do not cast down; "Brothers" (Poems 54), based on the 
touching affection displayed by two of Hopkins' charges while he was at St. 
Mary's (RB, 86); "Spring and Fall" (Poems 55), a positive approach to the some¬ 
times painful maturation process; and "Felix Randal" (Poems 53), an expression 
of the tender concern of the priest for his sheep during life and consolation at 
death. Of this group of poems, the last two are deemed Hopkins' best, and both 
are widely anthologized. 
Spring and FalI: 
to a young child 
Margaret, are you grieving 
Over Goldengrove unleaving? 
Leaves, like the things of man, you 
With your fresh thoughts care for, can you? 
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Ah! as the heart grows older 
It will come to such sights colder 
By and by, nor spare a sigh 
Though worlds of wanwood leafmeal lie; 
And yet you will weep and know why. 
Now no matter, child, the name: 
Sorrow's springs are the same. 
Nor mouth had, no nor mind, expressed 
What heart heard of, ghost guessed: 
It is the blight man was born for. 
It is Margaret you mourn for. 
The seeming simplicity of the poem is deceiving; in fact, the multiple interpreta¬ 
tions of its meaning are one reason critics and readers continue to attend the poem. 
I. A. Richards used the poem as an experiement to test reader-reaction. After 
sending it to many readers, minus the author's name and the poem's subtitle, he 
printed the results, along with his comments, in his book Practical Criticism. Re¬ 
actions were antipodal: the poem is too sentimental or it is "good and genuine"; 
it is too simplistic or else complex and obscure; the advice comes from an elderly 
man or from a parent, and Margaret is either a child or a "jilted lover"; the poem 
merely sermonizes or it is the "pang of transience well conveyed"; the poem eman¬ 
ates from personal bitterness or the melancholy reproach "from a wasted life" or 
there is "a fusion ... of tragic disclosure with a Katharsis that unites the indi- 
20 
vidual to the universal fate." The greatest controversy is generated by the one 
word "will" in line nine: does it mean that Margaret in the future "will weep and 
know why" or that it is her will to "weep and know why" in the present? The poet 
givesno clue, so likely he intends alternative—or even concurring—interpretations; 
the fact that Hopkins often intends double or triple meanings, as for instance in 
"Now Buckle!" in "The Windhover," or "Plumes to peace" in "Peace," or "Earl- 
20(N. Y.: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1939), pp. 80-89. 
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stars" in Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves," suggests to me this possibility. William 
Empson points out that the "two contrasts . . . and their unity ... make the 
point of the poem" and praises the poet because he "has shown precisely by in- * 
■I 21 
sisting that they were the same, that he knew they were distinguishable." I 
submit that the poem is evidence of Hopkins' ability to resolve poetic tension, 
his maturation in his concern with the transience of life (compare his 1863 poem 
"Spring and Death," for example), and his compassion for those whom he served 
despite any personal unhappiness. 
One of Hopkins' parishoners was a farrier, Felix Randal, who died shortly 
after having been given Extreme Unction by the priest who now muses on their 
living relationship. Having once been the comforter, the priest is now the com¬ 
forted, his consolation being the knowledge that he ministered to his sheep both 
in life and at death. Some critics consider "Felix Randal" "the best short poem 
22 in the language." Bremond views it, along with "The Bugler's First Communion," 
as "de plus parfait . . . sur les experiences et les consolations de sa vie apostol- 
23 ique," and Pinto points to Hopkins "with his burning sympathy for the toiling 
24 
masses and Hopkins . . . with his ardent religious faith . . . reconciled. 
Felix Randal the farrier, O is he dead then? my duty all ended. 
Who have watched his mould of man, big-boned and hardy-handsome 
Pining, pining, till time when reason rambled in it and some 
Fatal four disorders, fleshed there, all contended? 
21 Seven Types of Ambiguity, pp. 148-149. 
22George Orwell, quoted in Gardner, II, p. 306; and this is Gardner's opin¬ 
ion, too. 
23Andre Bremond, "La Poisie: Naive et Savante de Gerard Hopkins," Etudes 
(Oct. 5, 1934), 3.  
24Crisis, p. 65. 
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Sickness broke him. ImpaHenf, he cursed at first, but mended 
Being anointed and all; though a heavenlier heart began some 
Months earlier, since I had our sweet reprieve and ransom 
Tendered to him. Ah well, God rest him all road ever he offended! 
This seeing the sick endears them to us, us too it endears. 
My tongue had taught thee comfort, touch had quenched thy tears. 
Thy tears that touched my heart, child, Felix, poor Felix Randal; 
How far from then forethought of, all thy more boisterous years. 
When thou at the random grim forge, powerful amidst peers. 
Didst fettle for the great gray drayhorse his bright and battering sandal I 
(Poems 53) 
After four very trying and tiring years as a priest, and with only "piecemeal 
peace," Hopkins anticipated his return to Manresa House in the fall of 1881 to 
serve his tertianship, his final year of the novitiate before taking his final vows. 
"In this retirement the mind becomes fresh and keen," he wrote Dixon (RWD, 69). 
"I feel that I need the noviceship very much and shall be every way better off 
when I have been made more spiritual minded," he told Bridges, adding that while 
there "I am pretty well resolved I will altogether give over composition for the ten 
months, that I may vaccare Deo as in my noviceship proper" (RB, 135). This reso¬ 
lution he nearly kept, composing during this time only a Marian poem, a transla¬ 
tion, and two minor nature pieces. In Hopkins' past efforts to leave off writing 
poetry, he turned to creative prose and this time he did so again in a lengthy 
commentary on the Spiritual Exercises, a project he could reconcile as being 
worthy of his calling. 
Hopkins probably composed some of his spiritual writings in the 1878 and 
1880 retreats and in the 1883 and 1888 retreats. However, the bulk of his com¬ 
mentaries on the Spiritual Exercises themselves was composed during the Long Re¬ 
treat of November, 1881 (a month after he began his tertianship at Manresa House), 
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and fhe final retreat in August, 1882 (when he completed his tertianship and took 
his final vows with the Society). The 1881 notes include Hopkins' meditation on 
"Personality, Grace and Free Will," the "Great Sacrifice," and "The Hidden 
Life," all relevant to Hopkins' convictions about his own life, its purpose, sac¬ 
rifices, failures and goals, and his attempt to reconcile in theory what he tried 
to practice pragmatically. 
On the kinds and power of the wills, Hopkins writes: 
It is the self . . . that supplies the determination . . . but the nature that 
supplies the exercise, and in these two things freedom consists. . . . Nev¬ 
ertheless in every circumstance it is within God's power to determine the 
creature to choose, and freely choose, according to his will; but not with¬ 
out a change or access of circumstance. . . . This access . . . takes the 
form.of instressing the affective will. . . . Choice in the sense of the tak¬ 
ing of one and leaving of another real alternative is not what freedom of 
pitch really and strictly lies in. It is choice . . . which means .... 
the doing be, the doing choose. . . . (SDW, 146-159) 
Father Christopher Devlin, the editor of Hopkins' Sermons and Devotional 
Writings, most effectively explains Hopkins' meditation on the "Great Sacrifice," 
a complicated discourse: 
He did not see God the Son's descent into creation merely or primarily as 
the reparation for sin. He saw it as an act of love which would have taken 
place in one form or another whether or not there had been any sin. Since 
He was God himself He could not perform the act of an inferior nature; so 
from all eternity He willed to become a creature so as to express that aspect 
of his love which was impossible to him as God alone. This is 'the great sac¬ 
rifice': a sacrifice of joy and adoration, which only incidentally, as it were, 
became one also of sorrow and reparation. . . . /Hopkins like/ Scotus re¬ 
jected the theory of certain theologians that only the death of a God-Man 
could satisfy an offended God; he refused to believe that God the Son's as¬ 
sumption of a created nature was contingent upon the sins either of angels 
or of men: 'I say then that the Fall was not the reason for Christ's predestin¬ 
ation. Even if no angel had fallen, nor any man, Christ would still have 
been predestined—yes, even if no others were to have been created save 
only Christ.' (SDW, 109-110) 
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Finally, a portion of "The Hidden Life," Hopkins' meditation on "The Life 
of Christ Our Lord from the 12th to the 30th Year," gives us insight into Hopkins' 
own decision to remain unrecognized and into the consolation he received thereby: 
The hidden life at Nazareth is the great help to faith for us who must live 
more or less an obscure, constrained, and unsuccessful life. What of all 
possible ways of spending thirty years could have seemed so ineffective as 
this? What might not Christ have done at Rome or Athens, Antioch or Alex¬ 
andria!. . . . What was his life there? One ... of obedience. (SDW, 176) 
Gerard Manley Hopkins, now age thirty-seven, not "at Rome" but at Roehampton, 
was making his Great Sacrifice, like the Christ he so earnestly tried to imitate, 
through conscious exercising of his arbitrium. 
"So you are entering on your last year of novitiate. I suppose you are de¬ 
termined to go on with it," Dixon wrote Hopkins; "but it must be a severe trial," 
he added with a note of pity (RWD, 70). "My Dear Friend," Hopkins hastened 
to respond, "I see you do not understand my position in the Society" (RWD, 75). 
His explanation of that position follows in the same letter, and another written 
several weeks later, and is significant because it elucidates not only the purpose 
of the tertianship but also his personal attitude toward his vocation: 
This Tertianship or Third Year of Probation or second Noviceship, for it 
is variously called in the Institute, is not really a noviceship at all in the 
sense of a time during which a candidate or probationer makes trial of our 
life and is free to withdraw. At the end of the noviceship proper we take 
vows which are perpetually binding and renew them every six months (not 
for every six months but for life) till we are professed or take the final de¬ 
gree we are to hold. ... It is in preparation for these last vows that we 
make the tertianship, which is called a schola affectus and is meant to 
enable us to recover that fervour which may have cooled through applica¬ 
tion to study and contact with the world. Its exercises are however nearly 
the same as those of the first noviceship. As for myself, I have not only 
made my vows publicly some two and twenty times but I make them to my¬ 
self every day, so that I should be black with perjury if I drew back now. 
And beyond that I can say with St. Peter: To whom shall I go? Tu verba 
vitae aeternae habes. Besides all which, my mind is here more at peace 
than it has ever been and I would gladly live all my life, if it were so to 
be, in as great or a greater seclusion from the world and be busied only 
with God. . . . 
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This I say: my vocation puts before me a standard so high that a higher 
can be found nov/here else. The question then for me is not whether I 
am willing ... to make a sacrifice of hopes of fame . . . but whether 
I am not to undergo a severe judgment from God for the loathness I have 
shewn in making it, for the reserves I may have in my heart made, for the 
backward glances I have given with my hand upon the plough, for the waste 
of time the very compositions you admire may have caused and their preoc¬ 
cupation of the mind which belonged to more sacred or more binding duties, 
for the disquiet and the thoughts of vainglory they have given rise to. . . . 
I have never wavered in my vocation, but I have not lived up to it. . . . 
There is more peace and it is the holier lot to be unknown than to be known 
.... The time is precious and will not return again and I know I shall not 
regret my forbearance. . . . (RWD, 75-76, 88-89) 
Canon Dixon's reply opens with praise for Hopkins' priestly vocation "in compari¬ 
son of which poetry and the fame that might assuredly be yours is nothing, " but 
still he clings to "the hope that you will find it consistent with all that you have 
undertaken to pursue poetry still, as occasion may serve: and that in so doing you 
may be sanctioned and encouraged by the great Society to which you belong,which 
has given so many ornaments to literature. Surely one vocation cannot destroy an¬ 
other. ..." (RWD, 89-90) 
Hopkins' reply, written on the third day of rest during the Society's fall re¬ 
treat, shows his firm resolve on the question of fame: 
When a man has given himself to God's service, when he has denied himself 
and followed Christ, he has fitted himself to receive and does receive from 
God a special guidance. ... If I wait for such guidance . . . about my 
poetry for instance, I do more wisely in everyway than if I try to serve my 
own seeming interests in the matter. Now if you value what I write, if I 
do myself, much more does our Lord. And if he chooses to avail himself of 
what I leave at his disposal he can do so with a felicity and with a success 
which I could never command. And if he does not, then two things follow; 
one that the reward I shall nevertheless receive from him will be all the 
greater; the other that then I shall know how much a thing contrary to his 
will and even to my own best interests I should have done if I had taken 
into my own hands and forced on publication. This is my principle and this 
in the main has been my practice. . . . 
Our Society values, as you say, and has contributed to literature, to cul¬ 
ture; but only as a means to an end. . . . Poetry has seldom been found 
to be to that end a very serviceable means. . . There have been very few 
Jesuif poets ... for genius attmcts fame, and individual fame St. Igna¬ 
tius looked on as the most dangerous and dazzling of all attractions. (RWD, 
93-94) 
Even though Dixon brought up the matter several times in subsequent years, Hop¬ 
kins would not discuss the idea with him. The following excerpt from his private 
retreat notes for September, 1883, written two years after the immediately quot¬ 
ed letters, indicates that, although he must still be contemplating the matter, his 
resolve is the same: "In some meditation today, I earnestly asked our Lord to watch 
over my compositions. . . . have them as his own and employ or not employ them 
as he should see fit. And this I believe is heard" (SDW, 253-254).^ 
"As Kingfishers Catch Fire" (Poems 57), an undated sonnet which Hopkins 
wrote sometime between his service as priest and the end of his tertianship, shows 
the instress of his heart towards his Elected One and how God values each crea¬ 
ture's especial uniqueness but particularly that of man because he can strive to 
be not mere reflection of God but actually an alter Christus. In his notes for 
"The Principle and Foundation" from the Spiritual Exercises mentioned earlier, 
Hopkins answers the question "Why did God create?" by saying "to give him 
praise, reverence, and service; to give him glory," then elaborates on the fact 
that though creatures do so, they do so naturally: "they glorify God, but they 
do not know it." "But man," he exclaims, "can know God, can mean to give 
him glory," and not only can but must. Narrowing the focus, he writes: "I was 
made for this, each one of us was made for this." Then he asks, "Does man then 
do it?" and points the lens toward himself: "Never mind others now. . . do I do it 
25Cf. also FL, Additional Notes, pp. 446-447, n. J. 
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The poem is this meditation in verse: 
As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame; 
As tumbled over rim in roundy wells 
Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, each hung bell's 
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name; 
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same: 
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells; 
Selves—goes itself; myself it speaks and spells. 
Crying What I do is me: for that I came. 
I say more: the just man justices; 
Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces; 
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he is— 
Christ. For Christ plays in ten thousand places. 
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his 
To the Father through the features of men's faces. 
The weather at Roehampton was rainy the fall of 1881, a great gale near¬ 
ly killed two of the brothers, and Manresa House "suffered much from decay of 
nature and more from the hand of man" (RB, 138). Hopkins, at first "in a very 
contented frame of mind" (RB, 138), in October broke his wrist and in December 
became "crippled with a chilblain" (FL, 161). Winter was mild, but spring was 
most bleak: "I find the life trying—weakening, I mean," he wrote Bridges (RB, 
141). Then perhaps anticipating with a certain dread his next assignment, he 
added, "but the calm of mind is delightful: I am afraid I shall leave it behind." 
On August 15, 1882, Hopkins and seven others made their final vows to 
the Society; and in the autumn, Hopkins received a two-year appointment to 
teach Classics and coach students for "Greats" at Stonyhurst, where he had been 
a philosophy student twelve years before. His duties were burdensome, or so they 
seemed to him. He wrote only eight poems during this time: three Marian poems 
("The Blessed Virgin Compared to the Air We Breathe" being the only Marian poem 
of poetic consequence he ever wrote, perhaps because this type poem was not 
TOO 
spontaneous but merely vers d'occasion); a trio of Triolets published in the 
Stonyhurst magazine; a nature poem; and "The Leaden Echo and the Golden 
Echo." The superiority and importance of this last poem, however, counter¬ 
balances the otherwise poetic drought of those years. Even Hopkins was pleased 
with it, for three years before his death he wrote Dixon that "I never did any¬ 
thing more musical" (RWD, 149).^ "The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo" 
(Poems 59) is the next to last poem that he devoted to his consuming interest in 
mortal and immortal beauty. Though the answer of the Golden Echo may seem 
to afford somewhat desperate consolation, nevertheless the last word "Yonder" 
points the way to the ultimate consolation and gift of grace which Hopkins ex¬ 
presses later in "To What Serves Mortal Beauty." 
The Leaden Echo speaks: 
How to keep—is there any any, is there none such, nowhere 
known some, bow or brooch or braid or brace, lace 
latch or catch or key to keep 
Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beauty, . . . from vanishing away? 
O is there no frowning of these wrinkles, ranked wrinkles deep, 
Down? no waving off of these most mournful messengers, 
still messengers, sad and stealing messengers of grey? — 
No there 's none, there 's none, O no there 's none. 
Nor can you long be, what you now are, called fair. 
Do what you may do, what, do what you may. 
And wisdom is early to despair: 
Be beginning; since, no, nothing can be done 
To keep at bay 
Age and age's evils, hoar hair. 
Ruck and wrinkle, drooping, dying, death's worst, winding 
sheets, tombs and worms and tumbling to decay; 
So be beginning, be beginning to despair. 
O there 's none; no no no there 's none: 
Be beginning to despair, to despair. 
Despair, despair, despair, despair. 
26"The Leaden Echo" was intended to be the Maiden's Song for "St. Wine- 
fred's Well." 
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Then In a voice at once Ignatian and Hopkinese, The Golden Echo replies: 
Spare! 
There is one, yes I have one (Hush there!) 
Only not within seeing of the sun. 
Not within the singeing of the strong sun 
Tall sun's tineging, or treacherous the tainting of the earth's air. 
Somewhere elsewhere there is ah well where! one. 
One. Yes I can tell such a key, I do know such a place. 
Where whatever's prized and passes of us, everything that's 
fresh and fast flying of us, seems to us sweet of us and 
swiftly away with, done away with, undone. 
Undone, done with, soon done with, and yet dearly and dangerously sweet 
Of us, the wimpled-water-dimpled, not-by-morning-matched face. 
The flower of beauty, fleece of beauty too too apt to, ah! to fleet. 
Never fleets more, fastened with the tenderest truth 
To its own best being and its loveliness of youth: it is an ever- 
lastingness of, O it is an alI youth ! 
Come then: your ways and airs and looks, locks, maidengear, 
gallantry and gaiety and grace. 
Winning ways, airs innocent, maiden manners, sweet looks, 
loose locks, long locks, lovelocks, gaygear, going gallant, girlgrace— 
Resign them, sign them, seal them, send them, motion them with breath. 
And with sighs soaring, soaring sighs, deliver 
Them; beauty-in-the-ghost, deliver it, early now, long before death 
Give beauty back, beauty, beauty, beauty, back to God, 
beauty's self and beauty's giver. 
See; not a hair is, not an eyelash, not the least lash lost; every hair 
Is, hair of the head, numbered. 
Nay, what we had lighthanded left in surly the mere mould 
Will have waked and have waxed and have walked with the 
wind what while we slept. 
This side, that side hurling a heavyheaded hundredfold 
What while we, while we slumbered. 
O then, weary then why should we tread? O why are we so 
haggard at the heart, so care-coiled, care-killed, so fagged, 
so fashed, so cogged, so cumbered. 
When the thing we freely forfeit is kept with fonder a care. 
Fonder a care kept than we could have kept it, kept 
Far with fonder a care (and we, we should have lost it) finer, fonder 
A care kept. —Where kept? do but tell us where kept, where, — 
Yonder, —What high as that! We follow, now we follow. — 
Yonder. 
We should observe that Hopkins wrote this poem the first month he returned to 
Stonyhurst, because after this time his creativity remained at a virtual stand¬ 
still until the winter of 1885. He continued corresponding with friends while 
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he was af Stonyhurst, buf there is no real "poetry" in anything he writes. What 
the letters do indicate is Hopkins' psychic state. In October of 1882, he tells 
Bridges "I shall not have time even for necessities, let alone luxuries or rather 
bywork"; and in December he writes, "I am at present in a state of weakness, 
I do not well know why" (RB, 153, 167). In January 1883, even during the holi¬ 
days, he tells Bridges, "I have been in a wretched state of weakness and weari¬ 
ness, I can't tell why, always drowsy and incapable of reading or thinking to 
any effect" (RB, 168) and later that month confesses to Baillie, "I make no way 
with what I read, and seem but half a man" (FL, 251). Even not receiving letters 
from Bridges—though Bridges' previous letters continued to assail Hopkins' poet¬ 
ry— "makes me disconsolate," Hopkins wrote him (RB, 178). 
Hopkins himself must have realized that much of his suffering was the re¬ 
sult of his own acute sensitivity because in June he admits to Dixon that "my time 
... is not so closely employed but that someone else in my place might not do 
a good deal, but I cannot, and I see no grounded prospect of my ever doing much 
not only in poetry but in anything at all" (RWD, 108-109). The next month he 
confesses similarly to Bridges that "I do not know how it is, I have no disease, 
but I am always tired, always jaded, though work is not heavy, and the impulse 
to do anything fails me or has in it no continuance. Weather has been very wet 
and cold and has made me ill a little" (RB, 183). In the same letter after he men¬ 
tions the fact that his new appointment is soon due, he adds with something ap¬ 
proaching bitter resignation, "but I have long been Fortune's football and am 
blowing up the bladder of resolution big and buxom for another kick of her foot." 
Hopkins' appointment, a great honor, was as Professor of Greek at Uni - 
versity College, Dublin; he was also elected Fellow of the Royal University. 
"Remark the above address," he wrote Bridges on March 7, 1844; "It is a new 
departure or a new arrival" (RB, 189). It was, as a matter of fact, to be both. 
CHAPTER IV 
1884-1889 
I can no more. I can; 
Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be. 
(Poems 64) 
I am all at once what Christ is, ... . 
patch, matchwood. . . . 
.... immortal diamond. 
(Poems 72) 
Gerard Manley Hopkins began his professional life as a teacher at the Ora¬ 
tory School in Birmingham, established by Cardinal Newman; he spent his final 
years teaching at the University College of Dublin, also founded by Newman. Al¬ 
though he was honored to receive both appointments, Hopkins sought neither, did 
not feel strong enough to meet the demands of either (RB, 190; FL, 63), and was 
not considered outstanding at either place. 
Political problems, organizational policies, and personal enmities plagued 
University College from its inception until its incorporation in 1908 into another 
university (FL, 64-65, 163-164). Even though Hopkins was certainly well quali¬ 
fied, he was appointed to his position by a vote of twenty-three to three, in part 
if not largely because the stronger individual with the stronger political influence 
at the time favored him. 
The members of the Society of Jesus who compiled A Page of Irish History: 
The Story of University College, Dublin, 1883-1909, record that Hopkins was 
"a Greek scholar. ... an essayist, a musician," and that poetically, "his work 
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. . . is at the present day fully recognized as manifesting real genius of a high 
order." Theologically, however, "his undoubted brilliance was dimmed by a 
somewhat obstinate love of Scotist doctrine" and the strain of controversy which, 
this persuasion and his strong political opinions caused, in addition to his poor 
health and the drudgery of his college work, engendered his unharmonious ten¬ 
ure there. The compilers concede that Hopkins did have "many trials to endure 
. . . mainly due to his highly wrought temperament," but that because "his love 
for his Order was so intense ... he would have been deprived of the deepest 
consolations of his life, " even had he worked under other circumstances. 
The buildings of the once beautiful University were dilapidated (FL, 63, 
413), there were constant crises concerning the institution (FL, 185, 274), and 
2 
the current roil in Irish politics affected everyone. 
"Dublin itself is a joyless place," Hopkins wrote Bridges soon after arriv¬ 
ing, but at least he was "warmly welcomed and kindly treated" (RB, 190). His 
duties were to teach Latin and Greek in University College and to prepare stu¬ 
dents and then examine them in Classics for the various degrees of the Royal Uni¬ 
versity, having as many as 557 papers to grade at one time (FL, 181, 288). Though 
pressed for time, he still wrote long, sometimes humorous letters to his family and 
friends from whom he was so distantly separated; and during the summer before he 
came to Dublin he even initiated correspondence with thepoetCoventry Patmore, 
a mutually beneficial exchange which lasted till the year before Hopkins' death. 
The Dublin weather which was generally cold suited Hopkins somewhat better 
l(Dublin and Cork: The Talbot Press, Ltd., 1930), pp. 105-106. 
2FL, pp. 170, 171, 182-183, 193, 261, 283 et passim. 
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than hot weather which caused lassitude, or fluctuating weather which caused 
respiratory problems; he wrote some of his most cheerful letters, in fact, during 
the most inclement weather. His spirits shifted with his health: when he was fa¬ 
tigued or frustrated he was fagged, weak, or melancholy. Overwork brought on 
insomnia, nervousness, and the eye irritation which increasingly plagued him. 
The holidays he managed to take usually lifted his spirits; and though he found 
the city of Dublin unpleasant, he loved its people (FJ., 183). 
Separation from the country he loved would have been painful under any 
circumstances, but there was the additional pain of being plunged into the mid¬ 
dle of Irish political chaos and anti-English sentiment. This turmoil, and in par¬ 
ticular Hopkins' concern for those Irish folk who suffered because of it, affected 
him all the years he lived in Dublin. Since he had strong views on politics, and 
since the personal effect politics had on him pervade his letters from 1885-1889, 
selected passages from them will serve as overviews of his position and feeling. 
Gladstone, whom Hopkins loathed (FL, 171), was the Prime Minister at the time; 
and Hopkins rejoiced when Gladstone's Home Rule Bill was rejected in 1886 (FL, 
194, n. 3). A portion of Hopkins' long letter to Baillie on February 20, 1887 and 
of one following on Maundy Thursday nearly two months later best summarize his 
concern for and assessment of the situation: 
Home Rule of itself is a blow for England and will do no good to Ireland. 
But it is better than worse things. . . . The country is in a peaceful re¬ 
bellion /But/ the rebellion is becoming more serious. Every step which has 
been taken since, say, the Land Act of 1881 ... to satisfy—satisfy it could 
not, but ... to better the condition of Ireland, has made things worse. 
For these steps have done nothing to give them, but have nevertheless done 
much to bring them nearer getting, the object of their undying desire and 
now of their flaming passion. This is what they call Nationhood. The pas¬ 
sion for it is of its nature insatiable and Home Rule will not satisfy it 
but it will have some good effects and it will deliver England from the strain 
of an odious and impossible task ... of attempting to govern a people who 
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own no principle of civil ollegicmce (only religious, and that one is now 
strained), not only not to the existing government ... but to none at 
all. . . . There was a feud between the . . . landlords and tenants. 
The position of the landlords was superior; they oppressed the tenants 
.... And the feud increased. Agriculture happened then to suffer, 
the prosperity . . . declined. . . . The landlords . . . evict at will 
.... Do not believe this is only a struggle for land. . . . 
I do not think that my mind is one altogether of despair. Of . . . the re¬ 
fusal of Home Rule to Ireland, I despair; of . . . the granting it, though 
it is dangerous, I do not despair; there is, as often a choice of evils and 
one is much worse than the other. It is good to recognise the fact. . . . 
National recognition, national aggrandisement, glory as a nation, is the 
passion of the Irish and the condition for that, the first at least, they con¬ 
sider to be Home Rule. And Home Rule they think within reach. Now the 
nearer passion is to its attainment the fiercer it is ... . But ... it is 
. . . not too late even now perhaps if some statesman of real genius arose; 
but where is he?. . . . (FL, 281-283, 286-287) 
Hopkins wrote of how politics affected him personally: "Politics disquiet me and 
make me speak impatiently" (FL, 261),and the "grief of mind" he went through 
over what he saw and read "is such that I can neither express it nor bear to speak 
of it" (FL, 170). 
Primarily, of course, Hopkins empathized with the Irish masses. After as¬ 
sisting a parish priest in giving communion on Christmas day in 1887, for instance, 
he had this to say: "Many hundreds come to the rail, with the unfailing devotion 
of the Irish whose religion hangs suspended over their politics as the blue sky over 
the earth, both in one landscape but immeasurably remote and without contact or 
interference" (FL, 183). 
Despite the load of work Hopkins actually had and the even greater pressure 
he felt concerning it, he was unusually creative during these final years. In the 
middle of the first winter of 1885, he wrote one of his most widely acclaimed poems, 
"Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves." That spring he composed the six "terrible" sonnets and 
by summer's end he had written three more poems and begun at least three others. 
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Hopkins' main accomplishment for 1886 was the translation into Latin and Greek 
of five "Songs from Shakespeare"; he also wrote one poem, began several, and 
revised some earlier poems. He completed three poems in 1887, two of them 
extra-spective; he composed a sonnet and a large work which some critics con¬ 
sider his best, "That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire and the Comfort of the Resur¬ 
rection," and also began an " Epi thalamion" in honor of his brother's marriage in 
1888. In 1889 he wrote three sonnets, the final one a month before his death in 
June. 
During these final five years Hopkins also engaged in writing music (his 
"Sylvia" was performed), he sent many completed pieces to his friends, and he 
was excited about a fugue he'd begun; in researching Homer's art with inten¬ 
tions of writing an article on it; and in translating (the enthusiasm he felt for 
the Greek language, life, myth, and etymology consumed his interest and en¬ 
tered into his correspondence). He also continued to work on his drama "St. 
Winefred's Well" which he began in 1879, and he completed the soliloquy of 
Caradoc from this drama (to which I return in my conclusion) about the time he 
began "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" in October, 1884, and early 1885. 
Gardner says that "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" (Poems 61), though not 
completed till two years later, issued "out of that soul-dark winter of 1884- 
4 1885." Deeply introspective, the poem is a direct introduction to the dark 
sonnets. Called by its author "the longest sonnet ever written" (RB, 245-246), 
it is made up of multi-syllabic lines which have eight stresses each. The poet 
who once wrote "Glory be to God for dappled things, for couple-colour skies 
. . ." now declares that day's "dapple is at an end." The octet creates a pic- 
^Gardner, Poems, p. xlii. 
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ture of immense darkness, relieved only by "the yellow hornlight wound to the 
west" which quickly fades, and the "earliest stars, earlstars" which soon dis¬ 
appear. It concludes with the ominous words which the poets addresses to his • 
own heart: "Our night whelms, whelms, / and will end us." In the sestet the 
poet casts about for some bit of illumination but sees only "the beakleaved 
boughs dragonish damask the tool- / smooth bleak light; black, / Ever so black 
on it." This night-fall reminds him that life-fall, death, is near when all will 
be divided into only good and evil, "two flocks, two folds—black, white; right, 
wrong," and he warns his heart to "mind / But these two; ware of a world where 
but these two tell." The very contemplation of this final Judgment is to the 
poet a mental rack "where, selfwrung, selfstrung, sheathe—and shelterless, 
thoughts / against thoughts in groans grind." That "self in self steeped and 
pashed" in the early part of the poem has found only fleeting, negative solace. 
Hopkins had been in poor health in the fall of 1884. The winter of that 
year was so hard, traveling and interrupted sleep were such problems for him, 
and he had so many examinations to grade, that he didn't go home for the holi¬ 
days. His eyes hurt, he felt constantly tired and jaded, yet he claimed that his 
heart was light; and in December he wrote his sister Kate a most amusing letter. 
Adopting an Irish brogue, he addresses "Me Dear Miss Hopkins" and continues: 
Im intoirely ashamed o meself. Sure its a wonder I could lave your iligant 
corspondance so long onanswered. But now Im just afther conthroiving a 
jewl of a convaniance be way of a standhen desk and tis a moighty incur- 
gement towards the writin of letters intoirelee. Tis whoy ye hear from me 
this evenin. 
It bates me where to commince, the way Id say anything yed be interistud 
to hear of. More be token yell be plased tintimate to me mother Im intoire¬ 
ly obleeged to her for her genteel offers. But as titchin warm clothen tis 
undher a misapprehinsion shes labourin. Sure twas not the inclimunsee of 
the saysons I was complainin of at all at all. Twas the povertee of books 
and such like education convaniences. 
no 
And now. Miss Hopkins dorlin, yell chortobly exkees me writing more 
in the role Irish be roison I was never rared to ut and thats why I do be 
so slow with my pinmanship, bad luck to ut (savin your respects), but 
for ivery word I delineate I disremember two, and thats how ut is with 
me. . . . (FL, 164-165). 
Suddenly and inexplicably Hopkins' correspondence abates and he plum¬ 
mets in the spring and summer into a state he refers to later as "when my spirits 
were so crushed that madness seemed to be making approaches" (RB, 222). The 
few letters he wrote are not unduly morose, in fact are ordinary except for three. 
Two are to Bridges, one in March in which he speaks of his poor health and the 
toll Lent is taking on him, the other a week later when he mentions that "coffin 
of weakness and dejection in which I live" (RB, 208, 214-215). The third letter 
is a lengthy one to Baillie in April detailing the deaths of close friends, some by 
drowning and some by suicide (the most recent one being a friend Hopkins had 
just written) and dwelling on his own melancholy which he confesses "I have all 
my life been subject to." Of this malady, he says: 
/It/ has become of late years not indeed more intense in its fits but rather 
more distributed, constant, and crippling. One, the lightest but a very 
inconvenient form of it, is daily anxiety about work to be done, which 
makes me break off or never finish all that lies outside that work. It is 
useless to write more on this: when I am at the worst, though my judgment 
is never affected, my state is much like madness. I see no ground for 
thinking I shall ever get over it or ever succeed in doing anything that is 
not forced on me to do of any consequence. (FL, 254-256) 
A notation in his Dublin notebook for March 14 gives a further clue to his psychic 
state: "He is the patron of the hidden life, of those suffering in mind as I do," he 
writes (recalling to us his November, 1881 retreat notes on "The Hidden Life of 
Christ"); "therefore, I will ask his help. ..." (SDW, 260). These passages, I 
say, indicate the fact that Hopkins was deeply distressed; no firm evidence exists 
for the immediate cause of the distress. During this period of time, however, he 
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wrote what have since come to be called the "terrible sonnets. 
"Terrible" is a misnomer for the sonnets. Critics, who adopted the term 
in part from Bridges' reference in his Preface to the "terrible posthumous son¬ 
nets"^ and in part from one of Dixon's letters in which he speaks of the "terrible 
pathos . . . the terrible crystal" of Hopkins' poetry, use it in a pejorative sense. 
Actually, the term as Dixon used it was meant to be laudatory as we can see when 
we consider it in its proper context. After thanking Hopkins for his criticism of 
his own poems, Dixon expressed the hope that Hopkins too is going on with poetry. 
His words: 
I can understand that your present position, seclusion and exercises would 
give to your writings a rare charm—they have done so in those that I have 
seen: something that I cannot describe, but know to myself by the inade- 
qutate word terrible pathos—something of what you call temper in poetry: 
a right temper which goes to the point of the terrible; the terrible crystal. 
(RWD, 80) 
"Terrible" is also denotatively erroneous: the poems are not of inferior qual¬ 
ity or content; indeed, they are expertly crafted and substantive. Furthermore, 
they are not "terrible" connotatively, for the themes are not "frightening, over¬ 
whelmingly tragic, formidable, or of cataclysmic effect" as these associative words 
imply. Critics have employed various other words to describe the sonnets: desola- 
tion, despair, holy terror, affliction. The first term denies its corollary consola¬ 
tion, the second term implies hopelessness, the third depicts a fear of God which 
Hopkins did not feel, and the fourth conjures up mental or emotional impairment. 
Because the word "stress" indicates conflict capable of being eased or resolved 
and because Hopkins himself used the expression to mean a positive kind of tension. 
SReprinted in Gardner, Poems, p. 243; quoted by Brinlee, p. 6. 
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I choose and will use this term. 
Hopkins composed his sonnets of stress in a concentrated period of time, 
four of them along with the first draft of the fragment "Ashboughs" on the same • 
piece of paper. They came "like inspirations unbidden and against my will, " 
Hopkins wrote Bridges when he sent them, and one of them was "written in blood" 
(RB, 221, 219). Thematically they vary widely, but the thread of stress pervades 
and thus links them all. Before examining the poems individually, however, we 
should acquaint ourselves with three works Hopkins studied which would have in¬ 
fluenced or contributed to his thinking on the subjects of consolation and desola¬ 
tion, solace and despair: the writings of Marie Lataste, Thomas a Kempis' Of the 
Imitation of Christ (hereafter Imitation), and the final section of the Spiritual 
Exercises which deals with the "Discernment of Spirits," including Hopkins' own 
commentary on the latter. 
Hopkins happened upon the writings of Marie Lataste during his retreat at 
Beaumont in November, 1878. Marie Lataste was a young French girl (1822- 
1847) whose recorded visions of Christ were published. Although the work is not 
considered authentic because the editor interpolated the text,^ Hopkins copied 
out six lengthy extracts from her writings into his notebook, and critics impute 
her influence on his thinking from 1878 on. Hopkins formulated his theory about 
the Great Sacrifice by joining Scotus' theory of predestination apart from sin to 
what Lataste calls one of the "strains" by which God moves the world, i.e., the 
sacrificial strain which depends on uncoerced personal choice. Her words which 
he copied are, in part, that 
6AI ice Power, "Marie Lataste," The Catholic Encyclopedia, 1913 ed. The 
most recent edition of The Catholic Encyclopedia, 1967, contains no reference at 
all to Lataste. 
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L'homme vient de Dieu et doif retourner a Dieu. ... L homme, s il 
veut, retournera infailliblemenf a Dieu. Je dis s'il le veut, parce que 
l'homme peut changer la direction de ce mouvement.^ 
In his study on "Personality, Grace and Free Will," Hopkins asks the question • 
"What then does Marie Lataste (or Christ in speaking to her) mean by/grace/ 
being granted in answer to prayer?" He answers that it is so granted by "the 
simple act of arbitrium. . . . the verdict on God's side, the saying yes, the 
'doing-agree'," (SDW, 154),and then he works out his theory on arbitrium 
(elective will) and voluntas (affective will). It is the arbitrium which magne¬ 
tizes man toward the right object: God. 
Hopkins would have read other passages, such as the following, which either 
affected or mirrored his psychic state. Christ speaking through Marie Lataste lay 
tribute to "the greatness and the power of/priests/" and exhorted them to "redeem 
g 
by suffering, by mortifying themselves, by sacrificing their life. . . ." In another 
passage, Lataste speaks for Christ in advising the Christian to welcome trials and 
tribulations, to "bear them patiently and with courage, thinking that God sends 
9 them only for your good." She discusses two kinds of sadness, the kind that is 
forbidden because it "depresses the soul . . . takes from it its strength and fervour" 
and the kind which is good because "it brings a holy confusion at /Tts/ miserable 
state /and/ moves to tears of sorrow and compunction"; similarly, one must resist 
the kind of weariness which produces "dejection, despondency, and lack of vigour," 
^"Man comes from God and must return to God. . . . Man, if he so wishes, 
will turn infallibly toward God. I say if he so wishes because man can change the 
direction of his movement. " My translation. 
8The Letters and Writings of Marie Lataste, trans. Edward Healy Thompson, 
3 vols. (London: Burns & Gates, Ltd., 1893), p. 247, vol. 2. 
9Lataste, p. 322, vol. 1. 
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whereas one should cherish and cultivate weariness which makes one "more fer¬ 
vent, more faithful, more attached to God."^ She urges the penitent never to 
seek human consolation nor to demur when God's consolation is withheld, for 
withdrawal may be a test of faith, punishment for sins or an opportunity for the 
penitent to rely solely on God.^ One's only complaint must come in the form 
of a "cry of prayer, a beseeching, an appeal to God for aid" and from a soul 
totally submissive to God's holy will; the result of electing God's will is peace 
12 
and the reward for enduring tribulation is that "you will reach Heaven." The 
implicit and sometimes explicit negativism readily observed even in the optimis¬ 
tic exhortations quoted above could scarcely have prompted Hopkins, who al¬ 
ready had a predilection tov/ard dejection and despair, to sudden exuberance 
of spirit. 
Thomas a Kempis' Imitation, from which all Jesuits read a chapter almost 
daily according to St. Ignatius' teaching and personal practice, is even more 
disconsolate in its attempt to uplift and inspire. Some of the one hundred and 
fourteen chapter titles from the four books reflect the essence of their content: 
"Of the Consideration of Human Misery," "Of the Want of All Consolation," 
"How few are the Lovers of the Cross of Jesus," "That the Desires of the Heart 
Are to be Examined and Controlled," "That True Consolation is to be Sought 
in God Alone," "That Temporal Miseries Are to be Born With Equanimity, After 
the Example of Christ," "That We Must Call Upon God and Bless Him, When 
Tribulation Presses," and "Of the Day of Eternity, and of the Trials of This Life." 
TOlbid., pp. 348-349. ^Ibid., pp. 320-322. 
^Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 63, 64, 65. This statement recalls Newman's earlier 
one to Hopkins: "Do not call 'the Jesuit discipline hard', it will bring you to heaven 
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A Kempis addresses specific points: 
IOn following ChrisJ/7: Christ also in this world was despised . . . and in 
His greatest need was forsaken. . . . Christ chose to suffer and be de- ' 
spised: and do you dare to complain?. . . . How shall your patience be • 
crowned, if you meet with no adversity?. ... To suffer, therefore, is 
what awaits you if you are resolved to love Jesus, and constantly to serve 
Him. 
/On consolation/: A true lover of Christ . . . does not fall back upon con¬ 
solation, nor seek such sensible sweetnesses; he prefers hard trials and would 
wish to undergo severe labours for Christ. . . . Dispose yourself to patience, 
rather than to consolation. 
/On the source and surcease of tribulations/: Either you shall feel pain in the 
body, or else you shall suffer tribulation of soul. Sometimes you shall be de¬ 
serted by God . . . what is more, you shall often be a trouble to yourself 
.... As long as it shall please God, so long must you bear it. . . . For 
even our Lord Jesus Christ Himself was not for one hour of His life without the 
anguish of His passion. ... If you carry the cross willingly, it will carry 
you, and bring you ... to that place where there will be an end of suffer¬ 
ing, though here shall be no end. . . . For God wills that you learn to suf¬ 
fer tribulation without comfort, and that you wholly submit yourself to Him. 
A prayer, much like Christ's in the Garden of Gethsemane, asks God for blessings 
in time of temporal trials and for ultimate, eternal deliverance: 
Blessed be Thy name for ever, O Lord, who has been pleased that this trial 
and tribulation should come upon me. 
I cannot escape it, but must needs fly to Thee, that Thou mayest help me and 
turn it to my good. 
Lord, I am now in tribulation, and my heart is ill at ease; for I am much af¬ 
flicted with my present suffering. 
And now. Beloved Father, what shall I say? I am taken. Lord, in these 
straits; O save me from this hour. 
Yet for this reason have I come to this hour, that Thou mayest be glorified, 
when I am greatly humbled and then by Thee delivered. 
May it please Thee, O Lord, to deliver me; for, poor wretch that I am ! 
what can I do, and whither shall I go without Thee? 
Give me patience, O Lord, even now at this hour. . . . ^ 
13Thomas a Kempis, Of the Imitation of Christ, trans. Abbot Justin Mc- 
Cann (1954; N. Y.: The New American Library, 1960), pp. 53, 62, 68-69. 
14|bid., p. 109. 
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Since Ignatius read the Imitation for the first time when he was undergoing 
his own religious crisis and was actually on the brink of suicide, the central mes¬ 
sage and general tenor of the Imitation naturally influenced much of what he wrote 
in his Spiritual Exercises.^ Nowhere is the influence more direct than in the sec¬ 
tion on "The Discernment of Spirits" in which he defines and gives remedies for 
overcoming desolation: 
I call desolation all that is . . . darkness and disquiet of soul, an attraction 
towards low and earthly objects, the disquiet of various agitations and temp¬ 
tations, which move it to diffidence, without hope and without love, when 
the soul finds itself slothful, tepid, sad, and, as it were, separated from its 
Creator and Lord. For as consolation is contrary to desolation, so the thoughts 
that spring from consolation are contrary to those that spring from desolation. 
« • • 
Although in desolation we ought not to change our former resolutions, it is 
very.profitable vehemently to make change in ourselves in ways that oppose 
the desolation; as, for example, by insisting more on prayer and meditation, 
by frequent examintion, and by increasing in some suitable manner our pen¬ 
ances. 
Let him who is in desolation strive to remain in patience, a virtue contrary 
to the troubles which harass him; and let him think that he will shortly be 
consoled. . . . Let him who is in consolation think how he will be in fu¬ 
ture desolation, gaining fresh strength for it. . . . ^ 
Of the few notes Hopkins made on "The Discernment of Spirits," one passage is 
particularly relevant to his sonnets of stress. "Even natural 'consolation' or good 
spirits come and go without any discoverable reason and certainly God could make 
us most happy without our knowing what we are happy about" (SDW, 207). 
It would not have occurred to Hopkins to question God's purposes or to doubt 
that although for a space consolation was removed, it would just as surely return. 
!5|gnatius copied excerpts of the Imitation on three hundred pages of a note¬ 
book. Downes, lgnatian,p. 134. 
l^Spiritual Exercises, pp. 107-109. 
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This confidence was the pattern of his life; it was also the pattern in his poems, 
even his sonnets of stress. 
That the reader may better view the sonnets of stress as an entity, each poem 
will be printed in full before it is discussed. 
Carrion Comfort 
Not, I'll not, carrion comfort. Despair, not feast on thee; 
Not untwist--slack they may be--these last strands of man 
In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. I can; 
Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be. 
But ah, but O thou terrible, why wouldst thou rude on me 
Thy wring-world right foot rock? lay a lionlimb against me? scan 
With darksome devouring eyes my bruised bone? and fan, 
O in-turns of tempest, me heaped there; me frantic to avoid thee and flee? 
Why? That my chaff might fly; my grain lie, sheer and clear. 
Nay in all that toil, that coil, since (seems) I kissed the rod. 
Hand rather, my heart lo! lapped strength, stole joy, would laugh, cheer. 
Cheer whom though? The hero whose heaven-handling flung me, foot trod 
Me? or me that fought him? O which one? is it each one? That night, that year 
Of now done darkness I wretch lay wrestling with (my God!) my God. 
(Poems 64) 
This sonnet, which Gardner suggests is the one Hopkins referred to as "written in blood" 
presents, like many of his poems, a conflict between the poet's elective and affective 
wills. In the first three lines of the octet, his elective will ("I") openly rejects the 
idea of feasting on despair; yet in his dejection over life, the poet considers suicide. 
What rescues him? A dim ray of hope, the prospect of another sunrise, the pale but 
sustaining conclusion that he might just be his own raison d'etre. He realizes that 
his affective will (heart) is in internal conflict but does not recognize who his adver¬ 
sary is. In the sestet, his Jobean cry asking why he must suffer is self-answered that 
such pain will bring him purification. But "I kissed the rod," he argues, submitted 
to "all that toil" and even applauded the hero. Who was the hero, though—himself 
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or despair? Neither one for—paradox of paradoxes—it was God, at once his hero 
and his adversary, with whom he wrestled; the two wills then reconcile at this point 
of anagnoresis. The entire sequence is not unlike the conversion experience which 
leads from unaccountable despair to recognition of personal inadequacy, to purga¬ 
tion, to submission to God. One who disdains suicide, however feebly, cheers de¬ 
spite suffering, and at length falls into the arms of God does not totally despair. 
In this light, then, despair may be considered a gift of God, even as St. Ignatius, 
a Kempis, Lataste, and the Bible make clear. 
No Worst There is None 
No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief. 
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 
Comforter, where, where is your comforting? 
Mary, mother of us, where is your relief? 
My cries heave, herds-long; huddle in a main, a chief- 
woe, world-sorrow; on an age-old anvil winde and sing— 
Then lull, then leave off. Fury had shrieked 'No ling¬ 
ering! Let me be fell: force I must be brief1. 
O the mind, mind has mountains; cliffs of fall 
Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed. Hold them cheap 
May who ne'er hung there. Nor does long our small 
Durance deal with that steep or deep. Here! creep. 
Wretch, under a comfort serves in a whirlwind: all 
Life death does end and each day dies with sleep. 
(Poems 65) 
This sonnet, essentially a battle within the elective will (the "I," the mind), is 
more of resignation than of reconciliation and is the most desolate of all Hopkins' 
poems. It is comparable to Christ's uttering on the cross when he too feels aban¬ 
doned by Gl>d,"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" and his prayer in 
the garden,"Take away this cup from me." The poet, too, appeals to the comforter 
but does not receive consolation, and at this point the only escape would seem to 
be that final sleep, death, which for the Christian consitutes release and relief. It 
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is significant, I feel, that the poet acknowledges that he does not suffer alone, 
but that his sorrow is also a "world-sorrow"; and since it is "age-old and others 
have endured it, it may for him too somehow "lull, then leave off." There is 
paradoxical relief (albeit somewhat negative) that man can endure only so much 
pain, or as Hopkins wrote during a retreat three years later, "The body cannot 
rest when it is in pain nor the mind be at peace as long as something bitter distills 
in it and it aches" (SDW, 262). "NoV/orst There is None" seems to indicate, as 
Gardner avers, "not doubt but rather an unwilling suspension of hope."^ 
To Seem the Stranger 
To se^m the stranger lies my lot, my life 
Among strangers. Father and mother dear. 
Brothers and sisters are in Christ not near 
And he my peace/my parting, sword and strife. 
England, whose honour O all my heart woos, wife 
To my creating thought, would neither hear 
Me, were I pleading, plead nor do I: I wear- 
y of idle a being but by where wars are rife. 
I am in Ireland now; now I am at a third 
Remove. Not but in all removes I can 
Kind love both give and get. Only what word 
Wisest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban 
Bars or hell's spell thwarts. This to hoard unheard. 
Heard unheeded, leaves me a lonely began. 
(Poems 66) 
This and the three succeeding sonnets, together with "Ashboughs, " are the ones wh 
Hopkins wrote on the same sheet of paper. The "I" and the heart are in conflict in 
the sense that they are separated. The poet experiences separateness, too, from hi 
l^Gardner, II, p. 337. 
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family which does not yet share his faith, from Christ who is both peace/parting, 
from his countrymen who neither acclaim nor encourage him, and from Ireland where 
he is now at a third remove. No matter what remove I am in, I can still give and 
receive love, the poet says, echoing in part St. Paul's prison prayer "I have learned 
in whatsoever state I am therein to be content." The poet's deeper conflict, how¬ 
ever, is over his creative dryness, which seems governed by circumstance (recalling 
to mind Hopkins' debate against the issue "Men make circumstances and not circum¬ 
stances men"), for no one will receive his gift of love (i.e., his poems). He con¬ 
cludes, with some measure of saving grace, that had all things worked to his advan¬ 
tage, though, he would not have grown as he has through this apartness and subse¬ 
quent pain.and that all would have been empty consolation, to "hoard unheard," 
leaving him "a lonely began." Less than reconciliation but more than resignation, 
the poem is one of acceptance, which is in keeping with a Kempis' philosophy that 
"it is good now and then to have some troubles and adversities, for oftentimes they 
make a man enter into himself, that he may know that he is an exile, and place not 
his hopes in anything of the world." ^ 
I Wake and Feel the Fell of Dark 
I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day. 
What hours, O what black hours we have spent 
This night! what sights you, heart, saw; ways you went! 
And more must, in yet longer light's delay. 
With witness I speak this. But where I say 
Hours I mean years, mean life. And my lament 
l^Even the stroke Hopkins draws in "peace/parting" calls attention to the 
painful paradox. Gardner, Poems, p. 288. 
19a Kempis, p. 27. 
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Is cries countless, cries like dec! letters sent 
To dearest him that lives alas! away. 
I am gall, I am heartburn. God's most deep decree 
Bitter would have me taste: my taste was me; 
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the curse. 
Selfyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see 
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be 
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse. 
(Poems 67) 
In his notes on the "First Principle and Foundation," Hopkins wrote the following 
about "self-taste": "I have and every other has. . . . my own knowledge and pow¬ 
ers, pleasures, pains, merit, guilt, shame, dangers, fortunes, fates: we are not 
chargeable for one another. But these things and above all my shame, my guilt, 
my fate are the very things in feelings, in tasting, which I most taste that selftaste 
which. . . . the universal cannot taste ... as I taste it" (SDW, 125). Five years 
later, his selftaste is of bile, as the foregoing sonnet shows. 
In the octet, the poet's elective will wakens, after a battle with the affec¬ 
tive will, to a day which is still dark and must "yet longer light's delay" until a 
truce is drawn between the wills. The poet cries to God who seems far away and 
heedless. The sestet examines the reasons for such desolate cries. Turning in upon 
himself to do so, the cryer tastes his own gall. His heart, because it is at odds with 
his "I," burns. Since the self has not elected to rise to God, its "dough" (substance 
or constitution) is sour and dull. 
The fifth exercise of the first week of the Spiritual Exercises is a "Meditation 
on Hell" (p. 52 of this essay contains the text) in which the exercitant is to see, hear, 
smell, taste, and feel those souls perishing in the great fire. The poem's last two lines 
reflect Hopkins' notes on the meditation, that "They /The damne^Z,their sins are the 
bitterness, tasted sweet once, now taste most bitter" (SDW, 245), and confirma Kempis' 
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dictum that "To him that finds savour in Thee, what will not taste aright? But 
20 
what can ever bring joy to him that savours Thee not?" 
The damned in this poem, "their sweating selves," presumably are tormented 
in the flames which the exercitant is asked in the first point in the Meditation to 
imagine. "No one in the body can suffer fire for very long, the frame is destroyed 
and the pain comes to an end," Hopkins commented; then perhaps thinking of his owr 
especial torture he adds, "not so, unhappily, the pain that afflicts the indestructi¬ 
ble mind" (SDW, 241). This mental pain also pitched him "past pitch of grief" in 
"No Worst, There is None." The poet uses a semi-colon in the last line to stress 
dramatically the fact that even though his plight is bad, that of the damned is "but 
worse." This stress or dramatic emphasis is positive, if feeble, consolation and evi¬ 
dence of his willingness and ability to suffer vicariously others' sorrows (already 
pointed out in his poem "Pilate" and in other poems), although his lifelong cry of 
mea culpa depressed him even as it lifted others. 
Patience, Hard Thing 
Patience, hard thing! the hard thing but to pray. 
But bid for. Patience is! Patience who asks 
Wants war, wants wounds; weary his times, his tasks; 
To do without, take tosses, and obey. 
Rare patience roots in these, and these away. 
Nowhere. Natural heart's ivy. Patience masks 
Our ruins of wrecked past purpose. There she basks 
Purple eyes and seas of liquid leaves all day. 
We hear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills 
To bruise them dearer. Yet the rebellious wills 
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so. 
20lbid., p. 115. 
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And where is he who more and more distills 
Delicious kindness? — He is patient. Patience fills 
His crisp combs, and that comes those ways we know. 
(Poems 68) 1 
This sonnet expresses a philosophy of grim endurance, willed recovery, and the pain¬ 
ful insight the poet gains from openly acknowledging that crises are not only inevi¬ 
table but necessary. The paradox is that we must actively seek "war/and/ wounds" 
and even allow our hearts to "grate on themselves" in order to receive peace, "nat¬ 
ural heart's ivy." The cost of "The Starlight Night"—prayer, patience, alms, vows— 
is nearly the same as for patience itself, "to do without, take tosses, and obey" 
(which are of course the three vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience) and a bend¬ 
ing of will to God's specifications. Not until line ten is the affective will, at war 
till now with the elective will, under the control of Patience, the resource used to 
bend it. "When consolation shall be taken away from you, do not presently despair," 
\ 
a Kempis says; "but with humility and patience await the heavenly visitation,for God 
21 is able to give you again more abundant consolation." 
Distillation is a slow, drop-by-drop process, and since only a patient man 
would elect to wait it out, only he is worthy of receiving the essence of its "de¬ 
licious kindness, patience," which in the closing lines of the poem we fe6l the poet 
has gained. The patience that "plumes to peace" in Hopkins' 1879 poem is the pa¬ 
tience whose roots grow in the soil of war, weariness, and toil in this poem. 
My Own Heart Let Me More Have Pity On 
My own heart let me more have pity on; let 
Me live to my sad self hereafter kind. 
21 Ibid., p. 63. 
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Charitable; not live this tormented mind 
With this tormented mind tormenting yet. 
I cast for comfort I can no more get 
By groping round my comfortless, than blind 
Eyes in their dark can day or thirst can find 
Thirst's all-in-all in all a world of wet. 
Soul, self; come, poor Jackself, I do advise 
You, jaded, let be; call off thoughts awhile 
Elsewhere; leave comfort root-room; let joy size 
At God knows when to God knows what; whose smile 
's not wrung, see you; unforeseen times rather—as skies 
Betweenpie mountains—lights a lovely mile. 
(Poems 69) 
This final sonnet is one of stress in pectore, an example of what Hunter calls Hop- 
22 kins' "self-critical wisdom" as opposed to "hysterical self-pity." It is not so 
much a battle between the elective and affective wills as it is a jousting for posi¬ 
tion, with the "tormented . . . tormenting" intellect in the middle negotiating 
for charity, comfort and an end to darkness and aridity. The sestet brings in an 
almost colloquial monologue (Hopkins used "Jack" or "Jackself" as a generic term 
for the common man) wherein the "I" advises the soul to rest, relax, take it easy, 
and give comfort and joy room and time to grow as God wills it. We have seen 
numerous letters of Hopkins in which he speaks of himself as being "jaded" and 
confesses that he needs and should have respite, has been advised to take it, and 
is sometimes forced to. Now he lifts his face away from Self to the dappled skies, 
which seemed to disappear in "Carrion Comfort," just visible between those moun¬ 
tains, which were "cliffs of fall / Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed" in "No Worst 
There is None," and sees a ray of light. Here then are penultimate consolation, 
comfort, and peace. 
22Jim Hunter, Gerard Manley Hopkins (London:Evans Bros.. Ltd., 1966), p. 100. 
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However adequately prepared one is to deal with crises (and Hopkins by 
virtue of his entire Jesuit training certainly was), coping with crises depends on 
individual temperament and volition. Thus though we may credit the pattern of- 
reconciliation within the sonnets to Hopkins the Jesuit priest, we must pay tribute 
to Hopkins the man for recovering from the crisis proper. And recover he did. 
At the beginning of the letter telling Bridges about the sonnet written in 
blood, Hopkins wrote a lengthy critique of the play Ulysees, made the statement 
about the sonnets, then immediately proceeded to a discussion of music. In the 
letter promising soon to send the sonnets which came unbidden and against his will, 
he preceded that statement with an account of a fishing trip and followed it with 
a paragraph on art, returned to his disconsolate state, admitting that though he has 
just had a holiday and now has "some buoyancy" he fears that he will soon be 
"ground down" to his former state. Yet he adds, "after all, I do not despair, things 
might change, anything may be" (RB, 220-222). Further, the poem which accom¬ 
panied the sonnets is the lovely nature poem "Ashboughs." It does precede the son¬ 
nets, but the fact that Hopkins later wrote a second version of the second stanza in¬ 
dicates that the 1885 period of his life was perhaps a deeper dip in his uneven life 
23 
road but that he did not give up traveling because of it. 
Scattered throughout Hopkins' diary and Journal are dozens of references to 
the ash tree, inscapes, comparisons, sketches, all simple views of nature on a hori¬ 
zontal plane; in the mature poem of 1885, however, we see the horizontal (earth) 
23|n addition, Hopkins was forty years old, "a critical period in a man's life 
when any latent conflicts are liable to assert themselves" as MacKenzie points out, 
p. 37. Hopkins himself wrote at this time that "every man by forty is his own physi¬ 
cian or a fool," RB, p. 216. 
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reaching for fhe vertical (heaven). My purpose in offering both versions of the 
second stanza is to emphasize that the addition of the words Eye, but more cheer 
(my italics) is an indication of the poet's renewed optimism. 
Not of all my eyes see, wandering on the world. 
Is anything a milk to the mind so, so sighs deep 
Poetry to it, as a tree whose boughs break in the sky. 
Say it is ashboughs: whether on a December day and furled 
Fast or they in clammyish lashtender combs creep 
Apart wide and new-nestle at heaven most high. 
a. They touch heaven, tabour on it; how their talons sweep 
The smouldering enormous winter welkin! May 
Mells blue and snowwhite through them, a fringe and fray 
Of greenery: it is old earth's groping towards the steep 
Heaven whom she childs us by. 
b. They touch, they tabour on it, hover on it; here, there hurled. 
With talons sweep 
The smouldering enormous winter welkin. Eye, 
But more cheer is when May 
Mells blue with snowwhite through their fringe and fray 
Of greenery and old earth gropes for, grasps at steep 
Heaven with it whom she childs things by. 
(Poems 149) 
At the end of the summer of 1885, Hopkins wrote "To What Serves Mortal 
Beauty" (Poems 62) and six stanzas of "Thee, God, I Come From" (Poems 155) 
both on the same sheet of paper. The first poem continues his life-long preoccupa¬ 
tion with the proper place for and purpose of the two kinds of beauty. "What do 
then? how meet beauty?" he asks, and answers with the placidity he has now ac¬ 
quired: "Merely meet it; own / Home at heart, heaven's sweet gift; then leave, 
let that alone. / Yea, wish that though, wish all, God's better beauty, grace." 
Thus the poet's right election of beauty results in what Downes calls "repossession" 
24 
of it on a supernatural level; that is, beauty in its most handsome form; ijrace. 
24|gnatian, p. 104. 
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"Thee, God, I Come From" is nof porficularly good poetry, but its central 
message is significant in our attempt to ascertain Hopkins' attitude at this critical 
time . In part it says: 
What I know of thee I bless 
As acknowledging thy stress 
On my being and as seeing 
Something of thy holiness 
Spare thou me, since I see 
With thy might that thou art mild. 
I have life left with me still 
And thy purpose to fulfil. . . . 
In conscientiously giving and grading examinations and in arduously preparing 
students for them, Hopkins was fulfilling God's purpose for him as he interpreted it 
at this point in his life. He felt the pressure of his work and was harassed and spent 
at times but kept up a steady correspondence, usually serious but with occasional 
levity. During the winter of 1886, he spent his spare hours studying Greek life and 
culture and working on an article devoted to Homer's art. The doldrums of the spring 
were relieved by an early summer holiday after which his "spirits rose fifty per cent" 
and a friend was even moved to comment that "he never saw anyone so changed in so 
short a time" (FL, 176). 
With the all-summer grading of examinations, however, "six or seven weeks of 
it without any break, Sundays and weekdays, " he had once more "a fagged mind and 
a continual anxiety" (RWD, 139)and as usual at such a time abjured writing poetry 
for preemptive duties. In early autumn he spent "a very reviving fortnight" in his 
beloved North Wales, "the true Arcadia of wild beauty," and consequently was in 
"better health . . . fitter for work, and/in/ very much better spirits" (FL, 370, 374). 
A month later, though, he had five hundred examination papers to grade (only one 
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batch out of three). During the fall he translated five "Songs of Shakespeare 
into Latin and Greek, worked on his drama, and in early January, 1888, wrote 
"On the Portrait of Two Beautiful Young People" (Poems 157), his first poem in 
over a year. The poem was, he said, written "in Gray's elegy metre, severe" 
(RB, 248). The first words, "I admire and sorrow," tell the whole story of this 
poem fragment, from his appreciation of the innocent, static beauty captured 
on canvas to his melancholy that such beauty and innocence must pass. 
Hopkins devoted his time and correspondence to political and etymologi¬ 
cal subjects during the winter and spring of 1887. He became exhausted as a 
result of the severe cold; his eyes ached and irritated him; and for want of "spare 
time, and what is harder, spare strength" (FL, 379) he did no. writing except some 
prose. He spent most of his holidays in April on University work; and except for 
the brief trip he took with a pupil did not have that usual respite: "It is a vicious 
circle," he wrote Baillie (FL, 286). 
Hopkins wrote few letters during the summer and when he returned to Dublin 
in the fall did not feel well although he was in fair spirits. During a brief holiday, 
however, he became sufficiently enthusiastic and inspired to compose two experi¬ 
mental sonnets, "Tom's Garland" and "Harry Ploughman" (Poems 70 and 71). Both 
poems are examples of Hopkins' remarkable powers of recovery, for they not only 
transcend the poet's self-concern inasmuch as they indicate a factual awareness 
of the changing social world and its problems, but they are also positive in out¬ 
look; furthermore, his experiment with the "intricate and bold technique" of this 
new, extended form suggests "a new heartening of creative energy"^ and the 
25Hunter, p. 101. 
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"poet's powerful, sensitive recoil from inhibition and frustration." 
"Harry Ploughman" inscapes a man (a departure from Hopkins' usual in- 
scape of nature) in vivid, powerful syntax and celebrates the beauty and worth 
of common work. It carries out in poetry an idea which Hopkins once set down 
27 in prose: "It is not only prayer that gives God glory but work." The subject 
of "Tom's Garland" is the unemployed who have "neither security nor splendour" 
and who "share care with the high and obscurity with the low, but wealth or com¬ 
fort with neither" (RB, 273). Having been moved by the march of the unemployed 
and its "Bloody Sunday" result in 1886, Hopkins compassionately elaborates on this 
theme in the poem. We are struck by Hopkins' vacillating emotions at this time, 
though: the letter to Bridges which contains the two poems begins "I laughed out¬ 
right ... to think you . . . could not construe my last sonnet" and continues in 
a light vein. However, the letter immediately preceding this one speaks of ill 
health, eyes "almost bleeding," his lack of inspiration and his unhappiness that 
he "cannot produce anything at all, not only the luxuries like poetry, but the 
duties ... of my position " and that he has "no sufficient reason for going on" 
yet concludes "I am in good spirits" (RB, 270-271). The letter immediately fol¬ 
lowing the one containing the poems, on the other hand, is lengthy and light. 
In it he chides Bridges for "not a low ... a crow ... a bark ... a bray" in 
the way of a letter, then Hopkins himself proceeds to "meekly bray and mildly 
crow" over a canon he has composed and then to expend several pages on liter¬ 
ary criticism (RB, 174-178). 
^Gardner, II, p. 357. 
27QUoted in Pick, p. 151. 
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In the spring of 1888, Hopkins was gloomy: Irish political trouble flared 
again, the University had a crisis, the weather was poor, and his eyes were bad. 
June was examination time: "a great drudgery. . . a burden which crushes me" 
(FL, 184), he said. He half-humorously wrote Dixon (his final letter), "My 
must has long put down her carriage and . . . takes in washing. The laundry is 
driving a great trade now" (RWD, 157). Notwithstanding, he began an Epifhala- 
mion in honor of his brother's marriage; and he began a sonnet with three codas 
which he completed after returning from holidays which this time brought no buoy¬ 
ancy to body or spirit. 
Many critics consider the sonnet "That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire and of 
the Comfort of the Resurrection" (Poems 72) to be the greatest of his poems. Hop¬ 
kins adapted Heraclitus1 theory, that fire is the essence of life, to include the other 
elements, earth, water, and air, as symbols of flux in nature. The epitome of anti¬ 
thesis, the poem goes from utter dejection at the thought thdtalI nature including 
man must be utterly destroyed to the ecstatic revelation that through the Resurrec¬ 
tion all will be restored to life. The poem must be considered as well definite evi¬ 
dence of the poet's recovery from desolation. Its theme is cosmic; its mood and 
no 
statements "are marked by triumph and elation"; its spirit is not that of Good Fri¬ 
day which involves "submission and fear" but that of Easter Sunday which is "assert- 
99 ive and joyous"; and its message is the imminently Christian paradox that glory 
proceeds from gloom, "that this life is a refining fire of purgation and that man will 
be snatched from the conflagration and emerge, all conflicts resolved, a new being. 
28Schneider, p. 171. 
29Downes, Ignatian, p. 71. 30Pick, p. 155. 
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CLOUD-PUFFBALL, forn tufts, tossed pillows flaunt forth, then 
chevy on an air- 
built thoroughfare: heaven-roysterers, in gay-gangs they 
throng; they glitter in marches. 
Down roughcast, down dazzling whitewash, wherever an 
elm arches, 
Shivelights and shadowtackle in long lashes lace, lance, and 
pair. 
Delightfully the bright wind boisterous ropes, wrestles, beats 
earth bare 
Of yestertempest's creases; in pool and rutpeel parches 
Squandering ooze to squeezed dough, crust, dust; stanches, 
starches 
Squadroned masks and manmarks treadmire toil there 
Footfretted in it. Million-fueled, nature's bonfire burns on. 
But quench her bonniest, dearest to her, her clearesf-selved 
spark 
Man, how fast his firedint, his mark on mind, is gone! 
Both are in an unfathomable, all is in an enormous dark 
Drowned. O pity and indignation ! Manshape, that shone 
Sheer off, disseveral, a star, death blots black out; nor mark 
Is any of him at all so stark 
But vastness blurs and time beats level. Enough! the Resur¬ 
rection, 
A heart's clarion ! Away grief's gasping, joyless days, de¬ 
jection . 
Across my foundering deck shone 
A beacon, an eternal beam. Flesh fade, and mortal trash 
Fall to the residuary worm; world's wildfire, leave but ash: 
In a flash, at a trumpet crash, 
I am all at once what Christ is, since he was what I am, and 
This Jack joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, immortal 
diamond. 
Is immortal diamond. 
Four months elapsed before Flopkins wrote another poem. During this time he 
was alternately light-hearted and distressed, complaining about his eyes yet compos¬ 
ing music, writing fewer letters but some long and even humorous ones. His sonnet 
on "St. Alphonsus Rodriguez" (Poems 73), the first poem Hopkins' wrote after "That 
Nature" and in honor of a lay brother of the Society of Jesus who was canonized in 
1888, seems to be a reflection of himself. Rodriguez served as a faithful Porter (door- 
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keeper) for forty-five years but suffered from periods of desolation and aridity. Rod¬ 
riguez1 outstanding characteristic was, like Hopkins', obedience (the virtue most 
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valued by the Society), "immediate, unquestioning, dedicated conformity." The 
ultimate obedience for this saint, as for Hopkins and many other Christians, was sub¬ 
mission of the will to a hidden martyrdom: 
But be the war within the brand we wield 
Unseen, the heroic breast not outward-steeled. 
Earth hears no hurtle then from fiercest fray. 
Man's immortal victory is assured, however, because "God (that hews mountain and 
continent, / Earth, all, out; Who, with trickling increment, / Veins violets and tall 
trees makes more and more) / Could crowd career with conquest." 
During the fall of 1888, Hopkins fluctuated between feeling great "distress of 
mind" and being "lighthearted" (RB, 285); he feared he had gout or rheumatism in 
his eyes which felt "like soap or lemons" (RB, 290); yet he continued writing music, 
resumed his drawing, and wrote long letters to his friends (including a long, detailed, 
light letter to his brother Arthur concerning one of Arthur's paintings) (FL, 186-189). 
The onerous task of grading examinations came and went once more, and his yearly 
retreat began January 1, 1889. His retreat notes are ruthless self-examinations in 
which he grieves over the little he has done, his helplessness and weakness which 
lead to self-loathing, and his unhappy situation in Dublin. Recalling that "the jour¬ 
ney to Bethlehem was /also/ inconvenient and painful," he adds, "I hope to bear 
this in mind." At the beginning of the notes, Hopkins makes the statement, "I am 
now 44. I do not waver in my allegiance, I never have since my conversion to the 
O 1 0,Downes, Ignatian, p. 105. 
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Church. The quesMon is how I advance fhe side I serve on." The final, broken- 
off conclusion of fhe nofes, as he is contemplafing fhe marriage feast in Cana which 
Christ attended and the steward's statement about the wine, might well be Hopkins' 
own evaluation of his life: "There has been no stint but there has been an unwise 
order in the serving. . . (SDW, 161-171). 
We can trace one of the most striking examples of Hopkins' conflict and re- 
conciliaiton through his letters to these last retreat notes to one of his final poems, 
"Thou Art Indeed Just, Lord" (Poems 74). In that dark fall of 1885 he had written 
Bridges, "It kills me to be time's eunuch and never to beget" (RB, 222); but in Jan¬ 
uary of 1888, he admitted almost proudly, "I am a eunuch—but it is for the kingdom 
of heaven's sake" (RB, 270). Then in his January,1889 retreat notes, after castigating 
himself for "the little I have done . . . my waste of time," he says that since he is 
like a straining eunuch, I wish then for death" (SDW, 262); but in the sonnet he wrote 
two months later, he seems once more to realize that his sacrifice has been for the 
kingdom's sake. The paradox of this poem, as Robinson points out, is that Hopkins 
32 
"is creating great poetry about his need to create." Like Jeremiah (whom the first 
three lines quote), the poet does not understand why he must suffer, although the 
poet's voice is more controlled, less frenzied in this plea than it is in the sonnets of 
stress. The words from Jeremiah 12:1 which serve as the poem's epigraph are: "Justus 
quidem tu es, Domine, si disputem tecum; verumtamen justa loquar ad te: Quare via 
impiorum prosperatur?" The poem: 
Thou art indeed just. Lord, if I contend 
With thee; but, sir, so what I plead is just. 
Why do sinners' ways prosper? and why must 
Disappointment all I endeavour end? 
32|n Extremity, p. 133. 
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Werf thou my enemy, O th'Mj my friend. 
How wouldst thou worse, I wonder, than thou dost 
Defeat, thwart me? Oh, the sots and thralls of lust 
Do in spare hours more thrive than I that spend. 
Sir, life upon thy cause. See, banks and brakes 
Now, leaved how thick! laced they are again 
With fretty chervil, look, and fresh wind shakes 
Them; birds build—but not I build; no, but strain. 
Time's eunuch, and not breed one work that wakes. 
Mine, O thou lord of life, send my roots rain. 
Meditating on Christ's passion in one of his commentaries on the Spiritual Exercises, 
Hopkins had written, "We are to strain for it: this straining . . . gives us some like¬ 
ness to Our Lord's condition and is some sort of homage to that" (SDW, 187). Hop¬ 
kins' straining life was the likeness, his poem the homage. 
"The Shepherd's Brow" (Poems 75) follows the preceding poem by a few weeks, 
but Bridges regarded it as being so atypically cynical of Hopkins that he printed it 
in the back part of the first edition of the poems. Gardner claims, however, that 
oo 
it is not really cynical but rather "the cry of the disappointed idealist" who con¬ 
fronts man's limitations and, as Fr. Boyle points out, is a truth "Hopkins faced. . . 
fully."34 
Hopkins' last poem, v/ritten on April 22, is a sonnet he titled "To R. B." and 
enclosed in his final letter to Bridges a week later. Appropriately, it not only hon¬ 
ors the man who ultimately introduced Hopkins to the world but is also about writing 
a poem. The octet of this calm and ordered sonnet describes the poem's conception 
and gestation; the sestet laments the poet's lack of inspiration and ends with a mild 
^Gardner, ^ p. 256. 
34Robert Boyle, S. J. Metaphor in Hopkins (Chapel Hill: The Univ. of N. C. 
Press, 1960), p. 133. 
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apology and modest explanation. 
The fine delight that fathers thought; the strong 
Spur, live and lancing like the blowpipe flame. 
Breathes once and, quenched faster than it came. 
Leaves yet the mind a mother of immortal song. 
Nine months she then, nay years, nine years she long 
Within her v/ears, bears, cares and combs the same: 
The widow of an insight lost she lives, with aim 
Now known and hand at work now never wrong. 
Sweet fire the sire of muse, my soul needs this; 
I want the one rapture of an inspiration. 
O then if in my lagging lines you miss 
The roll, the rise, the carol, the creation. 
My winter world, that' scarcely breathes that bliss 
Now, yields you, with some sighs, our explanation. (Poems 76) 
Hopkins opened the letter containing the poem just cited by saying, "I am ill 
35 today, but no matter for that as my spirits are good" (RB, 304). According to let¬ 
ters which he wrote to his mother on May 1 and father on May 3, he contracted what 
he supposed was rheumatic fever. On May 5, he wrote his mother that he was sorry 
to have caused her anxiety, said that he was now in a doctor's care and was much 
better, and ended by saying that though "at many such a time I have been in a sort 
of extremity of mind, now I am the placidest soul in the world" (FL, 195-197). The 
fever was typhoid which worsened, and on June 8 after having been given the Holy 
Viaticum by Fr. Wheeler, and with his family beside him, Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
S. J., muttered, "I am so happy, I am so happy, I am so happy" and died. 
Once again it was examination time. 
35The only letter preserved from Bridges to Hopkins followed this one. Dated 
May 18, 1889, it begins, "Dearest Gerard," expressed regret that he was ill and the 
wish that "I could look in on you and see for myself" along with the comment, "mean¬ 
while I must be patient." Bridges closed the letter, "Yr afft R. B." FL, p. 433. 
CONCLUSION 
To hunger and nof have, yef hope on for, to storm and 
strive and 
Be at every assault fresh foiled, worse flung, deeper dis¬ 
appointed, 
The turmoil and the torment, it has, I swear, a sweetness 
Keeps a kind of joy in it, a zest, an edge, an ecstasy. 
Next after sweet success. . . . (Poems 152) 
The passage just cited is a portion of Caradoc's soliloquy from Hopkins' in¬ 
complete drama "St. Winefred's Well"^ which, though intended as Caradoc's la¬ 
ment, is in fact a fair assessment of Hopkins' own paradoxical life. The conflicts 
Hopkins experienced as well as his efforts at reconciling those conflicts often ap¬ 
pear as counter tensions in his prose and poetry. For example, we find the asceti¬ 
cism which Hopkins' father noticed early in his son appearing in such acts as Hop¬ 
kins' water-abstension episode and in his pre-Jesuit poems which deal with martyr¬ 
dom and self-mortification. Yet accompanying the ascetic element is the aesthet¬ 
ic one. For instance, Hopkins couches St. Laurence's martyrdom in the "Escorial" 
in sensuous terms. Similarly, he counters the reach toward heaven in "Heaven- 
Haven" with the pull toward earth in its companion piece "I Must Hunt Down the 
Prize." And the frail, docile young Hopkins who challenged his headmaster is the 
IWinefred was St. Beuno's niece who, upon resisting Caradoc's advances, 
was decapitated. According to legend, she was restored to life and the famous' 
well gushed from the spot where her head fell. Gardner, Poems, p. 315. 
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same paradoxical Hopkins who decided to keep one book for spiritual notes and 
a different one for daily events but whose spiritual and temporal writings through¬ 
out his life are scarcely separable. 
The action of the lad who burned his poems when he decided to become a 
Jesuit, resolved "to give up all beauty" until he had God's leave for it but suf¬ 
fered from the inner conflict this decision created, parallels what he later called 
Christ's "Great Sacrifice," viz., an unrequired and willingly elected "sacrifice 
of joy and adoration, which only incidentally . . . became one also of sorrow and 
reparation" (SDW, 109-110). Thus before Hopkins even knew the Ignatian rule of 
proper election, he practiced it. 
Once Hopkins joined the Society, however, his dedication was total and, 
perhaps unfortunately for him, overzealous. Hampered by an already over-scrupu¬ 
lous conscience, Hopkins the Jesuit fasted to the detriment of his health, under¬ 
went sometimes needless self-imposed penances, and blamed himself when God 
seemed to abandon him and leave him comfortless. He never shirked the duties 
which were burdensome to him, though; he never complained about excessive work 
even when it sometimes meant assuming others' tasks as well as his own; and he 
never questioned or appealed the orders of a superior, although he might have done 
2 
so. In these areas, too, the law of compensation ruled, for however inadequate 
Hopkins felt himself to be, he could say with some degree of pride toward the end 
of his career, "I have never wavered in my vocation." 
Hopkins was sincere in his resolve to leave off writing poetry until God's 
2"ln the impossible, or almost impossible case of a command being given, 
the Jesuit would be clearly bound to disobey. . . . Every subordinate has also 
the right of appeal. " Fr. Clarke, pp. 119-120. 
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earfhly Vicar instructed him to resume. That significant portions of his diary. Jour¬ 
nal, correspondence, sermons, and devotional writings are undeniably poetic is 
merely coincidental to his primary purpose. Such writing satisfied his need (and I 
would say compulsion) to create and was at the same time in harmony with his per¬ 
sonal vow. He resolved the conflict over giving up writing poetry but needing and 
wanting to write when a superior suggested he write the account of the Deutschland 
disaster, but the decision of whether or not to publish then beleaguered him. There 
is validity in the argument that rejection of work he submitted, critical rebuffs 
from Bridges, lack of encouragement from his Society (individually or in combina¬ 
tion) caused Hopkins' reluctance to publish. But balancing if not overriding these 
impediments, I feel, is Hopkins' forceful rejection of Dixon's repeated offers to help 
establish him in print, his assertion that to publish was tantamount to "insubordina¬ 
tion," and finally his election to obscurity—not only because seeking fame was 
counter to the Ignatian principle of "disinterestedness" but also because he wished 
to follow Christ who likewise chose a "hidden life." 
It is debatable whether Hopkins' physical and emotional health could have 
endured the demands of fame, anyway, for he would have had to cope with criti¬ 
cism as well, a burden which perhaps neither his delicate frome nor his sensitive 
nature could have tolerated. Although this essay is not a psychological study, the 
possibility is undeniable that Hopkins suffered from an emotional problem—perhaps 
depression, since he manifested some of its symptoms such as constant fatigue, un¬ 
explained melancholia, insomnia, and projects begun but not completed. Thus I 
agree with Jean-Georges Ritz that Hopkins was 
malheureux et torture par ses nerfs . . . ayant vaillamment supporte pendant 
le longues annees une epreuve physique et morale que la medicine etait alors 
impuissante a adoucir ou a guerir. C'est une tragedie reele qu'il a vecue, et 
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qui nous parfiif plus douloureuse of amere aujourd'hui que nous savons 
quelle therapeuHque employer pour vaincre un mal qui aftaque I'ame 
presque autant que le corps.^ 
If indeed he did suffer from this malady during an era in which no relief was avail¬ 
able, then the degree of his recovery from it and the amount and quality of work 
he accomplished in spite of it are all the more remarkable. 
In this essay, we have seen numerous examples in Hopkins' correspondence, 
in his private writings, and within his poems of his emergence from dejection to 
elevation and on occasion to exultation. The escalating movement from desolation 
to consolation, stress to relief, conflict to reconciliation in nearly all of Hopkins' 
dappled life and works is highly significant. The poet who saw God as "lightning 
and love" in the Deutschland, who said "I can no more. I can" in one of the son¬ 
nets of stress, and who touted "the roll, the rise, the carol, the creation" in his 
final poem, is also the one whose last words were "I am so happy." For Hopkins, 
antithesis seemed indeed essential to the beauty he once renounced but ultimately 
gave back to God—"beauty's self and beauty's giver." 
Although Hopkins completed only seventy-six poems and left as many partial¬ 
ly finished, of the completed poems, many are considered by critics to be nearly 
flawless. Further, the work of only one poet—Gerard Manley Hopkins—appears 
consistently in both Victorian and Modern anthologies. Speaking of Hopkins the 
Victorian, the noted critic F. R. Leavis judges that Hopkins "is likely to prove, for 
our time and the future, the only influential poet of the Victorian age, and he seems 
3Le Poete Gerard Manley Hopkins, S. J. (1844-1889): Sa Vie et Son Oeuvre 
(Paris: Librairie Didier, 1963), pp. 223-224. Hopkins was "miserable and tortured 
by his nerves, having valiantly endured for many years a physical and moral trial 
which medicine was powerless at that time to alleviate or to cure. It is a real trag¬ 
edy that he had to undergo all this which seems even sadder and more bitter to us 
today since we know what therapy to use to overcome illness that attacks the soul 
nearly as much as the body." My translation. 
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to me the greatest."^ The equally renowned critic F. O. Matthiessen, speaking 
of Hopkins the Modern poet, says that "since his technical discoveries have had 
a chance to become generally known . . . they have provided the greatest single 
5 
stimulus to the development of the craft of poetry." 
There is too much evidence of conflict between the priest and the poet in 
Hopkins' life and writings for us to deny its existence or to refer to it lightly as 
the "dark night of the soul" which any great Christian or genius is "privileged" 
to pass through. Yet only a severely myopic view which will notfocus beyond 
Hopkins' periods of stress to his periods of recovery would see him as being the 
life-long victim of "profound emotional dislocation" or cite the Jesuit discipline 
as leading to his "premature death." If Hopkins was a martyr, he was a willing 
one, a "eunuch ... for the kingdom of heaven's sake" even as was his model 
Christ, about whose own foreshortened life Hopkins once wrote in an unconscious 
self-evaluation: 
whereas ^Christ/' would have wished to succeed by success . . . neverthe¬ 
less he was doomed to succeed by failure; his plans were baffled, his hopes 
dashed, and his work was done by being broken off undone. (RWD, 137-138) 
That we are the beneficiaries of the outstanding poetry Hopkins produced despite 
the "turmoil and the torment" he underwent is the ultimate paradox, for he would 
very gladly accept this legacy as "joy . . . next after sweet success." 
At the close of the tragic drama of St. Winefred, Caradoc, casting about 
for comfort, cries out, "What do?" He resolves, for himself as well as his poet 
creator that he will "not yield, / Not hope, not pray; despair; ay, that: brazen 
^New Bearings, p. 193. 
American Renaissance (N. Y.; Oxford Univ. Press, 1941), p. 592. 
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despair out, / Brave all, and take what comes." The crowning reward and ultimate 
consolation is, like that which the tall nun receives when she calls out "Ipse" as 
the Deutschland is sinking. 
As sure as what is most sure, 
sure as that spring primroses 
Shall new-dapple next year, 
sure as to-morrow morning. 
Amongst come-back-again things, 
things with a revival, 
things with a recovery. 
Thy name. . . . 
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